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Erez
talks

in high
gear

JON IMMANUEL

THE joint Israeli-Paiesdnian
steering committee, headed by
former chief of staffDan Shomron
and Palestinian Authority minister
Saeb Erckat, met for more than
four hours at the Erez checkpoint
yesterday, holding a preliminary
discussion about Hebron.
Sources said that the ideas Israel

raised have all been mentioned in

recent days as ways to meet the

government’s concern for the
security of 400 Jews living in the
city'.

these ideas include issuing pis-

tols instead of rifles to Palestinian

policemen; stationing troops on
Jabal Abu Sneineh. which over-
looks the Jewish quarter, and
increasing the number of soldiers

through more joint patrols.

The Palestinian side neither

accepted nor rejected the propos-

als. but today’s talks “will be more
important because we will get into

the details," one of the sources

said.

Justice Minister Tzahi Hanegbi.
a confidante of Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu, said on the

Popoiitika TV program that he

thought the talks would be com-
pleted within "one month, but it

depends on the Palestinians."

Palestinian negotiator Hassan

Asfour said that “nothing new”
was raised in the talks yesterday.

However, both sides described the

atmosphere as “good.”

Three US observers - special

envoy Dennis Ross. Ambassador

Martin Imdyk and Consul-General

Edward Abington - sat in on the

meeting, arriving after U started.

They are not expected to offer any

proposals unless the talks become

deadlocked.

After the meeting, Ross present-

ed a statement on behalf of both

sides, saying, “the talks were seri-

ous and businesslike.”

The Palestinians have said that

they will not reopen negotiations

on Hebron and are willing to dis-

cuss only how the year-old agree-

ment signed in Washington should

be implemented.

Hebron Mayor Mustafa Natshe

said yesterday that the Israeli posi-

tion was “hypocritical.” since the

agreement bn the Hebron with-

drawal was reached in consulta-

tion with Israel’s senior security

officials, including Maj.-Gen. Uzi

Dayan, the current OC Central

in Command. . __
“ Natshe said that placing the H->r

cm the high ground at JabaJ Abu

Sneineh would not add to Israeli

security since the entire Old City

is surrounded by hills.”

Within the ! 5Ec-20% of Hebron

to remain under IDF control, Th®
sellers will be armed, the sokhere

will be armed, only the 20-3000Q

Palestinians will not be armed, it

. is unnecessary to talk about the

; need for security because it is

- assured 100^” he said.

However; Natshe said that two

* proposals raised recently would

i * probably not find any objection:

- increasing the number of joint

l patrols
' and international

: °*NhtshTvesterday hosted 1Russian

.-I- Ambassador Alexander Bovin, a

L signaiory to the Oslo 2 agreement,

! which includes the agreement on

v redeploying in Hebron.

Last night, Israel and me

t^iestmians agreed that both sitks

would carry only pistols at the

Kami truck crossing m Gaza.

- Israel Radio said.
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PM, Peres
clash as

new Knesset
session opens

L1AT COLLINS

United Arab list MK Taleb a-Sanaa (center) leaves the Knesset plenum after being ejected for waving a black flag during Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s address at yesterday’s opening session of the Knesset’s winter term. (bwHni)

Netanyahu may prefer final-status talks now
PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu said in the Knesset yes-

terday that after the Hebron issue

is resolved, he is willing to negoti-

ate the final disposition of the ter-

ritories.

These final-status talks are sup-

posed to deal with issues such as

Jerusalem, settlements, refugees,

and borders. Ironically, due to the

little-understood intricacies of
Oslo 2 on further Israeli pullbacks,

this is beginning to look more
appealing to Netanyahu.

It is important to note the

timetable. Final-status talks were
slated to begin on May 4, and to be
completed three years later. The
Peres government actually held a
symbolic meeting before the elec-

tions. and the Palestinians cite the

fact that such talks are not being
held as yet another violation of
agreements by foe Netanyahu gov-

ernment
(The US was hoping that

BACKGROUND
DAVID MAKOVSKY

Netanyahu might announce a date

for final-status talks at the White
House summit, thereby enabling

President Bill Clinton to point to

some semblance of progress.

However, Netanyahu refused,

insisting thar to do SO would make
it seem as if the Palestinians were
being rewarded for die violence in

the territories.)

Some senior officials suggest

that they would prefer to talk about

foe final disposition of the territo-

ries than be put in the apparent

straitjacket of Oslo 2, under which
by next fall Israel is supposed to

pull back from all the territories

into “specified military locations*'

in three stages, while remaining in

control of foe setlieis. (A broader
term, withdrawal to “specified

security locations,” was used in tiie

Camp David Accords.)

Moreover, the locations must
also be specified by September

1997. so the issue cannot be
fudged.

In a broad sense, Oslo 2 attempt-

ed to unlink the territorial aspects

of foe final-status agreement,
which would be decided by
September 1997, from non-territo-
rial aspects, such as Palestinian

refugees. statehood, and
Jerusalem, which did not .have to

be decided until May 1999.

In other words, the Palestinians

could make major territorial gains

before talks on such extremely dif-

ficult issues are resolved.

There are those in Labor who say

that if elected, they would have
wrapped up all aspects of peace
with the Palestinians within a year.

and therefore there would not have
been a difference between the end
of the pullback phase and foe end
of the final-status talks.

However. assuming the

Netanyahu government does not
want to complete final-status

talks until it is obligated to do so,

it could very well be entering the

most critical phase of those talks

with very few territorial cards

left

Thus it seems Netanyahu may
have wanted to signal that he
would prefer final-status talks now
to beginning them in earnest after

already having yielded most of the

territories.

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu told the Knesset yester-

day that he intends to continue with

foe dialogue with the Palestinians

and will begin final-status discus-

sions after the Hebron redeploy-
ment issue bad been resolved.

His address in the plenum was
interrupted by heckling, which
erupted barely a minute into his

speech- Taleb a-Sanaa (United
Arab List) not only accused him
of causing foe deaths of
Palestinians in the recent distur-

bances, he also unfurled a black

flag of mourning. He was eventu-

ally removed after being called to

Older three times.

Ahmed Sa’ad (Hadash) was also

ejected for bedding.
The debate lasted nearly five

hours, but after a rough start, the

plenum was almost empty and
peaceful. Labes- filed a nonconfi-

dence motion, bat the vote cm the

motion will only be held next

Monday.
Both Netanyahu and opposition

leader Shimon Peres warmed up
to their new roles during their

turns at the lectern.

Netanyahu stressed the national

consensus behind an agreement
that grants maximum freedom to

the Palestinians with maTimnm
security fra- the Israelis. He repeat-

ed his commitment to signed
agreements and to the principle of
reciprocity.

“We are obviously committed to

the Oslo agreement, even though
we warned against the dangers it

entails,” be said. “But we are also

obliged to protect the safety of

civilians ... We stand on two basic

principles: security and reciproci-

ty in respecting agreements.”

He stressed a strong and secure

peace would be in the interests of

both Israelis and Palestinians. He
called on the Arabs to renounce
terror and called on the world to

avoid putting pressure on Israel.

“I call on the Palestinian public

again to renounce violence and to

go in the way of peace, to peace,”

Netanyahu said. “1 call on the

international community to exam-
ine the situation here truthfully, to

seek foe truth. There are so many
falsehoods and lies.”

He emphasized that he is the

prime minister of the whole coun-
try-

“When this government was
elected, it was clear that the citi-

zens - and I don’t necessarily

mean those who voted for us -
wanted two things: to continue foe

process of dialogue with the

Palestinians in the hope that it

would bring about true peace, and
to get rid of foe security threats

which caused foe murders of 220
Israelis since the Oslo agree-

ments,” Netanyahu said.

He said violations of the agree-

ments are still taking place and
called on Palestinian Authority

Chairman Yasser Arafat to “stop

the violence, disarm tenor organi-

zations, and stop freeing murder-
ers.”

(Continued on Page 2)
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Prime minister’s adviser on
terrorism warns of attacks

Above All...

We’ve Mastered the Art Of Private Banking

THE prime minister’s adviser

on combating terrorism has
called on the public to increase

its awareness and be on extra-

sensitive alert for attacks by
Islamic extremists this month.
“I don't want to panic the

public,” Brig.-Gen. Yigal
Pressler said. “But there are

alerts and I’m not just making
this announcement for the hell

of it.”

He said there is fear - and
information - that Islamic

Jihad will try to conduct

ARJEH O'SULLIVAN

attacks this month.
“October is considered by

Islamic Jihad as the month of
foe intifada, and its activists

are bolding days of remem-
brance for a number of inci-

dents, including foe death of
their leader Fathi Shkaki,”
Pressler said.

- Shkaki was killed last

October in Malta, and foreign

reports said Israeli agents car-

ried out foe assassination.

“There exists a reasonable
probability that the organiza-
tion will try to act around these

dates and carry out attacks,” he
added.
Islamic Jihad claimed

responsibility for the fatal

Dizengoff Square bombing last

March. The group’s current
head, Ramadan Abdullah
Shallah, who is based in

Damascus, has declared
recently that he wants to hurt

foe peace process and avenge
his predecessor's death.

Weizman to meet with Arafat, Mubarak
PRESIDENT Ezer Weizman and

Palestinian Authority Chairman

Yasser Arafar are to meet at

Weizraan’s Caesarea villa today

to discuss the peace talks.

Weizman’s spokeswoman Batya

Keinan said yesterday.

A meeting between Weizman

and Egyptian President Hosni

Mubarak in Egypt is being sched-

uled for next week, she added.

Arafat confirmed that he would

News agencies

attend foe meeting. It will only be
Arafat's second trip to Israel. In

November 1995, Arafat secretly

visited Leah Rabin to express his

condolences after her husband’s

assassination.

“I may be meeting with

President Weizman tomorrow,”

Arafar said yesterday.

Army Radio said Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
would join foie two leaders, but
both Keinan and the Prime
Minister’s Office denied there

were any plans for him to partici-

pate in foe talks.

Keinan said Mubarak bad invit-

ed Weizman to visit him, but that

a specific date had yet to be
decided upon.
.Weizman:We still need Egypt’s

support in peace process, Page 2
Ararat cogluiucu ui*u. j — - - - -
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Bodyguard killed as Arafat’s convoy crashes on way to Egypt

^LESTINIAN Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat personal guard and two police officers were bospita
PALESTINIAN Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat

was unhurt yesterday, after two jeeps m fos convoy

collided while en route to Egypt, killing one

Palestinian officer and injuring four.

The jeeps crashed into each other as foe convoy

was leaving Gaza City, Palestinian officials said.

YouscfHader, 23, was lolled, according to officials

at Shifa Hospital in Gaza. Two members of Arafet s

personal guard and two police officers were hospital-

ized with serious injuries.

Arafat,'who had been in another car; confirmed his

trip and met with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak
later in foe day.

In May 1995. one of Arafat’s guards was killed

when foe guarcl crashed into a tree while driving a

jeep at foe front of foe convoy. (AP)

Our dear aunt and cousin

NIHA "MIRIAM" BARRY
widow of the late Jack (Yustin) Barry

has passed away.

The funeral will take place today, T̂ ^°<^
,ber 8 '

1996

at the Hoion Cemetery at 12.30 p.m.

Abus will be available at37 BodenheimerSt, Tel Aviv at 1130 a.m.

The family
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Christopher:

Israel must take
concrete steps

DAVID MAKOVSKY

SECRETARY of State Warren

Christopher yesterday urged

Foreign Minister David Levy to

take concrete steps that would
demonstrate to the Palestinians

that Israel is sincere about their

welfare and about the peace

process, diplomatic sources said.

Among tile many issues the US
considers relevant are facilitating

trade between Gaza and the west
Bank and enabling Palestinians to

export.

The leading trading conduit for

the Palestinians, the Kami crossing

in Gaza, is currently closed. Israel

is reportedly keeping it closed until

the Palestinians agree to modified
security arrangements there.

According to a statement put out
by the Foreign Ministry after the

meeting. Levy informed
Christopher that Israel is in Che

process of lifting the so-called

internal closure, which forbids

Palestinian traffic between cities.

Speaking to reporters after the

IDF not ready to

resume joint patrols

in Judea and Samaria
ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

THE IDF is in no rush to resume
joint patrols with the Palestinian

Police in Judea and Samaria, mili-

tary sources said.

Joint patrols in the West Bank
were halted during the bloody
riots two weeks ago. At least two
border policemen engaged in the

joint patrols were among the IS
soldiers killed. The joint patrols in

the Gaza Strip were halted for two
days, then resumed.
Military sources said the clashes

with the Palestinian Police caused
a severe breakdown in the trust

soldiers had in their Palestinian

counterparts. They also said dial

the time is not yet ripe to resume
the patrols.

The Palestinian-controlled areas

where the joint patrols functioned

are still oft limits to Israelis, and
the IDF wants to see bow relations

with the Palestinian Police devel-

op, the sources said.

“We’ve got no interest in start-

ing them up for now,” said one
Central Command officer.

Israel Radio reported that the

Palestinians had sought to resume
the joint patrols, but Central

Command sources said they were
not aware of any requests.

Another source said the

Palestinians had not implemented

lessons learned from last month’s

clashes and rook no action against

policemen who fired on IDF
troops.

The army is also using the

renewal of the joint patrols as a
lever to bring about the prosecu-
tion of policemen who opened
fire.

In Erez, meanwhile, Israel

reopened the industrial complex,
but only 600 instead of the 2,000
Palestinian laborers with permits

showed up since the reopening
was announced late Sunday night.

Another 700 Palestinians from the

West Bank were allowed into

Israel to help harvest olives.

Security sources said the inten-

tion is to ease tire closure, in con-
junction with the improving secu-

rity conditions.

The IDF announced fee closure

in RamaHah would be lifted as of

4:00 ajn. this morning. In a bid to

make conditions easier for the

Palestinians during the talks,

Israel has already lifted the closure

around Bethlehem, Jericho, Jenin,

Tulkarm, and KaBrilya. Only the

resklents of Nablus and Hebron
are barred from leaving their

cities.

But die army is still maintaining

a high alert and keeping its forces

poised far any action should the

situation suddenly deteriorate.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Man killed while changing tire
Mahdi Hijazi, 27, of Tamra, was killed Sunday night, when he was
hit by a truck while changing a flat tire cm his car a kilometer from

the Yagur junction, near Haifa. Itim

Body washes ashore in Tel Aviv
The body of a man was discovered on the rocks offTel Aviv’s

Dolphinarium Beach yesterday. The body is in an advanced state of

decay and has been sent to the National Forensics Institute at Abu
Kabir, in an attempt to identify it Itim

Katsav, Jordanian minister meet in Bangkok
Tourism Minister Mosbe Katsav yesterday held a joint press

conference with his Jordanian counterpart at the annual convention

of the American Society of Travel Agents in Bangkok. The two

spoke of their commitment to peace and of such joint projects as the

Lowest Park in the World, which is to be set up along the border at

the Dead Sea. Jerusalem Post Staff

SLA soldier lightly wounded
A South Lebanese Army soldier was lightly wounded as fighting

continued in the security zone yesterday evening. He was evacuated

to a hospital.
.

The wounded soldier was among troops maiming a position m the

zone’s eastern sector that came under fire from mortars.

The mortar attack is believed to have been carried by Hizbullah,

which together with its rival AmaL has intensified operations

against the IDF and SLA in the zone recently.

IDF and SLA gunners returned fire, sparking an exchange which

lasted several hours. DavidRudge

IAF Cobra crash lands
.

An IAF Cobra helicopter crash landed in a field near Kiryat Gat

yesterday. There were no injuries, but the helicopter was slightly

damaged.
A week ago, two Bell helicopters crash landed daring training.

Nine servicemen were killed and two went missing in two

helicopter crashes this year. Arieh O'Sullivan

Combat soldiers get a raise
The average wage of combat soldiers will now be about NIS 550 a

month, double what rear echelon troops receive.

The IDF Spokesman said it was decided to grant the raise as an

“expression of the value tire army holds for their efforts and

recognition of their difficult service conditions.”

Soldiers attending combat-training courses are also receiving the

Arieh O’Sullivan

NEWS Tuesday, October 8, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

meeting, Christopher sa»d that be
wants tiie the talks on Hebron
completed quickly.
“I think we also have an acute

sense of the shortness of time and
desire that we make progress as
rapidly as possible,” he said.
He added feat he has been

assured that “Israel does not
intend to try to rescind or modify”
existing accords, “but only to
implement them in an effective
and practical way.”
Christopher, however, seemed to

express sympathy for Israel's view
that the recent violence will affect

security considerations.
Regarding fee IDF redeploy-

ment in Hebron, Christopher said,
“Within tije implr-mp-ntatirtn

,
prac-

tical questions arise, and I think

it's only fair to say feat those prac-
tical questions now involve the

recent violence.”

After the meeting, Christopher
flew to a previously scheduled
visit to Africa.

Rafael
unveils the

Python-4
air-to-air

missile
ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

F®a©f AIB3S

Secretary of State Warren Christopher and Foreign Minister David Levy shake hands at the press conference they held yesterday,

following their meeting at the Foreign Ministry in Jerusalem. (Brian B«x2er)

RAFAEL bas officially unveiled

fee Python-4, considered by many
to be the best short-range, air-to-:

air missile in the world, and hopes

to market it abroad-

The missile, developed wife no
foreign components, has been

used by the IAF for several yeah.

;

It will be seen by fee public far fee

!

first rnris at the Seoul Air Show in

'

South Korea, which opens next

week. The show draws potential

customers from across southeast

Asia.
The Python-4 has a unique aero-

dynamic design which incorpo-

rates large fins, giving it superior

agility. Most older missiles have
small fins, so they don’t turn welL
The Python-4 is a beat-seeking,

“fare and forget” missile, incorpo-

rating a high penetration warhead

with an active proximity fuse,

which allows it to be deadly even

if it doesn't score a direct fait. The

Weizman says Egypt’s support
is essential for peace process

THERE is no hope for tire peace process with-

out Egypt’s support, so Israel must work to
obtain tins support, despite tire country's recent

hostility towards Israel. President Ezer
Weizman told a meeting of fannerMKs at fee

Knesset yesterday.

“Egypt is tire leader in these matters " he
explained. “Without Egypt, it is very hud to go
in tiie direction of either peace or war.”

Therefore, despite the anger they cause, fee
attacks on Israel in fee Egyptian press should
not be allowed to affect our relations wife

Egypt - especially, he said, as our press is also

not always innocent of wrongdoing.
The president added that it was an illusion to

think Jordan could take Egypt’s place as
Israel’s major Arab ally.

“Jordan is a small state which depends on die

rest of the Arab world,” be said. “It can’t lead

fee pack.”

In addition to Egypt, Weizman said, another

crucial factor feat Israel must consider is fee

upcoming American elections, which incum-
bent President BiD Clinton seems almost cer-

tain to win.
*

“The Americans are angry” be said. “And

EVELYN GORDON

there's one feing we have to understand: That

is that a president in his final term is a com-
pletely different president- We need to pre-

pare for this.”

Weizman said that even though tiie peace
process is now “at the bright of a crisis,” he
was cautiously optimistic, because everyone
involved - Israel, the Palestinian Authority,

Egypt Jordan and the US - understands that

they have a great deal to lose from its collapse.

However, he warned, the talks will succeed
only if all tiie parties “think very hard” about
their behavior.

“No one has been especially righteous.” he
said.

It is also important not to get bogged down in

assigning blame.Weizman said: While figuring

out who was responsible for the crisis is an
important task for academics, the important

question for fee politicians is what can Ire done
to resolve it

In this context, he said, it is important to

remember that Yasser Arafat is the fast elected

.

Palestinian leader - whether Israel likes it or

not. In addition, he said, though he is a “great

believer” in tiie value of personal contacts, it is

nor enough for Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu to meet Arafat and tell Itim to have

faith; it will all work out.

“You also have to give something, to put

something oq the table,” Weizman said.

Israel must find ways to protect its security,

tiie president added, but it must also avoid

putting itself at odds wife tiie entire world, and
titis means taking the Palestinians' needs into

account. The alternative is not only the threat

of more violence, he said, but also an econom-

ic crisis, since the peace process has been one
offee major spurs to fee economy over the past

three years.

“Three weeks ago, we were in a good posi-

tion economically,” he said. “But I don’t know
what will be. There are already question

marks.”
Weizman also implicitly pushed for moving

ahead with final-status tails, noting feat while

his position as president forbids him to express

an opinion on the matter now, before bis elec-

tion be bad advocated starting final-status talks

immediately.

missile bas never been tested in

battle, however.

Rafael, in a statement, described

fee Python-4 as “the most
advanced — missile to be carried

by combat aircraft. The missile’s

unique maneuverability and all-

aspect sensitive seeker achieve the

absolute advantage, even in the

fiercest dogfights.”

“I don’t want to be too much of

a braggart, but it has been said that

this is tiie best air-to-air missile in

the world,” said Rafael spokesman

Noah Shahar.

He would not quote a price for

'the missile, but said it would be
competitive. “We believe that

there is a great potential for mar-
keting fee Python-4,” Shahar
said.

He noted the Python-4 did not
have any foreign components or
technology so that there was no
need for Rafael to get a foreign

country’s permission to sell it

Despite the low profile, other

countries have known about the

Python far several years. Its cur-

rent closest rival the Russian A-ll,

which is used by the Syrian MiG-
29’s. But fee US is currently

developing tiie A9X. which.it is

touting, as competitive, not .with

the A-i 1, but wife fee Python-4.

Dole: I won’t make Mideast a US issue
REPUBLICAN presidential candidate Robert
Dole, who accused President Bill Clinton last

week of apangjng tiie emergency Middle
East summit as a photo opportunity, has now
stated that the peace process should not

become an American political issue.

At Sunday night’s presidential debate.

Dole also charged the Clinton administration

with managing the recent Middle East crisis

- and overall American foreign policy - on
an ad-hoc basts. He said (he administration

had not achieved much at fee summit
Clinton defended calling the meeting,

saying Israeli-Palestinian distrust demanded
he take the step.

“The Mideast is very difficult, but it

seemed to me, just as an observer, feat before

you’d call somebody to America, you’d have

HILLEL KUTTLER

WASHINGTON

some notion what the end result might be,"

Dole said in response to a question by PBS
news anchor Jim Lehrer during the debate in

Hartford, Connecticut. “Now maybe it’s bet-

ter just to get together and sit down and talk.

Maybe that was the purpose.”

The exchange was fee only one dealing

with Israel during fee first of the two sched-

uled presidential debates. Their 90-minute
exchange dealt primarily with economic
policy and quality of life issues. The candi-

dates also clashed over American policy

toward Cuba and over Clinton's handling of
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein’s recent

threats against Kuwait and Iraqi Kurds.

Dole said be was “disappointed” Clinton

had not called for an unconditional end to

last month’s Israeli-Palestinian fighting.

“[The Middle East] is a difficult area. No
doubt about it,” be said. “It shouldn't be

politicized in any way by the president orby
his opponent- And I don’t intend to politicize

iL I hope that they talk and I hope they reach

some result and that the killing will end.”

Clinton underscored the administration’s

support for the peace process, for Israel’s

security and for those taking risks far peace.

“I would like to have had a big, organized

summit,” Clinton said. “But those people
were killing each other, rapidly. Innocent

Arab children, innocent Israeli people. They
were dying. So much trust bas broken down
in die aftermath of tiie change of [Israel’s]

government. I felt that if I couldjust get fee

parties together to say, ‘Let’s stop the vio-

lence, start’ talking, commit to the negotia-
tions,* that would be a plus.”

Meanwhile, according to syndicated
columnists Rowland Evans and Robert
Novak, Clinton agreed to Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu’s condition that at the
summit, he would not pressure Netanyahu
atalL

Clinton "did not try very hard” at the sum-
mit to get Netanyahu to commit to a dead-
line for the Hebron redeployment, the
columnists yesterday quoted US officials as
saying. Related Stories, Page 5

(Continued from Page 1)

He said the Palestinians must
show they are serious about the

peace option by stopping the ter-

ror and recalled Anwar Sadat’s

words: “No more war, no more
bloodshed.” He said the negotiat-

ing process is fraught wife haz-

ards and frustrations, but can only

succeed if fee sides refuse to use

fee obstacles as an excuse for vio-

lence.

Netanyahu said Israel is

“preparing for redeployment in

Hebron, while protecting two
principles: the security of fee res-

idents offee Jewish community in

Hebron, the oldest Jewish city in

the world, and ensuring fee safety

of the holy places in Hebron.”

He said the arrangements be
would shortly propose would
ensure this, adding that if the

Hebron agreement were to

explode it could bring down the

whole peace process wife it He
also noted the humane aspects of
relieving the situation for both

Arabs and Jews in the city, and
said be was acting to ease fee clo-

sure and curfew as much as possi-

ble. given the security situation.

KNESSET
Peres was in a fighting mood.

He was repeatedly heckled -
mainly by Benny Eton (Moledet)
- for having given tiie Arabs guns.

He responded: “So take them
back! You have tanks. Go take

them!”
The theme of his speech was a

list of “foolish mistakes” he said

Netanyahu had made. These
included the meeting wife Arafat

despite Likud election promises;

the opening of the new exit from
the Hasmonean Tunnel: delaying

fee Hebron redeployment; reject-

ing foreign aid from fee US; stat-

ing Israel will not leave the Golan
Heights, while demanding negoti-
ations with the Syrians with no
preconditions; achieving nothing
in fee US; and insulting Egypt.
He said Netanyahu has split the

people like never before and
placed Jerusalem on the world’s
agenda. Netanyahu is talking
about reciprocity, while acting
unilaterally, Peres said.

He likened him to a person who
goes to a horse race, asks why all

fee horses are galloping, and

decides to be a tortoise instead.
“But if you are a tortoise, wfl] the
horses stop galloping?" Peres
asked.

Peres said in its first 111 days in

power, the government had man-
aged to alienate (he whole world,
including fee US; stop economic
investment; and cause bloodshed.

He said the main holy places in

Hebron will remain in IDF hawtu.
and that raising final-status
issues now would place Jerusalem
on tiie agenda at the moment it is

roost tense and vulnerable.

Israeli Embassy bomb trial

continues in London
LONDON (Reuter) -A Palestinian

housewife drove a car carrying (be

bomb that badly damaged the

Israeli Embassy here in 1994 in a
bid to derail the Arab-Israeli peace

process, prosecution lawyers told a
London court yesterday.

David Calvert-Smith alleged

Nadia Zekra was a member of a
group of middle-class, London-
based Palestinians who believe

that Palestinian Authority
Chairman Yasser Arafat is “mis-
guided in his attempts to come to

arty accommodation wife Israel.”

The bomb, which exploded in

July 1994. badly damaged the

embassy and shattered fee win-
dows of nearby houses. No one
was injured.

Calvert-Smith told the court that

Zekra left the bomb in fee trunk of

a car which had been parked as

close to tire embassy as possible.

Zekra, 49. has denied the charge

of causing an explosion.

Another woman and two men on
trial with Zekra deny conspiracy

charges. They are accused of tak-

ing part in the planning and manu-
facturing of the bomb and a sec-

ond bomb which exploded outside

a Jewish charitable organization in

London.
The bomb was set off at fee

embassy after prime minister fee middle and upper-midi
Yitzhak Rabin and King Hussein classes.”

of Jordan signed the Washington
Declaration paving (he way for

peace between their countries.

The same day. letters claiming
responsibility for the attack were
posted to two Arabic newspapers
and the PLO’s London offices
from a group calling itself the
“Palestine Resistance Jaffa
Group in Palestine,” Calvert-
Smife said.

He said all four defendants “are
of Palestinian origin and are well
integrated into English society and
fee middle and upper-middle
classes.”

UNITED STATES-ISRAELSCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGYCOMMISSION

UNDPTL spokesman invited to live in Lebanon
LEBANESE Padaineat Speaker Nabih Berri has AmaL had expressed sympathy to GokseL but relief

invited UNEPIL’s senior political adviser TSmur that nobody was harmed.
.

Goksel to live in Lebanon rather than IsraeL follow- “The lessen he should lean from the metdent iscome

mp a burslary al his home in Nabariya. and live inLebancnTBem was quoted as saying-

reported yesterday feat Bern Goksel confrmedfeat a gnat deal ot'matyh*
to GokseL who is also been stolen m fee break-m, which

UNTFIL’s spokesman. was m New York recently- He declined to comment

As-Sqfir reported that Bern, who is also the head of about Bern’s suggestion.
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ALL MAJOR CREDITCARDSACCEPTED

is announcing funding availability for
research and development projects by

industrial plants in Israel and the USA, in
cooperation with university research

institutions.

Proposals should be aimed at reducing
the use of methyl bromide, or
preventing its release into the

atmosphere.
Last date for submitting proposals:

December 31 , 1996
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AMn STATES’!SRAEL SCIENCEAND TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION

Fax. 03-517-4617
|e-maii:

yahav@usil-stc.org.il
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ture Master Zevulun Hammer meets yesterday in Jerusalem with his South Korean counterpart. Dr. Aim ByungYoimg. The two discussed launching joint projects. (e^kS?

Policeman said to have shot
illegal parker in Givatayim

Ministry’s police investigation
division is to probe an incident in Givatayim
yesterday, in which a policeman allegedly shot
at a man who was being ticketed for parking
illegally.

According to police, the driver refused to
accept the traffic ticket written by one of two
patrolmen, and then tried to run one of diem
over. Police also said he beat up one of the
policemen, who was then forced to “fire shots
in the ain"

RA1NE MARCUS

Two ballets hit the driver's car, and one ric-

ocheted back on the 30-year-old Ramai Gan
resident, wounding him lightly in the leg. The
policeman was also taken to the hospital suf-

fering from light injuries.

The driver said the shots were unprovoked.

According to eyewitnesses, the policeman shot

at die driver after the latter had already received

die parking ticket and was about to drive off.

"We pleaded with the policeman not to

shoot," one man in the area said
It is thought the driver may have refused to

show his license and give his personal details,

one source said
Other passersby said that die two policemen

beat the offending driver even after he had
been placed in the Magen David Adorn ambu-
lance called to take him to hospital.

The driver was detained for questioning after

receiving medical treatment.

Country to mark World
Depression Day as part

of Mental Health Week

Herzliya parents keep
children out of school

JUDY SIEGEL

ISRAELIS will on Thursday mark
World Depression Day for the first

time— though it has nothing to do
with die political or security situa-

tion. •

The event, begun she years ago
by the American 'Psychiatric

Association, Harvard Medical
School and McLean Hospital in

the US, aims at helping people to

screen themselves for low moods
using a questionnaire.

Called “Blue Thursday," the

awareness day has been integrated

into Mental Health Week and
organized by Eran (Emotional
First Aid, the over-the-phone vol-

unteer service) and the Psagot

Institute in Ramai Gan.

In the US alone, 2,000 centers

offering free counselling and
assessment will be open for Blue
Thursday. Here, open phone lines

are to be available from 8 ajn.

until 10 p.m. They are to be

manned by psychologists, psychi-

atrists and clinical social workers

(ai 03-5741858 oc 03-54611U).

In addition, information stands

will be open in the courtyard out-

side the Tel Aviv Cinematheque

on Thursday from 8 pjn. to mid-

night and on Friday in the Nahlat

Hollywood
director urges

local filmmakers

to focus on Israel
HELEN KAYE

DESPITE the regional unrest,

noted Hollywood director Arthur

Hiller feels perfectly comfortable

about being in Israel.
.

“I knew that the areas we d be in

wouldn’t be areas of trouble," he

said at the Hilton yesterday,

“although lots of people told me

don’t go.” ,

Hiller, who is president of the

American Academy of Film Arts

and Sciences, is the guest of honor

at tonight’s Israel Film Academy

Awards at the Maim Auditorium,

where he will present the prize for

Best Screenplay. Best remem-

bered for his blockbuster hit Love

Story, Hiller has made some 30

films in bis long careen

The local Academy Awards, he

said, “encourage the young people

going into film to strive for excel-

lence "He urged local filmmakers

“to Israeli films, not

American ones-Let your own cul-

ture guide
development.

Education and Culture Minister

Zevulun Hammer
tetday that there would be no bud-

get cut to film institutions suchas

*e Quality Film Foundation and

the New Film and Tele™*!°“

foundation. Following a meeting

with film industry represCTmhv^

and Trade and Industry

Natan Sharansky, Hammer further

announced *at jhouM

Sharansky’s ministry

mate a threatened cut ofNBM
million, his office would

the sum, in addition to tbe NIS

12m. already budgeted-

Bmyamin pedestrian mall from 10
a.m. to 4 pjn.
Merav Shani of the Psagot

Institute notes dial anyone can be
acutely depressed without suffer-

ing from mental illness, but that it

is important to pick up die signals

in time so tbe condition can be
treated.

In 80 percent of the cases, there

is no logical reason for depres-

sion. In other cases, the person

becomes depressed from the death

or severe illness of a close rela-

tive, separation, career problems

or loss of property. Depression

may also hit as a result of taking

certain medications, hormonal
problems, alcohol consumption or

liver or renal (kidney) insufficien-

cy-

Visitors to the mformanon
booths and those who call may fill

out an anonymous questionnaire

listing 23 statements, which they

will self-grade according to a

point system.

Those with over 40 points may
be in deep depression; from 30 to

39 in moderate depression; from
22 to 29 in light depression and
below that have no mood prob-

lem.

ATTENDANCE was very light in

Herzliya schools yesterday, as par-

ent’s kept their children home to

protest the low amount the city

budgets for education.

The local Parents Committee,
which has twice previously called

similar strikes, said the city only

spends a third as much on educa-

tion- as- nearby Ramat Ha&haron,
Ra’anana, or Kfar Sava.

After the previous strikes, a com-
mission headed by an accountant

determined that Herzliya spends
approximately die same on educa-

tion as other local authorities, but

the parents rejected these findings.

Mayor Eli Landau said he has

had no contact with the Parents

Committee since its decision to

strike. He charged the strike was
fomented by several parents for

political reasons, and said he is

proud of his city’s educational

achievements.

Education Ministry Director-

General Benzion Dell said that

“this is not the way to solve local

problems, and seems especially

strange in Herzliya, where the

mayor has advanced education

several levels.” (Itim)

Nahum Tim Gidal buried
DR. Ignaz Nahum 71m Gidal, one of the world's first photojooroalists,

was buried yesterday in Jerusalem. He died Friday at 87.
__

He mounted over 15 solo and group exhibitions at museums in Europe,

die US, and Israel Many of his images were added to public collections.

His publications included a number of studies about photojournalism

and the contribution of Jews to photography, a history of German Jewry
(in German), and several large-format books about Israel and Jerusalem,

EUustrated with his own and collected photographs. He was among the

earliest news photographers to publish reports in color.

Gidal was bom in Munich in 1909. While a student at tire universities

of Munich and Beilin, he published his first photo essay on hippy-tike

vagabonds in tbe Muenchner Wustrierte Press in 1929.

Gidal traveled widely with his camera; in the early ’30s he visited many
European countries and Palestine.

After spending many years abroad, Gidal returned to Jerusalem in 1970

to take a professorship in communications at the Hebrew University. In

1983 he was awarded the prestigious Erich Salomon Prize. Gidal is sur-

vival by his wife Pia and his sea Peter. David Brauner
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IDF to allow outside
investigation of

1992 training accident
IN an unprecedented move, tbe

IDF will permit a 1992 training

accident to be investigated by an

external committee headed by a

retired judge, the state told the

High Court ofJustice yesterday.

This is tire fust time the IDF has

ever permitted an external investi-

gation.

“This is a precedent-setting
achievement of tbe first order,”

said attorney Eliad Shraga. repre-

senting the parents of soldiers Gil

Tzuriano and Assaf Rosenberg,
who fell to their deaths when a
rescue helicopter’s cable snapped
during a drill. “This is truly a great

victory.”

The state's announcement was
in response to the parents’ petition.

Tbe accident had been investigat-

ed by two different IDF inquiry

committees, which reached con-
tradictory conclusions, and the

parents had therefore asked the

court to order an external commit-
tee appointed to determine the

truth.

The petition also demanded a
police investigation into the sec-
ond committee, charging that

then OC air force Herzl
Bodinger appointed it deliberate-
ly to undermine the findings of
the first committee, and that wit-

nesses were intimidated, evi-
dence tampered with, and docu-
ments forged.

In an affidavit submitted to tbe

court yesterday, Attorney-General

EVELYN GORDON

Michael Ben-Yair admitted thai

four years after the accident, what
really happened is still not known.
This is problematic for the IDF,
which needs to know how to pre-
vent similar accidents, and equally
so for -the parents, whose distrust
of a procedure which produced
two conflicting reports, though
unjustified, is understandable, he
said.

Therefore, the IDF has decided
to take the “unusual” step of
appointing an external inquiry
committee headed by a retired

district court judge, the affidavit
said.

The committee will be com-
posed of senior reserve officers

and civilian experts - another
unusual move, since such commit-
tees are usually composed of serv-

ing officers. Furthermore, Chief of
General Staff LL-Gen. Amnon
Lipkin-Shahak will allow the par-
ents to propose nominees, as long
as they meet the necessary qualifi-

cations.

The IDF, Ben-Yair said, will

accept whatever the committee
finds, but will consider this

absolutely die last word on the

subject

However, he added, it will set up
this committee only if the parents

drop their other demands, or after

the court has ruled on both this

petition and an earlier one

demanding that the helicopter's

mechanic be indicted for negli-

gence. There is no point to the

committee if criminal proceedings

are being conducted on the very

points it is supposed to investi-

gate, he said.

The parents' demand for a

police investigation into the sec-

ond committee is unjustified any-

way, the affidavit continued,

since there is no evidence of

wrongdoing.
For instance, it said, criticism

of the decision to stop a Military

Police investigation, which the

parents claimed had appeared in

a first draft of one report but been
erased from the final version,

actually appeared in the final ver-

sion, but not in the first draft.

Inquiry committees acting in

good faith can still reach con-

flicting conclusions, Ben-Yair
stressed, so the police will not

investigate unless the external

committee uncovers grounds for

doing so.

Finally, Ben-Yair told the

court the IDF has decided to

change orders allowing senior

officers to order an inquiry com-
mittee into soldiers' deaths in

place of a Military Police inves-

tigation. This option will not be
eliminated, as the parents had
wished, but the right to exercise

it will be transferred into the

hands of the judge-advocate
general, he said.

Shaare Zedek journal features

ad from cigarette importer
THE official journal for Shaare

Zedek Hospital’s annual dinner,

whose proceeds will go to its

oncology department, contains a
half-page advertisement from (he

country's leading cigarette

importer.

Tbe ad, placed by Menashe H.
Eliachar Ltd., appeared along with

dozens of others in die journal

handed out to nearly 400 contribu-

tors at die Jerusalem International

Convention Center on Sunday
night. The company offered

JUDY SIEGEL

“greetings for the New Year from
Menashe H. Eliachar Ltd.,

importer of Marlboro, Parliament,

L&M, Kent, Lucky Strike, and
other cigarette brands."

Asked to comment. Prof.

Jonathan Halevy, director-general

of die Jerusalem hospital, said he
was “very sony about the ad. It

was in bad taste and shouldn't

have occurred. We will never
accept ads from tobacco compa-

nies again.”

Halevy said that ads for the jour-

nal had been solicited by “young
women who apparently were not

aware of the implications involved

in taking an advertisement from a
tobacco importer" for a hospital

dinner raising funds for treating

cancer patients.

Halevy said he had merely
leafed through the journal and not
known about tbe Eliachar ad until

it was brought to his attention by
The Jerusalem Post.

Man jailed for knowingly
infecting girlfriend with AIDS

AVI Filansia, 34. of Ashkelon, was sentenced to 30
months’ imprisonment and three years suspended
yesterday for infecting his farmer girlfriend with

AIDS when she was 16. He will also have to pay her

NIS 84,000 in damages, Ashkelon Magistrates’ Court
ruled.

The woman tried to build a case against Filansia as

a murderer, because he had not informed her be had
AIDS before they had sexual relations and had done
nothing to prevent her from getting the disease. She
filed charges against him five years ago, after her
mother viewed a TV interview in which Filansia

spoke to Dan Shilon about AIDS.
Filansia, who also suffers from hemophilia, con-

tracted the disease from a blood transfusion he

received from hospital.

Filansia expressed no regret, saying he had not bro-
ken any laws. His lawyer painted a picture of a
gloomy childhood, due to hemophilia.

Tbe prosecuting lawyer asked for a life sentence,

saying: "He committed a grave injustice against this

girl. The accused did not behave with caution and
feus took advantage of tbe trust she put in him and
her innocence and infected her with a fatal disease.”

Judge Haim Nachmias cited law which gives peo-
ple with infectious diseases file responsibility of pre-

venting others from catching them. He said thatAIDS
victims must do everything possible to avoid infect-

ing others.

Filansia said he plans to appeal. (Itim)
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WORLD NEWS

Disease treatment work wins
Nobel Medicine Prize

STOCKHOLM (Reuter) - Two
scientists, one Australian and die

other Swiss, shared the 1996

Nobel Medicine Prize yesterday

for a discovery that has given hope

for the treatment of diseases such

as cancer, diabetes and AIDS.
Australian Peter Doherty, 55,

and Swiss Rolf Zinkemagel, 52,

received the prestigious award,

worth 7.4 million crowns ($1.12

million), forjoint work at the John

Curtin School of Medical

Research in Canberra, Australia,

between 1973 and 1975.

‘It's a fantastic feeling... I’m still

inastate of shock. It is a tremendous

recognition," Doherty told Reuters

in a telephone interview from his

home in Memphis, Tennessee.

In Zurich. Zinkemagel
expressed surprise and pleasure.

“Yes, yes. I'm very happy... I

haven't had time yet to dnnk any
champagne because the phone has

been ringing constantly since I

received the call from
Stockholm," he told Reuters.

The pair discovered how the

immune system recognizes and
can then kill virus-infected cells.

Sten Grillner, chairman of the

Nobel Medicine committee, said

the discovery changed the direc-

tion of immunology, unlocking the

mystery ofhow a vaccine needs to

be composed.
“Over time it has become more

and more apparent how important

this discovery was and continua-

tion of this work has bad a major
impact on the whole field,"

Grillner told Reuters after the

award was announced at the

Karolinska Institute in Stockholm.
“Already it has led to successful

vaccines for animals and if one has

such a vaccine for animals , then it

must not be far away before you
can do the same with humans.”

Adjunct committee member
Lars Klareskog said die discovery
had laid the foundations for fur-

ther research which has now taken
the field one step further.

Zinkemagel and Doherty found
mice infected with a virus able to

cause meningitis developed killer

T-lymphocytes that could destroy

the virus-infected cells, but only in

a specific animal.

“Now it is possible to see exactly
bow the T-ceflsL. can recognize dif-

fereat parts of die micro-organisms

and therefore it is possible devise to

much more efficient vaccines."

Klareskog told a news conference.

“This is not yet possible in man
but it is possible in animal dis-

eases and it gives great hope for

the future."

Italian doctors devise

‘pacemaker’ for

impotence
ROME (Reuter) - Doctors said

last week that they bad devised a
“pacemaker" which could help to

cure the growing problem of
impotence in mm living in die

developed world.

Doctors presenting the two by
three centimeter box which is

inserted into the scrotum said they

had already been flooded with

requests for the new breakthrough.

“In Europe, the implantable

prototype will be possible within a

year," said Giuseppe Tritto, direc-

tor of an andrology center in Paris

which helped develop the device.

"We’re already getting plenty of
requests."

The “pacemaker" consists of a

battery-operated microchip in a
box that connects to sensors at the

base of the penis to help men who
cannot achieve an erection.

Tritto said the smart chip stimu-

lated nerves and regulated the

flow of blood through vessels in

the penis, triggering a normal
erection when the man was stimu-

lated sexually.

The device, fitted during a two-

hour operation requiring a small

incision, would be invisible to the

naked eye.

It would be worn permanently

but its batteries would have to be

replaced every few years. The
doctors estimated it would cost

around $6,500 - similar to the cost

of a heart pacemaker - and could
be on sale after five years.

Impotence is a growing prob-

lem, particularly in developed
countries.

Tritto and other French and
Italian andrologists - foe equiva-

lent of “male gynecologists say

men aged between SO and 70 were

most at risk, but even youths could

suffer.

Swedish men might find foe

device of particular interest. The
doctors said impotence affected 22
percent of men in Sweden, com-
pared with 15 percent in the

United States, 14 percent in

France and 11 percent in Italy.

The doctors said impotence had

a physical cause such as circulato-

ry problems, diabetes, drug abuse

or high alcohol or cigarette con-

sumption in 80 percent of cases.

Stress or anxiety caused foe

problem far less. But they said the

condition was curable in 75 per-

cent ofcases.
The “pacemaker” will be tested

next year in Paris on some 15 men
of varying ages suffering from
impotence related to diabetes or

neurological problems.

Queen reportedly

offers to pay off

Fergie in return
for daughters
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LONDON (AP) - Queen
Elizabeth II has offered to settle

the debts of her former daugh-
ter-in-law theDuchess of York if

foe troublesome ex-royal gives

up custody of her two daughters
and agrees not to talk about foe

royals, a tabloid reported yester-

day.

The duchess' office described

the report in The Sun as “hurt-

ful."

A Buckingham Palace spokes-
woman called it “speculative"

and said there was no change to

the May divorce agreement
between the former Sarah
Ferguson - “Feigie” to the

tabloids - and Prince Andrew,
that gives them joint custody.
Last week, the fun-loving

duchess saw her intimate conver-
sations with her fortune-teller

splashed all over toll phone lines

and foe tabloids and abandoned
her bid to prevent a former friend

publishing a tell-all book.
Tabloids reports over the

weekend said in a stinging letter

last year. Princess Margaret, sis-

ter of the queen, branded the

duchess a disgrace to the family.

The Sun said yesterday that foe

queen’s new offer is the “brain-

child of (her husband] Prince

Philip, who is determined to

stop Fergie bringing any further

shame on foe royals and protect

foe children.”

It said foe queen would settle

foe duchess' £5 million ($7.5

million) debts and pay for her to

set up home abroad.

In return, Sarah, 36, would
relinquish all custody rights

over Princess Beatrice, 8, and

Princess Eugenie, 6, to her for-

mer husband. The Sun said.

The duchess also would lose

her title and would have to aban-

don plans for an autobiography,

to be published later this year,

the newspaper reported. She lost

foe designation Her Royal
Highness when her divorce

became final.

Last Tuesday, a telecommuni-
cations watchdog shut down a
toll phone number that allowed
the public to eavesdrop on
recordings of her conversations
with her fortune teller, “Madam"
Vasso Kortesis. in which she
criticizes members of the royal

family and male acquaintances.

Some newspapers simultane-

ously serialized a book by
“Madam” Vasso. which includes

foe allegation that foe duchess
offered Princess Diana advice
about sex.

Also last week, foe duchess
dropped a court action to pre-

vent publication of Fergie: Her
Secret Life, a teU-ali book by
Alan Starkie, a former friend

and business partner of John
Bryan, foe American who was
photographed nuzzling foe feet

of foe topless duchess.

According to news reports, it

was foe Bryan episode that

incensed Princess Margaret She
reportedly wrote to foe duchess
in March 1994, complaining that

“Not once have you hung your
head in embarrassment even for

a minute after those disgraceful

photographs."
“You have done more to bring

shame on foe family than could

ever have been imagined."
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British army HQ
in Ulster bombed

Nobel Medicine Prize winnerRolfZinkemagel, left, bead ofthe Institute ofExperimental Immunology
at foe University of Zurich, receives congratulations from foe university’s rector, Hans Heinrich
Schmid. Zinkemagel shared foe prize with Australian-born Peter Doherty. fReafcr)

Grillner said the find related to

both efforts to strengthen foe

immune response against invading
microorganisms and certain forms
of cancer and to lessen the effects

of auto-immune reactions in

inflammatory diseases like

rheumatic conditions, multipie
sclerosis and diabetes.

“Bat essentially I cannot see
why it could not also be imported
for AIDS," Grillner said.

TWO no-warning bombs rocked
the British army's headquarters in

Northern Ireland yesterday, send-

ing up a plume ofblack smoke and
wounding up to 20 people.

A police spokesman said two
blasts struck inside foe barracks,

the first in a parking lot, foe sec-

ond near foe base’s main medical
facility just after 4:30 p.ro. local.

He said the wounded could
involve either soldiers or civilian

employees.

.

At least nine people - five men
and four women - suffering from
head, chest and leg injuries arrived

at Lagan Valley Hospital, said
hospital spokesman James
Livingstone. Four suffered from
serious injuries, and one suffered a
heart attack. He said he expected
upwards of 20 injuries.

The blasts shook homes sur-

rounding Thiepval Barracks, foe

army's headquarters in Lisburn
southwest of Belfast. A smoke
plume 100 meters high could be
seen over the heavily fortified

installation as ambulances beaded
to foe scene, and helicopters hov-
ered overhead.

Ambulances were headed
towards Belfast as well, and force

bomb squad vehicles sped towards
the base, suggesting that there
were concerns there were other

SHAWN POGATCHNIK

LISBURN, Northern Ireland

bombs at foe rite.

Lisburn Deputy Mayor Peter

O’Hagan said the blasts were

about 15 minutes apart.

“We’ve been living on a razor

My on the last few days and

weeks," be told the BBC. “But

everyone was expressing the hope

that foe madness would not begin

again.”

“I certainly hope it’s not the

beginning of a slide into foe may-
hem that we had a few years ago,”
said foe deputy mayor ofthe most-
ly Protestant town.

There was no indication either

of who might be responsible,

although foe Irish Republican

Army would be foe leading sus-

pect
“If it was foe IRA it represents a

new shift in their present strategy

because it returns violence to foe

streets of Northern Ireland again,"

said Jeffrey Donaldson, a leading

member of foe province's main
pro-British Protestant party, foe

Ulster Unionists.

The liming may be critical. The
attack comes on the eve of the rul-

ing Conservative Party conference

in Bournemouth, southern
England, and IRA supporters

blame Prime Minister John Major

for mishandling foe peace process.

Arriving in Bournemouth,

MajoJ said he believed that foe

second bomb was placed near foe

medical station deliberately, to tar-

get the injured and their care-

^“Ifoink what they have done is

barbaric,” he said-

In foe American city ot

Pittsburgh, where be was attend-

ing a conference to promote busi-

ness in the province hforthere

Ireland Secretary Patrick Mayhew

said bis government would not be

moved. . . . . .. -

“What astonishes is their betier

that they can change anything this

way," he said. “They will achieve

nothing."

And as the bombers shuck, rep-

resentatives of a pro-British “loy-

alist” paramilitary group were

meeting only a few kilometers

from Lisburn at the top-security

Maze prison to debate whether to

continue their own two-year-old

mice.
, ,

Ulster Unionist Party leader

David Trimble urged them not to

be tempted into armed action.

“Do not allow yourself to be

provoked, don’t joint the IRA in

their wickedness." he said on the

BBC. (AP)

Fox News
Channel

goes on air,

to take on
CNN, MSNBC

Pope undergoes
surgery today

NEW YORK (AP) - Rupert

Murdoch’s new cable television

news station went on the air yester-

day with a crisp “Good morning."

AsFNCjoinedCNN andMSNBC
in cable’s all-news alphabet soup, it

fulfilled Murdoch’s dream of plug-

ging a TV-news operation into nzs

global media empire - a dream he’s

already spentmore foanSlOO nriltian

to realize.

FNCpromised toserveas the latest

test of viewers' capacity for news as

foe cable upstart began its scramble

fix viewers.

“It's going to take us a month or

two to get up [to speed]," said die

chairman of fox's news division,

Reger Aiks. “Right now, we’re just

trying to run foe technical trades aDd

make sure that we cover the basics.

But when I watch news, everybody

covers foe same story exactly foe

same way. We’re not going to neces-

sarily do foal.
"

bi announcing his plans for a 24-

hour news channel in November,

Murdoch said that Ted Turner’s

CNN had become too liberal in

recent years and needed to be chal-

lenged. Now FNC is pounding home
in its promotions bow it will be “fair

and balanced.” Its slogan: “We
report. You decide."

News Corpn based in Australia, is

a $9 billion company with newspa-
per; TV and ether interests in Asia.

Europe, LatinAmericaand Australia.

for the moment, foe cable-news

service:dominates foe newsorganiza-
tion, started five years ago, that Seeds

reports to affiliates of the Fox broad-

cast network. Fox News also offers

network coverage of major stories

and, since April, has aired a Sunday
morning interview program. Fox
News Sunday. Aiks has also

announced plans to introduce a
prime-time news magazine next

year.

FNCs programming plan calls fix

a 10-minute news segment every

haif-hout During the day. the other

20 minutes will be devoted to special

topics such as health, politics or busi-

ness. During the evening, news
updates will be part of hour-tong

shows, such as a nightly interview

program anchored by Catherine

Criet

FNC has significant obstacles. For

foe moment it is mostly unavailable

to foe United Stales’ largest media
market, thanks to an unexpected

decision last month by Time Warner,

foe imminent new owner of CNN,

ROME (Renter) - Pope John Paul,

described as a “good patient" with

a strong heart, completed a battery

of medical tests yesterday ahead

of appendix surgery which has

unleashed a flurry of speculation

about the true state of his health.

“He’s a g6od patient,” a senior

medical source at the Gemelli

hospital said, adding: “I don't

think he’s very happy to be hav-

ing these tests. No one likes to be
in a hospital.”

The Vatican and doctors con-

firmed that the operation would
take place today.

Hospital sources said staff had
carried out blood and urine tests,

an electrocardiogram, an echo-
doppler to determine the quality

’bioof blood flow and a chest X-ray.

. Asked if this was norma! before,

an operation, one senior hospital

source said: “It is routine for a
person who is 76. especially when
you have a 76-year-old who is a
VIP"
Cardiologist Atfilio Maseri said

foe Pope’s heart was in good
shape. “Everything is fine. He’s

okay. He’s not (just] 'okay with

limitations’," he said.

Maseri said electrocardiograms

and echo-doppler results showed

no problems, but be added that

cardiovascular complications dur-

ing surgery could be “totally

unpredictable."

Professor Francesco Crucitti,

who will lead foe surgical team,

said foe Polish-bom pope was well

and had spent a restful night at foe

Gemelli, where besieging media
from around the world recorded

his arrival late on Sunday.

The pope is expected to stay in

the hospital for some five days,

barring complications, prior to

convalescence.

The Vatican announced plans for

the surgery last month in a state-

ment which said a recurrent

inflammation of foe appendix had
been the cause of three bouts of

“intestinal fever" which the pope
has suffered .since Christmas.

His .recent frailty has caused
widespread speculation from the

media and doctors who are not

treating him that he may be more
seriously ill and suffering from a
tumor.

“If I tell you he’s fine you
wouldn’t believe me anyway.
Don’t worry." the pope’s private

secretary. Monsignor Stanislaw
Dziwisz, joked with a reporter

who asked how foe pope felt

Sydney - The No. 1

place to visit

not to cany FNC on Tine Warner
Cable, which serves Manhattan.

NEWYORK (AP) - Sydney, Australia, placed just above San Francisco

in Conde Nast Traveler magazine’s ninth annual reader survey of the

world’s Top 20 cities.

Queenstown. New Zealand, which placed fond among foe 30,000
readers in the survey, is a newcomer to foe Top 20. It won high marks in

all three categories: environment-ambience, fun-energy and people-
friendliness.

The worldwide Top 20 list follows with No. 4 Florence; then New
Orleans; Rome; Victoria, British Columbia.; Vancouver; Venice;
Charleston; Santa Fe; London and Salzburg (tied for 13fo); Vienna;
Quebec; Melbourne, Australia; Toronto; San Miguel de Allende,
Mexico; and Kyoto.
The survey in Traveler, a monthly magazine with a readership of near-

ly three million, appears in the October issue out yesterday.
On the top 10 US list, San Francisco was named the favorite city for

domestic tourists for the eighth time in nine years.
Following foe top spot wereNew Orleans; Charleston, South Carolina;

Santa Fe, New Mexico.; Boston; Seattle; San Antonio; Honolulu; New
York and Savannah, Georgia.

Top winners in other categories included:
Top Islands: Maui and Kauai in Hawaii took the top two spots
Best Airline: Singapore Airlines.

Best Cruise Line: Silversea, based in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
Best Foreign Resort: Villa d’Este, Ceraobbio, Italy.

Best Mainland US Resort Inn at Spanish Bay, Pebble Beach,
California.

Best Tropical Resort Four Seasons, Maui, Hawaii
A randomly selected sample of Conde Nost Traveler subscribers

receded foe poll. The 30.124 respondents were asked to^dSlS
ual totels, airlines, among other categories. Final percentages in foeawards were compiled usmg “excellent" and “very good” vote?
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Clinton-Dole presidential debate
fails to produce knockout blow

Candidates trade quips
and catch phrases

;.
-3

-j v'

ALAN ELSNER
HARTFORD, Connecticut

LIKE two wary boxers. President
Bill Clinton and Republican chal-
lenger Bob Dole traded jabs and
bart»s in the first presidential
debate on Sunday, with both scor-
ing points but neither landing a
knockout blow.

Dole, trailing by 15 percentage
pouils in the latest Reuters poll
and badly needing a clear victory
to get back in the race, was more
aggressive, mixing blunt attacks
on Clinton with witty asides while
avoiding excessive harshness.

With one month until Election
Day, Clinton was mostly content
to defend his record, only occa-
sionally coming out to attack Dole
and the Republican-led Congress.

“This debate won’t change any-
body’s mind,” said Wayne Field, a
historian of presidential speeches
at Washington University in St
Louis. ‘There were no real sur-
prises, and in some ways it

showed these two men ideologi-
cally are not so very far apart. If
anything^ this may help Dole a lit-

tle. He may get a nudge up.”
Three instant public opinion

polls byABC, CBS and CNN tele-
vision networks suggested Clinton
was the winner.

This debate was the first of two
scheduled encounters between
Clinton and Dole. The next is

scheduled for October 16 in San
Diego, with a vice presidential
debate between incumbent A1
Gore and Republican lack Kemp
tomorrow.

Reform Party candidate Ross
Perot was excluded from partici-

pating in any debates because of
his low standing in the polls.

Clinton quickly set the tone of
the 90-minute in his open-
ing statement “Four years ago
yon took me on faith, now there’s

a record... We are better off than

we were four years ago. Let’s keep
it going,” he declared.

Dole, who looked nervous at

first quickly shot back. “Well,
he’s better off than he was four
years ago,” getting a laugh from
the audience in Hartford’s

Bushnell Theatre.

Dole continued, T may be bet-

ter off four years from now... Well,

I guess some may be better off.

[Iraqi leader] Saddam Hussein is

probably better off.”

The Republican candidate later

returned to that theme, arguing

that Clinton’s recent bombing in

Iraq had foiled to deter the Iraqi

President Bill Clinton andGOPcandidate Bob Dole shalti* hands after their first debate in Hartford, Codil, on Sunday night.

leader from establishing control
over the north of his country,
while demonstrating his failure to
keep an international coalition

together. He also attacked
Clinton’s record on Somalia,
Haiti, Bosnia, Korea, Cuba,
Ireland and the Middle East

Moderator Jim Lefarer of public

television kept die candidates
moving quickly through a broad
array of subjects, from foreign

policy to health, education, drugs,

taxes and personal integrity.

“There were no major gaffes on
either side.” said David Bixdsell,

an expert on presidential debates

with Baruch College in New York.

“Dole never managed to get under

Clinton’s skin. Dole seemed
friendlier but not particularly pres-

idential. It was a draw and a draw
helps Clinton.'’

Speaking to a rally after the

debate, Clinton said Dole “did a
very good job” but was clearly

pleased with his performance, giv-

ing the thumbs sign op to the

crowd.

Dole told his rally. “The record
will show that we turned it around
in Hartford, Connecticut, tonight”

One of the sharpest exchanges
during the debate came when
Clinton accused Dole of opposing
his efforts to rein in tobacco com-
panies. “It wasn’t me who
opposed what we tried to do to

save tire lives of children who
were subject to tobacco and then

went to the tobacco growers and
bragged about standing up to the

government when we tried to stop

the advertising, marketing and
sales of tobacco to children," he
said.

Dole responded by touting his

own anti-smoking record dating

back to 1965. Tt wasn’t until elec-

tion year, Mr. President, that you
thought about stopping smoking.
Whai about drugs dial doubled in

die last 44 months? Cocaine up 41

percent; marijuana, cocaine up
166 percent. It seems to me that

you have a selective memory,"

Dole said.

Both sides sent out an array of
experts to brag to the media about

their candidate’s performance.

Republican Gov. Tom Ridge of

Pennsylvania said Dole had spo-

ken about people while Clinton

focused on government programs.

“Americans finally got to see

the warmth, humor and compas-
sion of Bob Dole,” he said.

For die Democrats, White
House adviser George
Stephanopoulos said: “A win for

the president This debate tonight

was a chance for the president to

talk about his priorities, and that’s

exactly what he did.”

Clearly anxious not to seem
harsh. Dole refused several invita-

tions from Lehrer to launch per-

sonal attacks on Clinton. But he
did bring up the issue of
Whitewater by asking whether
Clinton would pardon his former
colleagues who were convicted in

relation to the financial and real

estate scandaL Clinton said he

(AP)

would give no special favors.

With Clinton taking credit for a
long litany of achievements. Dole
said die president remindedhim of
his late brother Kenny, who was
an inveterate exaggerater. “The
president can’t take credit for

everything the governors are

doing,” Dole said. “He just likes to

make it sound a little better and
then you'll foe] better.”

Another heated exchange came
on Clinton’s repeated statement

thathe wanted to build a bridge to

the future.

“I want a bridge to the future

but I also want a bridge to the

truth... The truth is. there’s a lot

wrong in America,” Dole said.

When Dole touted his 15 per-

cent income tax cut, Clinton hit

back. “His running mate. Jack
Kemp, once said Sen. Dole never

met a tax he didn’t-bike.”

The debate ended with both
men saying that despite their dif-

ferences. they liked each other

personally. (Reuter)

HARTFORD, Connecticut
(Reuter) - Republican presidential
challenger Bob Dole trotted oat
some old winning lines from that
master of one-liners, former
Republican President Ronald
Reagan, in his debate with
President Bill Clinton.
And Clinton, too, gave the mil-

lions of television viewers and
those in the Bushnell Theatre
audience a taste of some folksy
lines that have worked on the cam-
paign trail.

Back in 1980 in his debate with
then President Jimmy Carter,
whom be later defeated, Reagan
asked the public. “Are you better
off than you were four years ago?

That line worked for Reagan
and is cited as one of foe key
moments in the history of presi-
dential debates.

And Republican Dole pulled
that cure out of his hat on Sunday
after Clinton took off on the
Reagan words by saying of the

economy, “We are better off than

we were four years ago. Let’s keep
it going

”

Dole shortly struck hack with
the Reagan line with an added
couple of twists:

“W&J, he’s better off than he
was foor years ago... We ask foe

people who are viewing tonight,

are you better off than you were
four years ago?”
Also in his 1980 debate. Reagan

quipped with a smile. “There you
go again,” when he disagreed with

what Carter had said.

Sunday Dole also used that line

to a litany from Clinton of his

accomplishments and promises
for his second term if re-elected.

“Well, there he’s goes again,”

Dole said. T mean, it’s a line

that’s been used before. But, exag-
gerating all die things that be did.

He didn’t do all these things.”

In the 1984 campaign again
Democrat Walter Mondale,

Reagan was fighting concerns that

he was too old for foe job. In his

debate with the much younger
Mondale, he said that he would
not use age as an issue: “I'm not

going to exploit for political pur-

poses my opponent’s youth and
inexperience.”

On Sunday the 73-year-old Dole
used a similar line in comparing
his health to the 50-year-old presi-

dent in an effort to deflate con-

cerns about Dole’s age and health.

“Well, my blood pressure's

lower and my weight, ray choles-

terol," he said. "But, I will not

make health an issue in this cam-
paign.”

Clinton pulled out some homey
stoppers too, having a quick

response when Dole accused him
of being a liberal.

Clinton called foe liberal label,

“It’s sort of their golden oldie, you
know. It’s a record they think they

can play that everybody loves to

hear. And I just don't think that

dog will hunt this time.”

On Dole’s 15 percent income
tax rate cut. foe Republican said of

moderator Tim Lehrer “and you’ll

be eligible."

Then Clinton interjected: “Me,
too?”

Dole, who was known for his

quick retorts when be was a

Senate leader, responded:

“So mil foe former president,

yes."

Clinton came back with “That’s

good” to laughter, adding: T need
iL

On his now famous fall from a

platform in Chico, Calif., Dole got

a dig into trial lawyers who sup-

port Clinton with campaign
money and a quip:

“When I fell off that podium in

Chico, before I hit the ground I

had a call on my cell phone from a
trial lawyer... saying I think we got
case here,” he said to laughter

from the audience.

Polls: Clinton won
WASHINGTON (Reuter) — President Bill Clinton won Sunday night’s

presidential debate with Republican Bob Dole, according to three polls

conducted immediately after foe 90-minute encounter in Hartford,

Connecticut.

A Gallup poll conducted for CNN found that 51 percent of Americans
believed Clinton won the debate, compared to 32 percent who were more
impressed with Dole’s performance.

But 74 percent of tire people polled said Dole did better than they expect-

ed. A CBS News snap poll gave Clinton 50 percent to Dole's 28 percent,

with 17 percent calling the debate a tie.

Results in an ABC News poll were similar, with 50 percent calling the

debate a triumph for Clinton, compared to 29 percent for Dole. Nineteen
percent said it was a tie.

TheABC poll showed that both candidates appeared to benefit modest-
ly from their drawing in the debate, with Clinton’s support rising to 55 per-

cent from 51 percent and Dole's backing inching to 41 percent from 40 per-

cent. Support far Reform Party candidate Ross Perot, who was excluded
from foe debate, dipped to 2 percent from 5 percent in theABC poll.

China frees member of Gang of Four
BEUING (AP) - Yao Wenyuan, a member of the

“Gang of Four” that dragged China through one of its

ugliest periods of political turmoil, has been released

after serving a 20-year prison sentence, the govern-

ment said yesterday.

A spokesman for China’s Cabinet, the State

Council, said Yao, 65, was freed Saturday and that he

was healthy.

But the spokesman refused to provide details, a

possible sign that the government still regards Yao as

a sensitive figure 20 years after his arrest. The
spokesman also refused to give his name.

The Gang of Four, led by Chairman Mao Tse-tung's

wife Jiang Qing, incited some of the worst violence

of the 1966-1976 “Cultural Revolution,” when mil-

lions of Chinese, were persecuted and killed.

Yao, a former journalist, was the gang’s propagan-

dist He used China’s media to attack the gang’s ene-

mies, including Deng Xiaoping, now China’s para-

mount leader.

Yao and the rest of the gang were arrested October

1976, less than a month after Mao’s death.

It was Mao who dreamed up the “Cultural

Revolution” to counter his political rivals, calling on
young Chinese to “bombard the headquarters” and
attack government officials. The Gang of Four egged
the militants on and used the movement to further

their own political careers.

After a sensational show trial, Yao was convicted in

1981 of plotting to seize power' and of persecuting

officials and ordinary people. His 20-year sentence

was retroactive to foe date of bis arrest.

Yao also lost his political rights for five years after

his release. This gives authorities leverage to restrict

his movement and contacts, including those with for-

eign reporters.

Yao is one of two surviving members of the Gang
of Four, said the State Council spokesman. Zhang
Chonqiao, rumored in some reports to have died, is

still alive and serving his life sentence.

Zhang and Jiang Qing were both given death sen-

tences foal were committed to life imprisonment.

Jiang committed suicide in 1991.

Wang Hongwen, foe youngest of the gang, was sen-

tenced to life imprisonment and died of a liver ail-

ment in 1992.

Afghan forces

square off amid
world concern

North Korea: US missionary was spying for Seoul

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - US
officials are working toward win-

ning foe release of an American

arrested in North Korea on spying

charges, his cousin tokl the South

Korean news agency Yonhap yes-

terday. .

North Korea’s official news

agency announced Sunday that

Evan Carl Hunzike, 26, was

arrested August 24 for spying for

South Korea. Seoul has called foe

claim ridiculous.

The United States has begun

negotiations for the return of my
cousin . through the Swedish

Embassy in Pyongyang,” the

cousin told Yonhap.
_

The cousin — identified only by

his family name of Yun - said be

was told by foe US Embassy m

Beijing in September that Hunzike
had been arrested by North
Korean officials on a small island

in the middle of foe Yalu River.

The river serves as foe border

between China and North Korea.

“My cousin... is not capable of

acting as a spy,” Yon said.

Hunzike left for China in mid-
August. saying he wanted to do
missionary work, Yun added.

Hunzike, whose mother is South

Korean, is a native ofAlaska, and

attended college in Yakima,

Washington, be said.

Meanwhile, KBS Television,

citing an anonymous government

official, said that Hunzike had

been drunk when he went swim-

ming in foe Yalu Riven

White House spokesman Mike

McCrary said the United States is

seeking more information through

foe Swedish Embassy in

Pyongyang. Washington and
Pyongyang do not have diplomat-

ic ties.

Pyongyang still considers foe

United States an enemy for hav-
ing led UN forces against foe

North during foe 1950-53 Korean
War.
The spy charges came after

North Korea was accused of send-
ing sines to South Korea aboard a
submarine. The September 18
intrusion has triggered a massive

manhunt for the agents. Twenty-

two North Koreans have been
killed or found dead. Four South

Korean soldiers also have been

killed in the gunfights.

KABUL (Reuter) - Taleban and
rival military forces faced each

other in a tense standoff in moun-
tains north of Kabul yesterday

amid growing concern among
Afghanistan’s neighbors that

hostilities could spread in the

region.

The hardline Islamic militia,

which captured Kabul a week
ago. pushed northward toward
foe strategic Panjsher Valley
where an offensive against for-

mer military chief Ahmad Shah
Masood appeared to stall.

Taleban forces exchanged spo-

radic artillery and mortar fire

with Masood forces at his valley

stronghold near Golbahar, but

military analysts questioned
whether the attackers could wrest

foe valley from Masood, who
defended it successfully against

Russian troops for years.

In an effort to neutralize a pos-
sible ally of Masood, the Taleban
acting foreign minister appealed

to General Abdul Rashid
Dostum, who is leading his own
army of Uzbek fighters, to

remain neutral in the offensive

against Masood.
As foe threat of increased hos-

tilities continued, Afghanistan’s

neighbors stepped up expressions

of concerns.
Iran, which is Shi’ite Moslem

and has been hostile to the Sunni
fundamentalist Taleban, said foe

prospects of peace in

Afghanistan were poor if a single

faction tried to govern alone.

"No ethnic group can run that

country without an active contri-

bution from the other ethnic

groups,” Iranian Foreign
Minister Ali Akbar Velayafi said

on Iranian television, which was
monitored by the British

Broadcasting Corporation. "And
no religious group can run foe

country without a contribution

from the others.”

Earlier, Alexander Lebed,
Russia's national security chief

and a veteran of Moscow’s 10-

year war in Afghanistan, called

the situation very tense.

Lebed, who spoke to reporters

on Sunday on a visit to NATO
headquarters, said, "These mili-

tary actions may have negative

repercussions.”

NATO officials have
expressed concern that instability

in Afghanistan could have conse-

quences for member-nation
Turkey.

Poll: Most Britons

against joining single

European currency
LONDON (Reuter) - More than

two in three Britons reject foe

idea of joining a single

European currency in 1999,
according to an opinion poll

published in foe Daily
Telegraph yesterday.

The Gallup PoU survey for

foe newspaper found that 56
percent of respondents were
against Britain joining a single

currency if it were launched in

the European Union in 1999
with only 25 percent in favor.

The remaining 19 percent
didn't have an opinion.

Majorities in all three of
Britain’s main parties were
opposed to joining a single cur-

rency — which would mean giv-

ing up sterling - in 1991, with

supporters of the ruling

Conservatives foe most hostile.

The Conservatives, lagging in

opinion polls as they face a gen-

eral election within seven
mouths, arc deeply split over
Britain’s future role in the 15-

nation European Union. .

The Daily Telegraph said

opinions were more mixed on
how foe government should
handle the issue in foe short

term.

Some 37 percent felt Britain

should say now it will never
join foe single currency and 14

percent said Britain should say
now that it will. Another 37 per-

cent backed Prime Minister
John Major’s policy of deferring

a decision, while 12 percent said

they didn't know.
Gallup interviewed 1,047

adults across Britain for the

polL

Major negotiated the right to

opt out of a single currency
when the project was agreed in

1991.
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Rethinking immunity

J
ERUSALEM Mayor Ebud Olmert deserves

credit for asking the Knesset to lift Ins par-

liamentary immunity yesterday, so he can

stand trial for his alleged involvement in a 1988
Likud fund-raising scam. The Knesset’s public

image is hardly improved by MKs using foeir

immunity - in the words of State Attorney Edna
Arbel - as a “city of refuge” Co protect them
from prosecution.

The decision is especially praiseworthy

because MKs from both sides of the house have
raised questions about the propriety of

Attorney-General Michael Ben-Yair's decision

to indict Olmert for an eight-year-old crime,

after bis predecessor decided Eve years ago not

to do so, and Olmert is in fact challenging this

decision in the High Court of Justice. Under
these circumstances, Olmert must have been
tempted to try to persuade his fellow MKs not to

lift his immunity. That he instead decided to

take his chances with the courts like any other

citizen is commendable.
However, one need not look very far to see

that such behavior on the part ofMKs cannot be
counted on. Knesset House Committee chair-

man Raphael Pinhasi (Shas), having successful-

ly fought tooth and nail to prevent his immuni-
ty from being lifted to stand trial on fraud

charges in 1993, is once again making strenuous

efforts to avoid indictment, after Ben-Yair
decided to try again with die new Knesset
The time has come for die Knesset to put an

end to such behavior once and for all by amend-
ing the immunity law. It is alaw which has long

since outlived its originally sensible purpose,

and it contributes greatly to the public's con-

tempt for the legislature. Indeed, it is hard to see

how any law-abiding citizen can respect a par-

liament which acts as a dub to protect political-

ly powerful suspects.

The immunity law consists of two parts. The
Erst part grants an MK “substantive” immunity
from prosecution for acts which are an integral

part of his job. Substantive immunity is com-
mon practice in all parliamentary democracies,

and for good reason: An MK could not do his

job effectively if be had to worry, for instance,

that he might be indicted for whathe saidon the

Knesset podium.

However, Israeli law also grants MKs “proce-

dural” immunity, which prevents him from
being prosecuted even for crimes that have noth-

ing to do with his job as an MK, unless the

Knesset itself agrees to lift his immunity and
allow him to stand trial. This type ofimmunity is

found in virtually no other country in die world.

The purpose of this law, passed in 1951, was

to protect opposition MKs from being harassed

by the party in power via frivolous indictments.

It was a product of the deep suspicion Israelis

had developed for both the prosecution and the

courts under the British Mandate, and was emi-

nently understandable in the context of its time.

After 45 years, however, it is clear that these

suspicions were unfounded. Both the State

Attorney’s Office and the judiciary are com-
pletely independent of the party in power, and

there has never been a case in which the attor-

ney-general was found to have indicted an MK
for improper motives.

However, there clearly are cases in which the

Knesset prevented an indictment due to political

considerations. As former justice minister Haim
Zadok pointed out yesterday, the Pinhasi case is

a perfect example. The Knesset decided to lift

Pinhasi's immunity in March 1993, but the High

Court ordered a revote four months later.

During the revote, tbs Knesset decided not to

lift his immunity. Nothing substantive bad

changed in the intervening four months; the

only thing that had changed was the govern-

ment's coalition considerations.

As Zadok said, to expect the Knesset not to be

influenced by political considerations is to

expect the impossible. MKs are, after all, politi-

cians, and they are not superhuman. Yet to allow

someone to escape standing trial for fraud just

because he is an MK flies in the face of every

principle of justice.

The only solution is to take this power, with

its vast potential for abuse, out of the Knesset's

hands. The attorney-general should be able to

indict any MK who commits a crime unrelated

to his actual Knesset work without needing die

Knesset's permission, just as he can with any
Other citizen. IfanMK truly believeshe is being

persecuted for political reasons, he still has

access to the same recourse Olmert is now
using: a petition to the High Court of Justice.

There is also room to reduce MKs’ substantive

immunity, which is currently one of the widest

in the world. In many countries, substantive

immunity covers only what happens inside the

walls of be parliament, and in almost no other

conntiy does it cover not only acts which are

part of an MK’s job, but also acts committed
“for the sake of his job.

Allowing substantive immunity to extend out-

side the Knesset walls is reasonable. Making
speeches at;a political rally, for instance, is as

much a p§ft of an MK’s job as speaking in the =

Knesset However, there is no reason for sub-

stantive immunity to cover criminal acts that are

not directly part of the MK’s job, merely
because they in some way facilitate it The High
Court ofJustice has largely invalidated this sec-

tion of the law via a very narrow interpretation.

& is time for the Knesset to finish the job.

Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon, in one of his

first acts as Speaker, has set np a public com-
mittee to examine the whole question of parlia-

mentary immunity. Ticbon deserves high marks
for moving quickly to tackle this long-overdue

issue. It is to be hoped that his committee will

recommend the necessary major revisions, and
that the Knesset will speedily enact them.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
RED LINES

Sir, - It was only a few days this means making concessions on

earlier that Binyamin Netanyahu

commented on his first 100 days in

power “I do not act in accordance

with pressures, but rather in order to

reach particular goals." Were recent

events the goals Netanyahu had in

mind?
Perhaps not, but the lead-up to

them can be traced directly to a

failure in the way Netanyahu has

sought to implement his goals.

issues that are not outside the pale.

In the past 10Q days, Netanyahu

seems to have defined every issue as

a red line: the evacuation from He-

bron, meeting Arafat, substantial

changes to the closure, PLO Jerusa-

lem offices. The result has been a

stifling of the negotiation, a feeling

by the Palestinians that they them-

selves were being stifled, and the

recent explosion.suugni IU jwujcuicm — —r-

Shortly after his election, in discuss*
_
Netanyahu can and must draw red

ing how his peace-making would lines, if negotiations are ever to pro-

differ from his predecessor’s, he duce an impovraient in lsrael s se-
. -a. ... .. . -•»«— curity position. But if there is any-

thing to be- learned from recent

events, it is that you can't have it alL

Not everything can be a red line, if

negotiations are to be a viable alter-

native to violence.

Public opinion would seem to

mitigate for drawing geographic red

tines around Jerusalem, and being

more flexible cm places such as He-
bron, and certainly Nablus. Netan-

yahu might want to refine this con-

ception to put issues that effect

public security (such as certain as-

pects of the closure) on one side of

the' line,' and public relations moves
(such as regular and cordial meet-

ings with Arafat) on the other.

But until Netanyahu develops a

more practicable and useful under-

standing of what red tines are and
how they are useful, recent violent

events may become the rule rather

than the exception.

SHAWN ZEJJG ASTER
Alon Shvut (Montreal).

noted: "We will establish red lines

and stick to them."
’ Red lines, long a feature of Israeli

security policy, work to define what

Israel considers security threats. But

as Micha Bar notes, red lines have

'

often been effective in defining the

permitted range of action within

which the Arab-Israeli conflict can

operate, without provoking massive

Israeli retaliation. Between 1949

and 1956, Israel used this policy to

confine the conflict to small-scale

cross-border raids, and to prevent, at

least for a time, threats to Israel’s

basic security, such as the dosing of

the southern waterways.

So too in negotiation. Red lines

are only useful in defining what is

outside the perimeter ofthe negotia-

tion if they simultaneously define

what is inside the perimeter. Netan-

yahu can stick to red lines, but only

if he gives the negotiation an o
tonify to operate within those

Sir, In “Risk of a war no one

wants’’ (September 20), Mark Hell-

er departs from his usual cogency by
claiming that since World War II,

three terms have dominated thinking

about war. Mein Kompf, Munich

and Pearl Harbor. There is a fourth

and more pertinent one: Vietnam.

Wats of ethnic, religious and nation-

al liberation or secession, character-

ized by remarkable unbalances in air

power and conventional weaponry

in which the seemingly weaker side

inflicts unacceptably high casualties

VIETNAM-TYPE WAR
on the other, are archetypal ofmuch
post-World War H aimed conflict.

Heller is correct in arguing that it

is dangerous to apply the lessons of.

history where they don’t fit, but it is

equally foolish to ignore them where

they da Applying the Vietnam-Af-

gh a nistan-fTiftfhnya model IO Syri-

an activity regarding southern Leba-

non might promote dearer thought

than ignoring it altogether.

davzd h. rosenbloom
Washington, D.C

THE TRUCK DRIVERS’
CASE

Sir, - J refer to Ariel Hurwich

Braun’s letter of September 13, “No
penalty.” If she wants to know the

name of the company whose truck

was involved in the accident he

mentions, she can ring me and I will

give him the name, phone number

and name of the managing director.

As to suing the driver of the truck,

he is really not to blame for the

accident Directly, he is to blame,

but indirectly, it is the framework in

which truck drivers work that causes

these terrible accidents.

Truck drivers are forced to work

up to 38-20 hours a day. They are

paid a low basic wage with the rest

being bonuses- for the amount cf

work done. For instance, I know of a

company in Haifa that carries dan-

gerous chemicals and pays its driv-

ers' NIS 1,500 a month basic pay,

which is below the legal minimum
pay. The rest is made up of bonuses

and to make a decent wage of

around NIS 4,000 a month, drivers

are forced to work illegal hours.

A year and a half ago, I spoke on

the radio and TV’sA New Evening

about the problem and I was fired

from my job. Since then, I have

formed a truck drivers’ union with

the help of other drivers and 1 sit

with the Knesset committees and

various government departments

which deal with transport. Almost

nothing has been done, neither by
the previous government nor by this

one. Neither the ministers of Police,

Transport or Labor have shown
much interest in the problem, seri-

ous as it is. The drivers arc blamed

for everything while the owners get

off scot free. They send the drivers

to work for long hours on low pay,

often with equipment below safety

standards. The company owners
wield a lot of power and money and

the drivers are powerless to do

anything.

ISRAEL BARAK Secretary,

Northern Area,

Truck Drhvrs Union of Israel

KanttieL
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Myths of the Mideast
P

RESIDENT Clinton has
chosen his current top

Mideastem priority and
earnestly, almost desperately,

announced it to the world.

It is not the resurgence of
Saddam Hussein, not the military

growth of ban. or terrorism, not
foe Islamicist government in

Tbrfcey destroying the country’s

alliances with the West, not even
China’s sale of missiles and
nuclear technology to assorted

dictatorships. It is a town called

Hebron.
By focusing on this ancient

West Bank town, Clinton nourish-

es two of the large collection of
dangerous Mideast fantasies and
mythologies.

The Hebron fantasy is that

specifics of Israeli and Palestinian

security patrolling there must be
reached almost immediately or
the whole Israeli-Palestinian

peace forfeited. This is related to

a larger myth: Peace in foe entire

Mideast rests principally cm peace
between Israelis and Palestinians.

About Hebron, panic-talk and
panic-action will not determine

whether peace comes between
Israelis and Arabs. Under the Oslo
agreement signed by the previous
Labor government, Hebron was to

have been turned over to

Palestinian rule March 22. All
other major West Bank towns and
Gaza already had been.

Labor itself postponed the
turnover for four months. Yasser
Arafat companionably went
along. They thought it would help

Shimon Pteres defeat Binyamin
Netanyahu,
But Prime Minister Netanyahu

says that be will not abide by
Oslo. The issue in Hebron now is

bow to protect foe 450 Jews there

among 180,000 Arabs. Under
Oslo, even West Bank Jews are

entitled to protection.

A.M. ROSENTHAL

The Jews of Hebron know the

patriarchs walked its alleys. For
them it is Judaism’s very birth-

place. Even though most Hebron
Jews were massacred by Arabs in

1929 - or perhaps because of that

pogrom - the 450 are peculiar

enough to maintain their right to

live there now.
Likud is peculiar enough to

insist on its duty to protect those

Jews against another 1929. It

wants sufficient Israeli-

Palestinian patrols - and in the

right places to do the job.

Hebron itself is not

the key to peace

dinton supported foe Arafat
demand to set a date at once to

redeploy Israeli troops in Hebron.
Netanyahu declined, understand-

ing that any chance erf agreeing on
life-and-death details would van-

ish once die date was set.

BUT HEBRON itself is not the

key to peace. Cessation of killing

there or anyplace in Israel, Gaza
or foe West Bank, that is -the key.

Israelis who voted for Labor
thought Oslo would end terrorist

killing.'^ seemed a small price for
the machinery of self-govern-

ment, including arms and territo-

ry, that Labor gave Palestinians.

Terrorism did not end. And last

month Israelis saw Palestinian

police shoot automatic weapons
at Israeli soldiere.

Palestinian agreement for the

security of Hebron Jews could

bring peace closer. Palestinian

refusal would delay it. Another
massacre, anytime, would kill it

Effective security patrolling

therefore is essential to Israeli-

Patestxoian peace. Clinton should

have emphasized that, instead of
breathing so hard about the exact

timing.

Peace between Israelis and
Palestinians could be magnificent
for both. But the Mideast myth
most believed, outside foe

Mideast, is that peace in the

whole region depends on. and can
only be achieved by, an agree-

ment between Palestinians and
Israelis.

War in the Mideast has come
about most often not because
Jews took power in one tiny state

but because Moslem fought
Moslem in much larger ones.
During Israel’s five decades
alone, Iranian and Iraqi did not

slaughter each other, or Iraq

invade Kuwait, or Syria colonize

Lebanon, because of Israel.

The wars that caused most
deaths and still do have been
Mideast governments against

their own people.

Syrian artillery flattening

Hama. Four Moslem regimes
murdering Moslem Kurds.
Police-state killings throughout

foe Mideast - now including the
Palestinian Authority. Moslem
regimes fighting for their fives

against Moslem fundamentalists.

The myth of Israeli centrality to

regional peace is important to

Arab governments. It puts a con-
stant pressure on one small demo-
cratic state to cede its interests to

those of neighboring dictator-

ships.

President Clinton and European
leaders could do peace a great ser-

vice by speaking these truths. But
of course foe very thought is one
more Mideast fantasy.

(Courtesy of The New York
Tunes)

Firmness without purpose
t
|
iHE intensive and continuous

I negotiations with theX Palestinians that began
Sunday night at Ercz were the only
outcome of the Washington “peace

summit.” As a result of Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s
firmness. Israel did not commit
itself in advance to any particular

outcome by any particular date.

Government spokesmen therefore

portrayed this meeting as a major
success, and those Israelis who
believe that being seen to give

nothing away is an cod in itself are

justifiedly pleased.

Still, there is a nagging suspi-

cion, despite official protestations

to foe contrary, that even the agree-

ment to negotiate intensively and
continuously is the result of pres-

sure generated by the recent parox-

ysm of violence. After all, foie gov-

ernment has only now agreed to do
what it could have done before,

but wouldn’t This might appear to

be merely a minor public-relations

annoyance, but it is symptomatic

of a far larger political problem -

the failure to conceptualize the

objective that Netanyahu’s firm-

ness is intended to serve.

“Secure peace” is not a policy, it

is a slogan. If there is any sub-
stance behind the slogan, it was
not revealed in the 100 days of

tion campaigning, and it

not been revealed in the 100
days of the post-election cam-
paign. Netanyahu has repeated
again and again than this is a dif-

ferent government with a different

policy, pursuing different goals
with different means. But he has
still not spelled out what the alter-

native is. At first, this failure was
charitably interpreted as “pragma-
tism.” But the pattern emerging
from events of the past few weeks
is instead one of aimlessness.

IN THE absence of any overarch-
ing strategy, tire government is

reduced to lurching from one
encounter with reality to the next,
all the while claiming that its

improvisations are not the result

ofpressure. At times, this bravado
comes perilously close to farce.

Before his . previous visit to

MARK HELLER

Washington, for example,
Netanyahu needed to preempt
anticipated criticism of his refusal

to meet with Arafat, so he did then
what he could have done before,

but wouldn’t Buz since he was
unwilling to admit a lack of firm-

ness. Netanyahu suggested that

the meeting was a reward for

Arafat's closure of some
Palestinian Authority offices in

Jerusalem - a specious claim

immediately contested by some of
his own Cabinet ministers.

In any case, the first Netanyahu-
Arafat meeting, like foe

Washington summit, was not the

The government’s

bravado comes
perilously close

to farce

result of an Israeli initiative

intended to serve some longer-

range purpose. It was a reluctant

concession to reality, which foe

government had been the last to

recognize. And like the first meet-
ing, the decision at foe

Washington summit to negotiate

intensively and continuously was
taken under pressure and was
made necessary by the govern-
ment’s previous refusal to act
when it felt it was not under pres-

sure. Only this time, the pressure
came, not from a desire to avoid
embarrassing questions by the
Washington press corps, but from
the deaths of over 70 Israelis and
Palestinians and the wounding of
hundreds of others. Although the
security authorities had been
warning about an outbreak of
Palestinian violence almost since
the day the new government took
office, their warnings were not
taken seriously until after they
were borne out by events.

Thus, the outcome of the summit,
including the Ercz talks, reflects
firmness only in a superficial sense.

Underneath foe facade is a pattern

of weakness: foe government's ini-

tial inclination to foDow its instincts

and pander to its right-wing con-
stituency generates Palestinian,

Arab and international responses

which ultimately oblige it to act in

ways that arouse the suspicions of
its supporters while gaining it little

credit with anyone else.

What applies to the Arafat meet-
ing and the decision of the
Washington summit will also
apply to Hebron. The redeploy-
ment from Hebron will take place.

Only now it will happen after the
outbreak of widespread violence
and the active intervention of
President Clinton, rather than
before. In these circumstances,

does anyone really believe that the

redeployment will be understood
as anything other than an Israeli

concession to those events?
The problem with this pattern does

not tie in the refusal to set deadlines
or even in the failure to meet them -
foe prime minister is right when he
argues that advance deadlmrs for
agreement usually turn out to be
pointless or counterproductive. It
lies, instead , in the conceptual
underpinning of government behav-
ior. which is that foe Israeli-
Palestinian relationship remains
purely adversarial and that any gain
by one side represents an equal and
opposite loss for foe other.

It is not true that the govero-
mera’s notion of the peace process
has Ruled to evolve. The sheer neg-
ativism of the past has beeSi
replaced by acceptance of the need
to do objectionable things, though
only after delays produce pressure
mat makes action unavoidable. But
this transformation does not yet
incorPorate the possibility oF com-mon purposes and common bene-
fits, and unless “firmness" becomes
an instrument of policy, rather than
just a substitute for it, the recent
cycle of events is likely to repeatHselJ^m the weeks and months

The writer is senior research
associated at the Jaffee Centerfar
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SHARON SHENHAV

MORE than a year ago, I

participated in the United

Nations Fourth World.

Conference cm Women in Beigmg,

as a member of the official dele-

gation of the State of Israel This

was the largest conference ever

held by the UN, and I joined dele-

gates from 189 countries ip draft-

ing foe document which was

adopted by the member states, the

Platform For Action. Wfc worked

way into foe night to reach con-

sensus on issues of critical con-

cern to women aH over the world

and in foe process, made many

good friends for Israel.

Guided by our determination to

eliminate ail forms of disoimina-

tions against women we included

in the Platform For Action specif-

ic actions to be taken by govern-

ments to empower women and

ensure equality and full imple-

mentation of human rights for

every girl and women.
,

On the first anniversary of the

adoption of the Platform For

Action, Israeli women are asking
what has the government done for

us? Was the document adopted by

our government a piece of paper

to be placed in a library or does

the government intend to consid-

er it a binding contract with foe

women of Israel. What actions

have been taken to implement the

promises and commitments made
in Beijing?

Na’amat, deciding to take foe

initiative on this anniversary, has

drafted a Contract With The

Women Of Israel The goal of foe

contract is to commit the govern-

ment to specific action and bud-

getary commitments on behalf of
women. Na’amat has suggested

that all women and men as well as

women's organizations in Israel

and other organizations working
towards equality and women’s
rights sign it The contract is

being presented to foe prime min-
ister and his cabinet with foe

request that every minister sign

the Contract With The Women Of
Israel, thereby agreeing to be
committed to:

1. Ensure equality within the

family and recognition of all

Inequality between

women and men - ^
continues to persist

”

forms of the family.

2. Provision of an economic
security net for women.
3. Equal rights ofwomen in the

workplace.

4. High quality health services

for women and the rights of
women to control all aspects' of
their health, including fertility.

5. Elimination of violence

against women.
6. ‘Elimination of gender bias in

education.

7. Enjoyment of equal rights by
Arab women.

8. Empowerment of women and
equality in the sharing of power
and decision making at all levels.

9. Equal status and opportunity
for women in the army.

10. Recognition of the contribu-
tions of women to the peace
process and commitment to

include women in policy deci-
sions on peace and war at aD lev-
els.

THE TIME has come to translate
words into actions. Twenty years
ago then-premier Yitzhak Rabin
appointed a Commission on the
Status of Women to study and
make recommendations to ensure
equality for women in Israel.
Most of the commission’s recom-
mendations have never been
implemented and despite signifi-
cant advances in many areas,
inequality between women and
men continues to persist
In a study commissioned by

Na’amat in August, 1996 it was
round that the average salary of
women in Israel is only 60% of
foe average salary of men.
Fourteen percent of women earn
less than the minimum wage com-

P*5**01 Of men.
of ^K>se applying for

small business loans are women.
The women of Israel are now

asking for commitment cm foe part
of the government Most of the
commitments will involve swring
aside budget for women’s issues,
and m over 90 countries such bud-
getary commitments have already
been made. The contract cHnailH be
signed now by every government
mmister Na’amat has proposed
uiat a public commission be set up
to monitor the government’s
implementation of the terms ofthe
contract and Shulamit Aloni has
aI«ady agreed to chair iL
As we approach the end Of foe

century and the 100th anniversary
°r foe

_

Zionist movement the
egalitarian state should become
more of a reality. The Contract
With The Women Of Israel could
be a useful tool in achieving fois-

The writer is an advocate.
Former legal advisor to Na’amat,
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Nirvanafalls
from grace

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

DAVID BRINN

From the Muddy Banks
of the Wishkah
NIRVANA
(Hed Artzi)

NIRVANA was unquestion-
ably the most important
band of the early 1990s.

Speaking to and for a generation
more effectively than anyone
since The Who’s adolescence, the
band was just beginning to hit
stride when its career was abrupt-
ly cut short by Kurt Cobain’s sui-
cide in 1994.
With a recorded output that con-

sisted of one independent release,
two major label studio efforts and
a live unplugged, Nirvana’s
growth and marurity was astound-
ing and indicated a future that
would have cemented its status
alongside rock’s all-time greats.
That’s what makes this erratic epi-
taph all the more disappointing.
Compiled by surviving members

Dave Grohl and Krist Novoselic
from hundreds of live perfor-
mances throughout their five years
of live performances. From the
Muddy Banks of the Wishkah
reconfirms ihe power of Nirvana,
but also exposes the band’s limita-
tions.

The versions of their more struc-

tured material, like “Smells Like
Teen Spirit," “Lithium," and
“Heart-Shaped Box" are astound-
ing in their tense balancing act
between pop tightness and alienat-

ed rage.

On too many of the songs, how-

ever, the rage lakes over and
leaves the taut line sounding very
slack. “School," “Scentless
Apprentice” and "Touretre’s” have
basically nothing to offer, with
their anonymous riffs and
Cobain’s screaming vocals.
Overall, the album bas the effect

of bringing the band back down to
earth after years of having been
praised to the heavens. It shows
that despite being a great band, its
material sometimes failed to live
up to the standards set by its best
songs.

First Band on the Moon
THE CARDIGANS

(Heliconj
THIS young Swedish quintet
makes smart, catchy pop.
Fronted by 22-year-old Nina

Persson, The Cardigan^ deal most-
ly with the sexy side of life, and
they do it with a sense of humor.
Call them Abba with an edge.
Their third release is a playful

romp through infectious melodies
and Persson ’s wry, coquettish sen-
timents. Combining elements of
’60s pop with some jazz tinges
and a hip “indie” stance. The
Cardigans could be the first non-
native English speakers to hit it

big since Bjork’s first band The
Sugaicubes.

Travelling without Moving
JAMIROQUAI

(NMC)
THIS is another third album, this

;aj

I

'

The suicide, in 1994, of Kurt Cobain (left) cut sbort Nirvana’s highly promising career.

time by Brit-funk faves
Jamiroquai. If it’s an uptown
blend of soul, funk and disco
you're looking for, this is the right

address.

Israelis must be banging down
the door, because Travelling with-

out Moving has been firmly

entrenched near the top of the

local charts since its release.

The vocals are, typically of this

genre, innocuous, but the point is

not to move your mind, but your

body.

And on that task, Jamiroquai

succeeds 100%. Smooth and cool,

this record goes down like lemon-
ade on a hot summer day.

Rolling Stones
vs. Oasis

THE Rolling Stones battled with young
pretenders Oasis last week for top pop
honors at the world's biggest book fair.

This time the two are bursting into print, not
song, as the rights tonew biographies are offered
at the Frankfurt Book Fair, which attracted 9,000
publishers from 10S countries. Some 80 percent
of global book-right deals are struck at Frankfurt

each year.

The Rolling Stones, the self-styled “greatest

rock V roll band in die world,’’ is telling the

story of its three decades on the road. Oasis hit

the headlines last month when theirUS tour col-

lapsed amid reports that singer Liam Gallagher
and his-guitarist brothepNoel had come to blows.;

Now. their brother Paul tells all. Virgin

Publishing, the book arm of British entrepreneur

Richard Branson's empire, is in the enviable

position of drumming up international business

for both books.

“This is as close as you can get to huge rock

bands," the publishers’ managing director Rob
Shreeve says.

The differences across the generation gap are

stark. The Rolling Stones, whose illustrated offi-

cial history is being compiled by singer Jools

Holland, revel in touring live. Singer Mick
Jagger, still swiveling hips and pouting lips at

53, has said of their 30 years of live shows: “I

like it on the road. If I couldn’t go out there, I

think I would go mad."

He spent last week at his south of France home
taping his memories of the group for Holland.

The book will be published in autumn 1997 but

Indigo (One)
Tribal Chants and Rbvtbms -

(NMC)
THIS is one strange concept, and
all for a good cause. An album in

honor of The International Decade
'

of Indigenous People, with pro-
ceeds going to help the people
maintain their cultures. Indigo
captures 14 tribes, including such
chart toppers as Aborigines, pyg-
mies and Tibetans, chanting in

their native tongues.

To make it more palatable for

Western audiences, the compilers
then add backing tracks to the

chants, ranging from disco to reg-

gae. Surreal is too ordinary a word
for this. And people got angry at

Exposing media
exploitation

THEATER REVIEW
NAOMI DOUDA1

A bookish Mick Jagger.

Virgin is already negotiating rights.

Oasis, whose first two albums sold 20 million

copies, have led a “Britpop” revival to echo the

Sixties heyday of the Beatles and the Stones. But
now they are quitting live perfoonances to con-

centrate on producing a third album. They
delight in being the wild boys of modem pop
with Liam and Noel constantly bad-mouthing
each other and the press.

Their brother Paul's biography, which gives a
blow-by-blow account of the years of feuding, is

already a bestseller in Britain. (Reuter)

Maman Revient, Panvre Orphelin or A qni perd-

gagne. (“Mania's Back. Poor Orphan, or The Loser
Wins'*) by Jean Claude Grimberg. Hebrew adapta-

tion and direction, Nike Nilai. At Hasimta Theater,

Old Jaffa. Hebrew tide: hamafzid Menatzeah

ADEPARTURE from Grim-
berg’s generally grim dramas.
The Loser Wins is a hilarious,

highly satirical commentary on the

morals and manipulations of the mod-
em media. Specifically it focuses on
the merchandising ofhuman suffering

in the ruthless, sensation-driven pro-

motional campaigns of novelists, tele-

vision anchormen, and others. Then-
merciless marketing of tear-jerking,

loaded human experience is the target

of Grimberg’s highly-charged histri-

onic vendetta.

In a caustic triptych of situations,

their cold-blooded callousness, calcu-

lation and rampant hypocrisy mas-
querading as honest, “live” programs,

is exposed with crunching derision.

Working on Hasimta’s pocket-hand-
kerchief stage - the first scene, to be
exact, is set in Hasimta 's open-to-the-

star-studded-sky rooftop - direction

contrives a lively and entertaining

show. It is accompanied by amusing

video footage and peopled by a galaxy
of ironic stereotypes performed by
three accomplished actors.

Ze’ev Shimsheoni plays the anchor-
man with suave insincerity and syn-

thetic charm. Albert Cohen, that eter-

nal charmer, froths and fulminates as

the camera-hung^, pulp novelist

insensible to anything but his soaring

sales..

But! it is Fira Cantor, a versatile

comedienm, who ahfiost steals tile

show with her virtuosity in five, very
disparate caricature roles.

First she charms as a chic Parisian

wife. Next she metamorphoses into

two participants in the World’s Most
Miserable Woman Contest. As the first

of these, she turns into a voracious

hate-spitting vampire ahemating in

the role of her chief competitor, a
woebegone, weepy drudge infected

with le mal des pleurs.

In a further two images of the moth-
er of the lachrymose “orphaned
author,” she delights again.

With its diverting script and success-
ful casting, this is one of the more
entertaining of Hasimta ’s productions.

Abu Ghosh shows the united side of Israel

MORE than any other fes-

tival in Israel, the Abu
Ghosh choral music fes-

tival has a genuinely festive

atmosphere to it, complete with

<*atTT>g humous in one of the local

splendid restaurants, and without

the customary clowns and magi-

cians who entertain young kids at

many other holiday events.

This particular festival proved

to be very popular among the gen-

eral public, featuring some fine

performances.
Particularly good were the vis-

iting female choir from Albania.

This is far from a professional

choir, yet the student choral

ensemble sang in a most beautiful

way whether the program was

Christmas songs or Byzantine

music.
And their encore, the opening

movement of Pergolesi’s Stabat

Mater,
performed with harpsi-

chord accompaniment, was

indeed magical. The Kristiansand

Cathedral Choir from Norway

was at its best when performing

Traditional folk material but could

not really cope with selections by
Bach.

It is a fair ensemble but on die

whole not in the same league as

previous visiting choirs who have
performed at this festival.

Belgian countertenor Michel
Puissant sang Vivaldi's Stabat
Mater in a most compelling man-
ner and two cantatas of Bach in a

somewhat stylized yet detached
manner. He was accompanied by
Accademia Daniel, a group of

young Israeli musicians who spe-

cialize in Baroque performance
practice.

Playing Bach’s Fourth

Brandenburg Concerto the instru-

mental ensemble displayed fine

technique yet lacked warmth in

the very accommodating
acoustics of the Abu Ghosh
Church.
Father Olivier of the

Benedictine Monastery In this

serene Arab village said that in

these very days nothing can be

more meaningful and symbolic
than thousands of Israelis visiting

an Arab village in order to listen

CONCERT ROUNDUP

to sacred Christian music. In a

way this sums up the beauty of
this festival more than any other

description.

Abu Ghosh. October 4,
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MichaelAjzenstadt

A REMARKABLE music event
in Jerusalem last week was a
recorder-flute and harpsichord
recital by Renvena Hod and
Evgeni Lissogursky - exceptional

because of the superb perfor-

mance.
A sonata by Telemann was ren-

dered with all its liveliness, love-

liness and amazingly individualist

playfulness. The melodic inflec-

tions of de Selma’s little-known

Canzon resounded in a way that

emphasized its aria-tike tuneful-

ness. The dance movements of
Bach’s Suite in D minor were per-

formed with enchanting elegance.

A highlight of the program was
Jacob van Eyck’s solo variations,

abounding in technical pitfalls that

were tackled with breakneck, bril-

liant virtuosity. Hod’s natural, capti-

vating charm and freshness of
approach promoted Barsanti’s

Sonata to die level of a glittering

musical gem. Her musical and tech-

nical accomplishments are such as

to make her rank among the coun-
try’s outstanding recorder flutists.

Lissogursky was a sensitive and
attentive accompanist at the harp-

sichord and also displayed formi-

dable skill and musicality in

pieces by John Bull.

Redeemer Church, October 5.

Ury Eppstein

A SWEDISH choir from
Jonkoping joined Uri Mayer and
the Israel Sinfonietta to open the

23rd concert season in Beersheba.

Jonkoping is a city no larger than

Beersheba (with a population of

about 130,000) yet its amateur
chamber choir sang with an assur-

ance and discipline that rivals pro-

fessional ensembles. Their clear,

youthful voices resonate tike mar-

ble pillars from head to foot, and
were particularly well suited to the

Bruckner Mass in E minor.

The 45-voice choir found spiri-

tual illumination in the 19th-cen-

tury Austrian master's work - fre-

quently shifting registers and tex-

tures, from unison to chordal
declamation, while finding lyri-

cism in contrapuntal passages.

They navigated tricky chromati-

cism with the help of spare but

supportive winds and brass,

which lent a medieval aura.

Israeli soloist Larisa Tatuyev
and Susanna Poretsky were fea-

tured in Pexgolesi’s Stabat Mater
- the most popular sacred choral

work of the 1 8th century.

They brought a Rachmaninoff-

like intensity to die lattice-texured

work, contrasting in vocal
approach to the Scandinavians’
objective strength.

Mayer and the Sinfonietta opted

for clarity of tempi and efficiency,

often squeezing delicate tonal

sbactings into rhythmic frame.
Presentation was confident and
well received.

Beersheba Conservatory, Oct-

obers.
Max Stem

NIO takes aim at Weber opera

THE story of Carl Maria von

Weber’s romantic operaDer

Freischutz (“The Sharp-

shooter”) is enough to make you

hide under a blanket.

Max (Jorma SOvasti), a young

hunter, desperately needs to wm
the annual sharpsbootmg competi-

tion so be can many the tod

ranger’s daughter, Agafoe (Soil

Isotoski). But Caspar 0^“* von

Halem) is jealous of Max Mid has

sold his soul to the devil “®*e
bargain. Here the darker currents

Germanic folk myth take ova

The opera is making its local

debm as the New Israeli Opera sg-

son opener on Saturday at die Tel

Aviv Performing AxtsCmtm;
directed by Thomas Langhoff, and

with NIO music director Gary

HELEN KAYE

Bertini on the podium.

Freischutz is important to the

opera world because in 1818 it

provided an alternative to classic

Italian opera.

“The music is romantic cm a

solid classical base,” says Bertini,

who last conducted Freischutz 10

years ago.

Langhoff started out as an actor

in Berlin, where he currently

works as artistic and general direc-

tor of the German Chamber

Theater: He was bom in Zurich in

1938, where his family had fled to

escape die Nazis.

“My father is much more famous

than I am,” says foe director, who

has directed meat than 50 plays

and opera productions throughout

Germany and Austria. His mother
had some Jewish blood, but the

reason foe family fled was because

his celebraied actor father,

Wolfgang, was a communist.

“In Zurich, Father wrote a book

about his one and a half years in

Burgersmor, one of the first con-

centration camps the Nazis set up.

It was translated into 35 languages,

and was one of foe first books

about foe camps.”
Freischutz is Langhoffs second

collaboration with Bertini. Tbeir

first was Benjamin Britten’s A
Midsummer Night's Dream, when

Bertini was running foe Frankfurt

Opera. “We promised each other

then foal we’d work together

again. This is it.”
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Ailey lives on,

Bocca pales
dance review
ORA BRAFMAN

Paul Simon for co-opting African
music and musicians for

Graceland.

Psy-Kick
HOUSE OF DREAM

(NMC)
THE brainchild of Israelis Har-El
Prussky and Moran Shrutzer, Psy-
Kick personifies trance, dance or
whatever you want to call it. Full

of electronic blips and beats, foe

1 1 tracks are noteworthy for per-

haps foe first trance-Hassidic song
in history.

If this is what the duo conjures

up in reality, one wonders what
their dreams are like.

Alvin Afley’sAmerican Dance
Theater

The Winter In Lisbon - chcreo&mphv BiDy
Wilson: music. Dizzy G ilicspic. Shelter - chore
ograpby. Jmnolc WQla Jo ZoEbn music. Junior
-Gabo” 'Wfedderbnm. Revelations - choreogra-
phy, Alvin AUey; music, traditional.

FOR years all company per-
formances of Alvin Ailey’s
American Dance Theater’s

have ended with Revelations,
Ailey’s signature piece, and for
good reason.

The rest of the repertoire can be
less than satisfying, as often is the

case, but it hardly matters. This 36-
year-old piece epitomizes Ailey’s
work - all his talent is brought
together in this heart-rending

dance, where spirituals and gospel
music interlaced with visual

images of the African roots of
American culture combine with the

sweetly-softly swaying bodies of
foe dancers to move our soul.

It never fails - it is one of few
works that is seemingly very sim-
ple, coming as it does from an
aching heart and true emotion with-

out being overly sentimental.

Alley's Revelations is about faith

and innocence, justice and grace. It

is about happiness and friendship

said it makes your feet dance while

you struggle to keep seated.

This is the company's second
visit here since Alley's death in

1 989, with Judith Jamison, his for-

mer soloist dancer; as foe artistic

manager. It seems that since then,

the company has become more
conservative in its artistic choices

and that eventually may lead to

stagnation, as Jamison's other

chokes were of mediocre works.

Billy Wilson’s work is

Broadway-style where urbane gals

in lavender satin and high heels

kick their legs high while eyeing

foe guys as potential partners for

sensual encounters. Even
Gillespie’s brilliant melodies
couldn’t save them from drowning
in shallowness.

Jo Zollar is a conscientious artist

who is very involved in art as a
vehicle for social and political

manifestations, and her work
Shelter slides along those lines as it

deals with homeless people. Zollar

seeks compassion, wandering if

real human beings are doomed to

become “endangered species.”

Zollar is full of good intentions,

and thinks die is waving a banner

btiTftTact she is being carried by
rtS slogans, as iff most cases' ’when 7
art isIfbuitetHek political purpose

es.

AH in all it is a lively company
with some very good dancers and
an important heritage of Ailey’s

work to keep them going. With a
little effort they can fly higher;

Julio Bocca
and Ballet Argentino

Don Quixote Suite- ttunttogfjyby.afterManus
Petipa; ramie, Leon Mintus. Interlaced

Symphony - choreography. Mbbd Bigonzcm:
music. Mozart. Tbngo - choreography. Oscar

Araiz; music, traditional

JULIO Bocca. the leading dancer

and founder of this young compa-

ny, had much to prove, as he was
introduced to foe Israeli audience

as a great classical ballet dancer, an
actual twin talent of Baryshnikov.

Promises, promises.

The good news is foal Bocca is a

passionate dancer and is particular-

ly impressive with his high jumps
and turns in the air, but it hardly

goes any further than that. Bocca is

constantly flirting with the audi-

ence, flicking his head in vain

bravura gestures, a mannerism that

is most unnecessary for the role,

but apparently reflects his artistic

tastes.

The evening started with Don
Quixote Suite which is a polite way
of hinting that it is actually an

abridged version of the balleL

Petipa’s four-act ballet was short-

ened, which is not all bad, but on its

way it also lost most of its vital

signs which leaves it pale, lean and
stripped of its essence. So what’s

the point?

We were left to be comforted by
brilliant technique, only to find that

Stephania Vailone. who danced the

role of Kitri, is not really up to the

part and Bocca’s self-esteem is

higher than his level of finesse.

The Interlaced Symphony derives

its mood from Mozartand its philo-

sophical concepts from
Shakespeare's sonnets that were
recited throughouL

Bigonzetti is hardly a match for

those two. He uses a large body of
dancers, and moves them around a
lot kicking high, turning fast but
hardly relating to text or music in

any remote sense. True, the compa-
ny gets a chance to show off some
young talent and physical ability,

but that can be done better to an
unpretentious beat ofa drum.
Being an Argentinian dance com-

pany company, its tangos should
have been its forte.

The traditional tunes were
arranged skillfully by Atilio

Starapone and played by his

orchestra. The company obviously
feels in its element with music but

gets carried away by Araiz's strong

sense of pafoos.
"’Bstffet Argentino. like several.,

regibrial companies, runs cm a sin-

gle artist’s credit card (Edward
ViUella, formerly of Miami Ballet),

and has a good chance of forming a
meaningful statement only when
ego gives way to broader percep-

tion.

Make room for chamber music
MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

THE center of chamber music
has moved tothe Tel Aviv
Museum.

In the last decade or so its audi-

ence has increased significantly.

And for the coining season there

are 2,600 subscribers to the various

series the museum offers, which is

30% upon last yeac
The Tfel Aviv Performing Arts

Center opens its chamber-music

series next week with The Consort

of Music. Gideon Paz, the artistic

adviser of foe TAPAC series,

explains that “bringing any inter-

national ensemble to Israel makes
it a very expensive venture.”

Which might explain why tickets

for this series are somewhat higher

than those far foe museum where

the average price is NIS 55.

Additionally, a new series opening

this year is of “rush hour” (6 pm.)

The Israel

Philharmonic
Orchestra
Mt*JC Off fCJOO: ZtB-*,' MEHTA

concerts, a practice very common
and most successful in New York,

London and Paris.

The Tel Aviv Museum chamber
music concert series, which alto-

gether has 52 concerts in eight mini

series, opens with a marathon of

early music in conjunction with the

Jerusalem Early Music Workshop
today. The TAPAC Great

Performers at the Center series

opens this coining Sunday with the

Consort of Music.
The Authentica series began a

few days ago. Authentica is entire-

ly international and without any
Israelis. It is also the only chamber-
music series in Israel, or any clas-

sical music series for that matter,

presented by private impresarios.

The series continues next month
with legendary baroque violinist

Fabio Biondi and his orchestra.

ISRAEL
MUSIC
INSTITUTE

Invitation

The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra is holding

a competition for the composition

of an original Israeli work
on the occasion of its 60th anniversary.

The final stage, in the presence of
an international jury,

will take place on

Sunday, 13 October 1996, 830 p.m.
at the Mann Auditorium, Tel Aviv.

Three works will be performed in the final stage,

from which the winning work will be chosen.

Conductor: Gary Bertini
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Tnuva to sell Gov’t seeks $50 billion

ice cream plant

to Osem
in US investments

GALfT UPKIS BECK
OSEM Industries has signed an

agreement in principle to buy 51

percent of Tnuva ’s ice cream
plant for $30 million, the compa-
ny informed the Tel Aviv Stock

Exchange yesterday.

According to the agreement, the

two firms will establish a new
company to develop and distribute

ice cream.

The new firm will consolidate

the activities of Tena Noga and
Snowcrest, which merged several

months ago.

The new firm is expected to take

advantage of the Swiss Nestle

company's know-how and
advanced production techniques

and add Nestle’s products to

Tnuva’s ice cream line.

Nestle invested in Osem earlier

this year.

The new firm will pay Tnuva
about $30m. for Snowcrest’s and
Tena Nqga’s assets.

Provident
funds show
improved
returns

Jerusalem Post Staff

MOST of the banks' provident
funds achieved positive real returns

of 1 .6-Z5 percent last month, while

in the first nine months of the year

the majority of funds continued to

report negative yields, according to

figures published yesterday.

The banks said the improved
returns were mainly due to the turn-

around in die capita] market in

September.
" Among the three largest funds.

Bank Leumi’s Otzma was the-'best

'performing, achieving a reaUposi-

tive yield of 1.86%.

In the first nine months of die

year, the fund achieved an accumu-
lated negative return of 1.14%.

Bank Hapoalim’s Gadish fund,

the largest fund in the country,

achieved a positive return of 1.8%

in September.

Since the start of the year the

fund accumulated a negative return

of 1.9%. The fund manages assets

of about NISI 1.75m.

Bank Discount's Tamar fund
achieved a real positive yield of

1.61% last month.

The fund, which manages assets

of NIS9^5hl, has accumulated a
negative return of 324% since the

start of the year:

The annual sales turnover of
Snowcrest and Tena Noga are
estimated at $50m.

Together, die two firms bold
about 30% of the ice cream mar-
ket.

The transaction is subject to the
approval of the monopolies and
mergers commissioner at the
Industry and Trade Ministry.

Osem’s announcement led to a
2~5% increase in the company’s
shares on the Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange.

Osem and Tnuva started their

negotiations about six months
ago in reaction to growing compe-
tition in the local ice cream mar-
ket

During the last few years, the
local market has suffered from the
entry of various US and EU
importers, including Ben &
Jerry’s and, more recently,

Haagen Dazs.

THE government hopes to raise

some $50 billion for a variety of
projects over the next decade, as a
result ofthe “new government new
opportunities*' conference for

potential US investors, which
begins in New York today.

Led by National Infrastructure

Minister Ariel Sharon, the three-

day event will present Israel's

major public and private sector

plans with the aim of encouraging
possible American financial part-

ners.

Numerous projects will be out-

lined during die sessions dedicated

to various aspects of the Israeli

economy:
• Development of Israel’s energy

sector, including die natural gas

pipeline ($10-5b-).

Trans-Israel Highway, particu-

larly the completion of die first

phase, which will be a toll road

from Hadera to Gedera ($2b_).

• Railway development program
in Israel and into neighboring coun-

tries ($1.5b.).

• 13 mutism and other projects

proposed by the Israel Lands

DAVID HARRIS

Administration, including Nazareth
2000.

• Development of additional

water sources, the national sewer
project, and sea-water desalination

(55b.).
• Ben Gurion 2000 - the expan-

sion of the airport to allQw for a 16

million annual passenger capacity.

Israel's privatization program will

be high on the New York agenda.

The government is expected to use

the conference as a platform to

reveal details of its plans for struc-

tural reforms in the some 150 state-

owned companies.

The delegation also intends to

promote regional infrastructure pro-

jects, based mainly in the Jordan

Rift Valley, Eflat-Aqaba Gulf and
Southeastern Mediterranean.

Other senior officials in the dele-

gation are Transport Minister

Yitzhak Levy, Communications
Minister Limor Livnat, deputy
finance minister David Magen, and

Jerusalem Mayor Ehud OlmerL
US Underseoctary of Commerce

BaronessYoung (right), a seniormember ofBritain’s ruling Conservative Party and bead ofan ini-

tiative to promote business ties with Cuba, is greeted by Cuban Trade Minister Ricardo Cabrisas
prior to holding talks yesterday. Young is being accompanied on her trip by a British business del-

egation. (Renter)
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G20 banks to present

currency clearing plans
ZURICH (Reuter) - The Group'of

20 (G20) international banks will

today outline its plans for a global

clearing house drat aims to reduce

drastically die risks of breakdown
in the $12 trillion daily foreign

exchange market
The plans will be presented to

2,000 bankers, broker-dealers,

central bankers and exchange offi-

cials gathering in Florence for a

three-day Swift International

Bank Operations Seminar
(SIBOS).
Swift, owned by some 3,000

banks, runs the world's largest

network for transmitting payment
instructions, handling an estimat-

ed S2.0 trillion of such instruc-

tions a day.

“We are making good progress

and keeping to our timetable,"

Rob Gose, G20 and payments
strategy director at Barclays Bank
Pic, said about the G20’s plan.

A draft of the business require-

ments for the system has been

completed and the group is on tar-

get to make a final decision ou the

project by year’s end, he said.

The G20 was formed in 1994 by
bankers who specialize in large

value cross-border payments.
Their aim is to set up a system drat

would reduce risks from currency

settlement.

Stuart Eizenstax, New York
Governor George Piataki and New
York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani will

also attend the comerence.
Hundreds of businessmen from

Israel, the US and Europe will par-

ticipate.

“In the coming years it will not be
possible to fund the development of
Israeli water, energy. Landand trans-

port infrastructure from the govern-
ment budget," said Sharon before
leaving for the US. “Therefore it is

ofthe utmostimportance to cncour-
agethe raising ofprivate sectorcap-
ital for the highest preference
national projects.”

While in the US, Livnat will meet
senior executives from Morgan
Stanley and Merrill Lynch to dis-

cuss the privatization of Bezeq and
bold a series of additional meetings
with representatives ofcommunica-
tions, television and cable compa-
nies.

Levy will return borne via
England

, where he will study the

privatization ofBritishAirways and
other former government compa-

nies.

C’ttee okays

sale ofYozma
EVELYN GORDON

THE Knesset Finance Committee
yesterday approved the sale of
venture capital firm Yozma with

broad bipartisan support.

Tbc stale-owned firm, estab-

lished in 1992, has set up nine

venture capital funds with local

and foreign partners over the past

four years, as well as investing

drreedy in some 14 companies.
However, since several private-

sector venture capital funds have
recently been set up, the govern-

ment decided it is no longer need-
ed in this business. It therefore

decided to sell 100% of Yozma’s
shares via private tender.

The company’s rights in its ven-

ture capital funds will be trans-

ferred to the government, rather

than being included in the sale.

The Treasury said this was neces-

sary because Yozma's partners in

the funds have the right to buy out

its shares' at a fixed price. This

makes Yozma’s share of the funds

unattractive to potential buyers,

the Treasury said.

The firm currently has NIS 157
million invested in its funds, and
NIS20m. invested directly in com-
panies. It earned a profit of
NIS124,000 last year, compared
to a loss of NIS3Jm. in 1994.

At the suggestion of MK
Avraham Shohat (Labor), the

committee decided that any
changes in the. sale process
approved by the committee yester-

day must be brought back to it for

re-approval.

Due to a recent change in the

law, tbc committee does not have
.to approve the final sale.

However, also at Sbohat’s sugges-

tion, the committee decided to

demand a full report on the vari-

ous bidders, the winning offer and
why the winning bid was accept-

ed.

BUSINESS BRIEFS

Sharansky to attend Cairo economic

iSffNatan Sharansky confirmed y^t^yte wfll be

the Cairo economic summit scheduled Until**

weeks ago the Egyptian government was threatenmg to cmxrei me

St, because the feilnre to advance peace talks wrth the

P
Sh£^SJ will also represent

ministers to be held in Singapore in December. The

likely to focus on the liberalization and globalization of world trade

martetS
' David Harris

Rank fthar ffahayal compensation funds reported positive real

yields of 0.4% - 0.76% in the first nine months of foe year, in

September, foe funds achieved real returns of 22%^2%.^^ gec£

September CPI of 0.6% predicted: The Israel Chamber of

Commerce forecasts that the September Consumer Price Index wm
be 0.6%, relatively low compared with previous years. 'Hie chamber

said foe index reflects a stabilization in prices, including housing,

anrf a drop in in commodities influenced by seasonal prices.

Galit Lipkis Bed:

Australia seeks joint R&D fund with Israel: The Australian gov-

ernment requested the establishment of a joint fund for financing

research and development programs with Israel. Such arrangements

already exist with the US, Canada, and from theend of the year with

Singapore.
Following a meeting between Australian diplomats and Industry

and Trade Ministry officials, die two sides agreed to look into the

feasibility of such a project.

David Harris

Itochu plans joint projects with Manufacturers Association:

Itochu, the Japanese trade company, plans to engage in joint projects

with the Manufacturers Association in order to expand its business

relations with Israel, association foreign trade division head Moshe
Nahum announced yesterday. Itochu will assist Israeli companies in

finding strategic investors, marketing their products and joint ven-

tures, said Nahum. Itochu is one of the largest trade company’s in

Japan, with an annual turnover of $17 billion.

Jerusalem Post Staff

Babies R US drv&ons to open in three Toys R US stores here:

Toys R US Israel will inaugurate Babies R US divisions in force of

its stores during the next few days.

Earlier this week, the Toys R US chain gained control of tile US-
based Baby Super Store, which will gradually be integrated in the

chain’s BabyR US divisions. With an annual sales turnoverofmore
than $450 million and 73 stores, foe Babies R US chain is one of foe

dominant r-haim in die US baby product market
Jerusalem Post Staff

Panel to discuss reducing

judges’ pension rights
EVELYN GORDON

THE Knesset Finance Committee

will consider reducing judges’ pen-

sion rights to those current in the

rest of the economy, following a

bipartism initiative by two commit-
tee MKs.
Currently, judges accumulate

pension righte at the rate of seven

percent a year; which means they

are entitled to a full pension (70%
of their salary) after 10 years.

Ordinary workers accumulate
pension rights at the rate ofonly2%
a year; meaning they can get a full

pension only after 35 years ofwork.
Bonner finance ministerAvraham

Shohat (Labor), now head of the

opposition in the committee, argued
in a motion for the agenda that this

was completely unjustified. Over
the past year, he noted, ministers’

pension rights were reduced from
7% to2% a year, and those ofMKs
and ministry director-generals were
reduced from 4% to 2% a yean
Only thejudges stiD have extraor-

dinary pension rights, and there is

no reason for this exception, be
said.

MK Michael Kleiner (Likud), in a

separate motion for foe agenda,

noted that the original reason for

giving MKs and ministers extraor-

dinary pension rights was die tran-

sience of their positions, which
made it necessary for them to accu-

mulate pensions in a relatively short

time.

Judges, however, are appointed

for life, and therefore do not have

this constraint. For them to get 7%
a year on foeir pensions is therefore

utterly absurd, he said.

MKs and ministers are getting a
33% wage increase tins month in

exchange for foeir lost pension
rights and (for MKs) giving up
moonlighting.
Judges, however, got a50% wage

increase last year without giving up
anything in return.

Following the increase. Supreme
Court justices earn some
NIS32.000 a month plus benefits,
while district court judges get
NIS24.70Q a month.
For comparison, the prime minis-

ter earns NIS21300 a month.

Texaco, Shell to team up in US market
NEW YORK (Reuter) - Two Western oil giants,

Texaco and Shell Oil Co., said yesterday they were
teaming up in the US market
The companies were commenting on a report in foe

Wall StreetJournal that they were discussing a possi-

ble merger of their US downstream operations with

Star Enterprise, a joint venture between Texaco and
Saudi Aramco, to form foe world’s largest oil retailer

with assets worth $10 billion.

The announcements by the two companies made no
mention of a possible link with the Saudi oil giant

“Shell Oil Company confirms it is discussing with
Texaco the potential forjoint arrangements involving
US downstream operations,

-
the company said.

Texaco sard the goal of the discussions was to cre-
ate a more efficient operation maximizing the
sfrength of foe both companies, including their
brands to create a revitalized downstream business
in the US.

It said the companies will spend foe. next few
months trying to develop an alliance to benefit stock-
holders or both companies.

Avner posts NIS13.9m. profit in first half
AVNER Insurance, the company
which compensates automobile
accident victims, completed the

first half of the year with a net

profit of NIS13.9 million, com-
pared with a net loss of
NIS2128m. in die corresponding

period last year.

Net profits in the second quarter

were NIS4.49m_ compared with a
net loss of NTS23.96m. in the

same quarter last year.

The improved earnings were

|> ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK

GALIT UPMS BECK

mainly due to the company's con-

tinued implementation of a recov-

ery program.
As a result of the recovery pro-

gram, its accumulated deficit fell

to NIS660m. from NIS802m. at

the end of 1995.

Key factors which contributed

to the improved earnings included

a growth in premium payments to

NIS944.23m. from NlSS56m..
which was primarily due to an
increase in tariffs and growth in

number of automobiles on the

road.

In foe first six months, total rev-

enues rose to NISI billion from
NIS899.7m.r while total claims

went up to N1S8 18.6m. from
NIS780.34m.
The earnings were offset by a

rise in expenses, to NIS34.I9m.
from NIS3 1.7m.
In the financial statements,

management emphasized it is

necessary to amend the compen-
sation law.

The capita] market division at

the Finance Ministry is currently

in foe process of amending the car

accident victims law to oblige all

insurance firms to be partners in

Avner.
The aim of the amendment is to

prevent certain insurance firms

from going ahead with their threat

to withdraw from their partner-

ship agreement with Avner, which
was sigried 20 years ago.

Avner management fears that

the intention of insurance firms to

independently incur the compen-
sation costs of its automobile
accident victims could lead to the

collapse of the consortium.
According to Avner’s existing

contract with insurance firms,

compulsory insurance policies are

issued jointly.

The insurance companies'
share in the policy is 30%. while
Avner pays automobile accident
victims the remaining 70% of the
compensation.
But Eliyahu Insurance, which is

involved in a legal conflict with
Avner, has decided to cut all rela-

tions with the consortium at the

end of 1996 and instead indepen-
dently incur the compensation
costs of its automobile accident
victims.
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Shares gain

nearly 1%
tel AVIV STOCK MARKET

ROBERT DANIEL

187.70
+0.95%

TWo-SIded Index

SHARE indexes rose nearly one
percent yesterday, led by Nice
Systems Ltd-, a maker of digital

voice-recording and logging
equipment, and holding company
Clal Israel Ltd.

4The market is moving slowly
upward on small turnover,” while

investors await developments in

the peace process and in the gov-
ernment’s budget-cutting efforts,

said Moshe Jonas, who runs the

Jerusalem office of the brokerage

Moritz and Tuchler.

If the political front improves

and the budget is cut, “the mar-

ket bas a lot of potential,” Jonas

said.

The Two-Sided Index ad-
vanced 0.95% to 187.70, prelimi-

nary figures showed, while the

Maof Index climbed 0.9% to

197.98
+090%

Maof Index

197.98.

The most active issue was Teva

Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.,

down D_5% on trading of NIS 25
million worth of shares.

The company said on Sunday

that the US Food and Drug Ad-

ministration accepted its advisory

panel’s approval of Teva’s first

original drug, copaxone, a treat-

ment for multiple sclerosis.

Hie acceptance is a key step

toward final marketing approval

for copaxone, Teva said.

Nice Systems -advanced 4%, af-

ter leaping 10%,- the daily limit,

on Sunday. The stock went up

12J5% last Thursday and Friday

in New York, prompting arbi-

tragers to make up the price dif-

ferential between the markets.

(Bloomberg)

Wall Street’s bid

for 6,000 enthrall s

European shares
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - Wall
Street’s reconnaissance above
6,000 points helped European
shares to end mostly firmer yes-

terday, although its inability to

break higher killed off any inde-

pendent ambitions the European
markets might have bad.

London and German shares
touched new records in early

trade, bat were fading by early

afternoon, when Wall Street

came- -to their rescue by edging

through 6,000 for the first time,

touefring a high of 6,002.17.

Wall Street soon retreated,

however, and stood down 8.20 at

5,983.66 shortly after the Euro-

pean markets closed.

Share traders on both sides of

the Atlantic are split between
those who believe that US shares

are now vulnerable to profit-tak-

ing and those who see prices ral-

lying further as the US economy,
which has been growing rapidly,

slows to a more sustainable level

of inflation-free growth.

London’s FTSE Index settled

6.7 up at 4,031.5 points, a new
record close, after profit-taking

in gilts, T-bonds and in US stocks

knocked the index off the day's

earlier high of 4,046.8.

French shares closed fraction-

ally lower on Wall Street, turning

initial gains into small losses after

spending the day in a very narrow

trading range.

Germany’s DAX Index rose

3936 points to 2.70Z64, a new
record dosing high. Most of the

gains were accounted for by the

market catching up with the

screen-based IBIS DAX Index,

which hit 2,704.25 in post-bourse

trading on Friday and ended at

270531 yesterday.

The dollar was near session

lows in late Europe bat stayed

locked in famDiar ranges as a sub-

dued market contemplated a

week promising few trading
incentives.

It dipped against the yen in the

European afternoon after being

unsettled overnight by Japanese

calls for higher interest rates,

traders said. But analysts saw lit-

tle on the horizon likely to stir up
the dollar ahead of US data due

out on Friday.

Dow passes 6,000,

closes just under it

NEW YORK (AP) - The stock

market’s six-year rally poked

through another barrier yester-

day as the Dow Jones industrial

average surpassed 6,000 for the

first time.

Wall Street’s best-known indi-

cator rose to 6,002.17 less than a

half hour after the market
opened and took another short

trip above the mark moments

later.

In all, the Dow spent about five

minutes starting with a six.

Profit takers wound up pushing

the index down 13.05 points from

Friday’s dose to 5,97931.

StilL, the rise above 6,000 was

remarkable, simply because it

followed so quickly on the heels

of other big milestones.

It’s been less than a year since

the index of 30 blue-chip compa-

nies like IBM, General Electric

and Coca-Cola first hit 5,000, and

less than 20 months since it

reached 4,000.

For the record, the average

also closed below 5,000 after its

first trip past that mark on No-

vember 20, 1994, but blew past it

the next day by gaining more than

40 points.

The Dow’s quick rise since

then has some investors worried

that stock prices won’t be able to

hold on to their gains.

“The market is getting pricey.

It’s definitely time to be selec-

tive,” said John Burke, who was

mulling his options at a Fidelity

Investments office near the New
York Stock Exchange. “I would

expect some sort of a pullback.”

But others see no reason why
the market can’t, extend its win-

ning ways, especially with indi-

vidual investors continuing to

pour money in for the long haul.

The Dow has now -gained

about 16 percent from a low of

5,182.33 this summer, after a

pullback blamed on fears that in-

flation, interest-rate hikes and
weak profits from technology

companies were around the

comer.

But since then, investors have

become more optimistic that eco-

nomic growth is sustainable with-

out rising inflation or higher

rales.
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SPORTS

Maccabi Tel Aviv
still unbeaten

HAPOEL Eilat fans have every

reason to be shaking their heads

after last night's 98-87 loss to

Maccabi Tel Aviv at Vad Eliahu.

As late as midway through the

second half it looked like if they

just turned up the intensity a bit,

.

Eilat might sneak away with a

huge upset of the defending

champs.
However Coach Moshe

Weinkranu’s club has shown
they’re no road warriors, and
faded into the night behind poor

shot selection and the inability to

stop Maccabi (4-0) inside during

money time.

Eilat, tabbed by many to be a

Final Four contender, dropped its

third away game of the year to fall

to 2-3, and fans must be wonder-

ing whether the club is for reaL

Meanwhile. Maccabi Tel Aviv
supporters have to be wondering
just what the continued wishy-

washy league performances by
coach Zvi Scherf’s club may mean
in terms of their ability to with-

stand the grueling Euro League
competition ahead.

Eilat got off the mark quicker

than Maccabi. and was ahead
early 9-4. thanks to some early

offense by James Forrest Paced

by an unstoppable Amir Katz, who
had 15 points in the first half on
perfect shooting, including three

three-pointers, Eilat built a 32-26

lead and looked like it was serious

about winning in Yad Eliahu.

That's when Maccabi's offense,

plagued by turnovers and missed

ARYEH DEAN COHEN
shots, turned over a new Leaf,
with Brad and Doron Sheffer com-
bining for a 10-0 run that at first

appeared to take the heart out of
Eilat. However, Nanad
Maikovitch took over the play-
maker's role and got the Eilat
offense rolling again, Meir
Tapiro’s three-pointer tied it at 45-
45, and Weinkrantz’s club m ight
have led at the buzzer haH Chris
Shabbat not missed a chip shot
underneath and then fouled Buck
Johnson going for the rebound.
Instead, Maccabi went into the
locker room ahead. 48-45.
Eilat pulled to 53-52 when ever-

green Joe Dawson scored, but them
Maccabi again exploited its over-
whelming advantage under the
basket when Nadav Henefeld
scored on two straight offensive
rebounds to open a 61-54 lead,

making up for a series of missed
threes by Derrick Sharp.
Eilat tried a zone defense that rat-

tled Maccabi briefly, and when
Sheffer had to leave after his fourth

foul, it looked like the southerners
were back in it Maikovitch again
found Forrest underneath, or
scored himself, and Eilat was with-

in three, 61-58. But Sharp finally

hit one from downtown to crack die
zone, and Oded Katasb followed
with two more to suddenly balloon

die lead to 75-65.

What followed was largely aca-

demic. Anytime Eilat threatened,

Maccabi was able to pound the

ball inside to either Randy White
(16 points). Buck Johnson (19) or

even Constantin Popa, who
played moist of the second half
and finished with 11, including

one hoop in which he played

catch with himself off the glass

umolested.
Henefeld and Katasb kept the

ball moving around die perimeter,

while Leaf and Sharp provided

energy, the latter also shutting

down Katz once the Eilat sharp-

shooter returned from a long rest

on the bench in the second half.

White cut down Forrest with a
variety of inside moves, limiting

him to just 12 points before the

Eilat center foaled out.

For Maccabi, Doron Sheffer

had flashes of brilliance, scoring

14 points (two three-pointers)

while deftly running his team's
attack, which augurs well for

Thursday night's Euro League
matchup vs. Paaionios. Katasb
had 13 as Maccabi once again

played just well enough to beat its

opponents, but still not up to its

fall potential.

National Basketball
w

Hapoel Jerusalem 5
Maccabi To) Aviv 4
Hapoel GaH Byon 4
Hapoel Hoton 3
Maccabi Rishon 3
Grvat Shurnei 2
Hapoel Bat 2

L Pts.
10

Maccabi Ramat Gan 2
Maccabi Ra'anana
Hapoel Tel Aviv
Hapoel Safed
Bnsi Herziiya

1 4 6
1 4 6
0 S 5
1 3 4*Bnei Herziiya 1 3 4

‘-HerzSya has been deducted 1 point

Panthers spoil Gretzky’s

New York home debut
NEW YORK (Reuter) - Wayne
Gretzky s first game in front of his
new home fans on Sunday was
hardly a Great One.
The Florida Panthers, who held

Gretzky to one assist, got two
goals from Brian Skrudland,

including the tie-breaker 6:20 into

the third period, and Rob
Niedermayer added a pair ofgoals
as the Panthers spoiled die home
opener for Gretzky's New York
Rangers 5-2.

Skrudland’s second goal of the

game, a high wrist shot over Mike
Richter’s glove, came just 56 sec-

onds after Pat Flatley’s taHy-tied it

2-2 .

Scott Mellanby converted a 3-

on-1 with 2:57 remaining to make
it 4-2 and Niedermayer 's second
goat just 43 seconds later, capped
the scoring.

Panthers goalie John
Vanbiesbrouck, an ex-Ranger,
made 34 saves, stopping all 17
shots he faced in the first period.

Trailing 2-0 on goals by
Skrudlana and Niedermayer, the

Rangers got on the board with a
power-play goal by Niklas

Sundstrom, who deflected Bruce
Driver’s point shot past

SUNDAY’S RESULTS:
Florida 5, NT” Rangers 2
Chicago 4, SL Louis 1

Edmonton 2, Vancouver 0
Calgary 3, Buffalo 0
San Jose 7, Los Angeles 6

Vanbiesbrouck with 7:27 left in

the second period. Gretzky assist-

ed on the goal for his first point as

a Ranger.
Blackhawks 4, Bines 1

Chris Chelios and Murray
Craven had a goal and an assist

apiece and Tony Amonte set up a
pair of scores.

After host Sl Louis took a 1-0

lead on a goal by Peter Zezel, the

Blackbawks responded with four

unanswered tallies.

Craven drew Chicago even
when he took a pass from Amonte.
who was stationed behind the net,

and slid the puckunder thopads of
Blues goaltender Grant Fuhr.

James Black snapped the tie 54
seconds into the second period

when be tipped home a slap shot

by Chelios.

Chelios and Ethan Moreau
added third-period goals for the

Hawks, who won their season

opener in Washington on

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic DMriOfi W L T PtsGFGA
Florida

New Jersey

Northeast DMatan
Hartford 1

Boston 0
Montreal 0

Ottawa 0
PUtsburgh 0
Buffalo 0

0 D 4 8 3
0 D 2 3 1

0 0 2 4 31112 31116 9
1 0 D 1 3
1 0 0 2 5

0 0 2 1 0
0 114 4

0 113 3
0 113 3
1 0 0 3 4
2 .0 0 3 7

Saturday.

Chicago goalie Jeff Hackett
slopped 36-of-37 shots in his first

start of the season while Fuhr
turned aside 27 shots.

Oilers 2, Canucks 0
Curtis Joseph stopped 35 shots,

including 17 in the final period,

for hisrixfb career shutout and
Dean McAmmond and Rem
Murray scored goals 93 seconds
apart in die first-period as the host

Oilers blanked the Canucks.

Joseph made six saves during a
Vancouver poster play early in the

third“period
1

"arid blocked' Pavel
Buie on a breakaway with ‘-3:30

remaining.

"The key was not letting diem
get many second shots." Joseph
said. “We did an excellent job of
clearing the puck and keeping
their scorers away from the front

of the net.”

Corey Hirsch and Kirk McLean
combined to stop 30 Oiler shots.

WESTERNCONFERENCE
CentrN Dtvtatan W L T Pts OF QA
Chicago 2 0 0 4 9 3
Data 1 0 0 2 4 1

Taranto 1 0 0 2 4 1

SL Louis 1 1 0 2 5 .6
Detroit 0 10 0 1 3
Ptoan 0 1 0 0 0 1

Pacffic DMskm
Edmonton 2 0 0 4 6 3
SaiJose 10 13 9 8
LosAngeles 1 1 0 2 7 7
CNgaiy 1 1 0 2 4 3
Vancouver 1 1 0 2 3 3
Anaheim 0 10 0 1 4
Colorado 0 2 0 0 3 8

'm. ..1 i ;

FREE TO PLAY — Thomas Muster leaves the International Tennis Federation headquarters in
London yesterday after fating judgement for walking out in the miHrilp ofa match. (ap)

Muster escapes suspension
over Davis Cup walkout

LONDON (AP) - Thomas Muster yesterday escaped
a suspension over his dramatic Davis Cup doubles
walkout in Brazil when the International Tennis
Federation decided the $8,000 fine it had already
imposed was punishment enough.
The ITF’s Davis Cup Committee also imposed no

punishment on die Austrian ream, which defaulted its

two singles matches and gave Brazil a 4~2 victory.

Muster stormed off court during last month’s World
Group qualifying tie in Sao Paulo. He charged that

Brazilian fans had spat, cursed and thrown objects at

him, and tried to blind him with minors.

In their defense, die Austrians said they could pro-

vide video evidence of die Brazilian fens’ behavior
but ITF president Brian Tobin said no concrete proof

of what happened had been provided.

“The committee isn’t planning to take action

against Brazil." Tobin said. “As far as were are con-

cerned die security arrangements were very good."
Muster and Anstrian tennis officials spent an hour

and 20 minutes before the four-member Davis Cup
Committee, chaired by ITF Tobin.

“We put all the facts on the table,” Muster said. “I

hope they’re going to take all the facts and have a
verdict which will do us justice."

•"

•^Muster, accompanied by his manager' Ronnie
Leitgeb, flew immediately back to Austria after die

hearing without waiting for the decision.

A Brazilian tennis delegation, headed by national

federation vice president Aristides Marques, also

appeared before the panel.

The ITF had already fined Muster $8,000 for leav-

ing the court and making an obscene gesture.

Muster could have been suspended from Davis Cup
play, or Austria could be kicked out of the competi-
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Russians
arrive

today for

World
Cup clash

OR! LEWIS

THE Russian national team

arrives here today, just one day

before die crucial World Cup qual-

ifier with Israel at Ramat Gan

tomorrow evening. But coach

Boris Ignatiev is keeping his cards

very close to his chest.

The Russian lineup has not been

published, although it is expected

to be very similar to the one which

beat Cyprus 4-0 in Moscow last

month. . .

Israel held a closed training ses-

sion yesterday evening in a new

tradition which was established

before the match against Bulgaria

last month. The whole squad

trained without the scrutiny of the

press as coach Shloroo Scharf

tried various combinations to face

the Russians.

Scharf’s preference is to use a

three-man central defensive sys-

tem which could allow David

ederadon headquarters in Amsatem

la nFa match. fAPv chance to utilize their speed on the
le ora match. (AP

> wings. Scharf is still formulating

• his strategy, however, but will

only announce his lineup romor-

AJso training for its clash with

*|1 a Russia is the under-21 squad which

^ I K /"I! 1T meets its opponents at 5 pm in

AllYVy L4- L Herziiya today. The Israeli squad,

coached by Yitzhak Sbum, beat its

tion for a year or relegated to die bottom ranks. Bulgarian opponents 2-0 in die cor-

Tbe incident occurred September 2i in Sao Paulo responding encounter a day before

when Muster walked offcourt while trailing in a dou- the main clash with the Bulgarians

bles match 0-2, 15-30, in die fifth and deciding set last month. The Russians, accord-

Austria forfeited that match. With Muster suspend- ing to Shum, will be far tougher

ed for the reverse singles, Austria decided to forfeit opponents, however,
the remaining two matches and lost the Davis Cup tie

Muster said yesterday he could not tolerate it ATP to players:
“when people say things like, ‘You’re not going to A/finrl vrmr
leave the country alive/ throwing knives, stones, jLVJLI.HU jyJLLL
Spitting on you." tnonnai-c •

“The Davis Cup really shouldn't become a war." be malUICxS
said. “We have seen it lots in football stadiums and its

shouldn’t happen in tennis. MONTE CARLO. Monaco (AP) -
“If (fens) know they can win the tie — by threaten- The head of the ATP Tour has

ing people, this will go on and on. Sooner or later, warned players they can face

there are going to be injuries somewhere.” immediate default for abusive on-
Brazilian officials said Muster was a poor sport and court behavior,

dismissed his claim that he felt threatened. In an open letter to the players.

The Portuguese chair umpire, Antonio Flores tour chief executive Mark Miles
Marques, described Muster's actions as unjustified. praises them for their support of
The Austrian tennis federation backed Muster’s die Kids’ Fund Program and Other

position. communityprojects. :

fix addition to Tobin, the members of the Davis Cup •" ; But he iaisa remihdsTfhdfc to

coramitteevswre Australia’s Neale Fraser. Spain’s walcfriheir behavior. - T*
Juan Margets and US Tennis Association president “We will not tolerate a player’s

Les Snydet verbal or physical abuse of an offi-

Brazilian fans have been at the center of previous dal, fellow player, member of the

stormy Davis Cup matches, most recently against media or spectator,” the letter says.

Germany and Italy in 1992. Miles points out that the tour’s

The victory for Brazil handed the Latin Americans code of conduct specifies that ver-

a place in next year’s Davis Cup World Group, a 16- bal or physical abuse can result in

team pool of the world’s top tennis teams. Austria an immediate default -rather than

was relegated to the second division. just a warning or point penalty.

Local equestrian group to hold dressage tourney
THE Israel Equestrian Federation will be bold-

ing a dressage competition tomorrow at

Kibbutz Netzer Screai.

Israel will be competing at the Pfix Sl
Georges level against Slovenia, Australia and
New Zealand. This is the sixth year that local

riders have competed in the event and only the

second time at this leveL

HEATHER CHA1T

Under the sponsorship of Samsung, the elec-

tronics giant and backer of 30 countries in this

competition, Israeli riders are given the chance
to test their skills before international judges
sent by the Federation Equestrc Internationale.

This year the judges will be Dr. Wojciech

Markowski from Poland and Belgian Jean
Josef Often.

Riding for Israel will be Sally Amsterdamer,
Keren Mack, Tal Goren, Olga Siroz and Rana
Sharon.

Following the competition will be a day clin-

ic where the judges will appraise and instruct
the riders. The event will begin at 10 am.

Merson competing with younger players for team spot Coppell appointed City manager
LONDON (Reuter) - Arsenal midfielder Paul

Merson has emerged from a long hard battle

against drug and alcohol addiction to find a

new generation of players blocking his return

to the England side.

Merson is back in coach Glenn Hoddle’s

squad for the first time since his astonishing

admission in late 1994 to a life of heavy
drinking, cocaine abuse and obsessive gam-
bling.

But as England prepares to face Poland at

Wembley tomorrow, the hugely-talented 28-

year-old admits he will have to fight to regain

his first-team place.

“It’s frightening the number of young play-

ers who have emerged since I’ve been away,"

he said. “When I was last in the squad I was'

considered one of the youngsters.

“Now there are so many good players

around and it can only be good for England

and our World Cup prospects to have players

like David Beckham, Gary Neville. Steve
McManaman, Robbie Fowler and Dominic
Matteo here.

“It made me feel a bit nervous about com-
ing back into this, but there are still a lot of
players here from when 1 was last around
two years ago and they've been brilliant to

me."
Merson, capped 14 times for England before

his club and international career nosedived in

1994, has conquered his addictions through

regular counseling and weekly visits to a

rehabilitation clinic.

But he acknowledges he will always live

with the legacy of having at one time run up

betting debts of £108,000 while spending

£150 pounds a night on cocaine.

“I know in 10 years or 20 years it will be
just as bad for me," he said. “It will still be
there and it's no laughing matter.”

He says he owes his career and his life to the

people who supported him through those “lost

years” - the Arsenal fens and the English

Football Association.
“The fans never gave me a lot of stick," he

said.1 think they were too shocked with what
was going on when I was playing really badly.

“But they’ve always been brilliant to me.
They never slaughter me, even if it goes
wrong. They know I’m trying as hard as I can

now.
“What I did was completely and utterly

wrong but they’ve always backed me."

LONDON (Reuter) - Former Manchester United
winger Steve Coppell was named as the new raanag-

.
er of First Division Manchester City yesterday, end-

ing the club’s 42-day search for a successor to Alan
Ball.

Coppell, 41, whose playing career with United and

England was cut short by injury when be was 28, was
scheduled to travel north from his London home later

yesterday to meet chairman Francis Lee and club

officials.

Coppell has taken the job after resigning as techni-

cal director at Crystal Palace. Twelve days ago cur-

rent Palace boss Dave Bassett, who replaced Coppell
as manager at Seihurst Park, turned down the City

job.

Coppell confirmed his appointment yesterday

morning, saying: “It’s a terrific challenge. I am

delighted it’s settled and I can get on with the task
ahead of me.
“Manchester City have to be one of the best sup-

ported clubs in the country. I think it’s only a matfff
of time before Manchester City are back in the
Premier League among the big names. They have
wonderful fans and we might need just a little
patience.

A succession of managers turned down the chance
to revive the ailing club including Bassett, George
Graham, Bruce Rioch. Howard Kendall and Willie
Donachie.

Coppell won 42 caps for England. After starting his
career at Tranmere he made over 300 appearances for
Manchester United and later managed Crystal Palace

m
t0 1990 CuP Fm31 which they lost

to United after a replay.
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Referee Paul Dmfoh’has aichiiitigd ;£•

SStheSrfeer willnow'esc^ehooe. mdxcfr'sb^easkft£ •;/
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Danson, who had: already 'tentoff^mdetibad defender Martin.;..

Scott for two bbokaffe'fbtfl^ iti

evidence of Steward fosj&feSal at d semmarw«h.
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Birmingham player tenned #or pusWng ref
Birmingham City defender Gary Poole.was swqpended-for four*
games.and fined £ 1,000 yesaapday forjRiamaga referee mare feat*-

to protest a penalty decisrat.^ ,
inVi i i f j> n

‘

^ if"
11

*

referee Richard Poulain frombeiundSf&x tttfcjufiSdsdpad awarded
Manchester City a.penalty agag^Bnrom^Han .

September 21 . After Poole had.been Gecnffl

Kinkladze scored from foespotttt&eaBjyjgibaieftwj^unc.- AP

Lasorda released from hospttarf
. ;

V; :

hospital on Sunday in good corafitkmafter hayihg a ’Scxwihj

operation in nearly four months! ’ /
“He's doing extremfely. welL.The doeforardon’t anticipate £cB

complications,” said Ifcsa Igoc, a spofeswAuan forCentinela

Hospital. Medical Center,- -i*
. , }

PRICES AfS AS FOLLOWS - Al rates

Indude VAT:
Single WbeMay - NIS 117 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175.50 10 words (minimum), aach adtfi-

tlona] word NIS 17.55.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - MS 257.40 tor 10 words
(mlnimum).each additional word - NIS
25.74.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351.00
for 10 words (minimum), each addUonal
word - NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 tor 10 words (minimum), each ad-

ditional word - NIS 44.48.

MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 7QZ00
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word- NIS TOOL M
Rates are valid until 31.10.B6.

DEADLINES offices:
,

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day

4 pjn. on Thursday.
, .

Tel Aviv andHalfa - -®ekday^l2
noon. 2 days before pubacatom fty Friday

and Sunday: 4 p,m. Thursday h Tel Avw

and 12 noonThivsdavfn Hate.

leaser

dwellings
General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. . Short and
long term rentals. Bed and breakfast.

P.O. Box 4233. Jerusalem 91044. TeL
02-611745. Fax 02-561-8541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS
'

FOR TOURISTS, PLEASANT apartment
in Tel Aviv or Jerusalem, lor HoHdays.
Best locations, air-conditioning. Imme-
diate. Tel. 972-3-666-2070. 972-3-969-
S91S.

RENTALS
GERMAN COLONY, SUPERB S room
home, prestigious location. Exclusive to

CORfflNNE DAVAR, Tfef. 02-6733385.

SALES
GERMAN COLONY. 2, quiet, central. 20
sq.m. basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. “ISRABUILD" Tel

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. 11th floor, view of Knesset stor-

age, parking, $495,000. ISRABUILD, Tel.

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,
new buflding. parking, balconies. Imme-
tffale. ISRABUILD. T« 02-566^571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. TTtti floor, *iew ol Knesset stor-

age. parking. $495,000. ISRABUILD. TeL

WHERE TO STAY

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large lamOy rooms, priv.

bathroom, T.V/Tel, quafity furnished. TeL
02-252-757. Fax 02-251

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS / SUITES.
Gan Hair, near sea. tourists / business-
men, shert/tong term. Tel. 03-696-9092,
050-358972.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
AU PAIR FOR childcare and house-
keeping. Sleep-in. Good salary. Tel.

RENTALS
SAVIOR, LARGE VILLA, very luxurious
+ pool, suitable lor diplomat, exclusive
to DE BUTON REALTORS. Tel. 03-
5343356.

NEQT AFIKA B, 2. nice, quiet, furnished
rooms in collage, for single. TeL 03-647-
7323 (NS).

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 4 elegant quiet

sggpteaeoBet
DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SALES
CAESAREA, PUBLIC SALE, new villa
550/1200. high standard building. Price
parting bomli 1 00.000. 'Caesarea Real
Estates Yvette’ TeL 06-360MQ

Tel Aviv

PHONE RENTAL
CELLULAR RHONE RENTAL - Rent lr*eOnly pay insurance. 1 N|S/per dav *
urrite. Tel. 03-688-6888. lax 03-^88^

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

REST!! We are the best!!

Fm aoency in IsraeL

&=T^a^: ,heA“ p^- ca«

^A.
R“fAMlLY SEEKS South African

200 nmq *£*" Tel Aviv. 5750

KifALA.HT’ G0°° conditions lor

™ ” r« 'S^Sge"’
1"0 - Parmanen !

.SITUATIONS WANTED
Jerusalem

teachers

niwE|

R,ENCED vIOLIN teacher
wiB traveL Tei-

General

RENTALS
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL
MUSIC

Michael Ajzenstadt

THE chamber music con-
cert season of the Tel Aviv
Museum opens tonight
with a double delight of
baroque music as Jerusalem
Early Music Workshop
guests are featured in two
concerts. The first part of
the evening (8) features
concern by Vivaldi,
Telemann and Bach. The
second concert (9:45)
showcases sacred music
written in Venice between
1600 and 1660. Most rec-
ommended.

THEATER
Helen Kaye

Crack fighter pilots Win Smith (left) and Harry Connick, Jr. arenneied on their assignment in ‘Independence Day.*

SHAKESPEARE in Beirut? You bet! Cameri
artistic director Oxnri Nitzan has directed a suave-
ly acted, very sophisticated, very witty and very
impudent ComedyofErrors which extols the ben-
efits of piece without ever sermonizing. Dan
Ahnagor s translation brings the jokes into the
90s while Ofaad Similar, Natan Datnec, Ya'acov
Cohen and Rami Baruch keep them aloft
Unmissable. Tonight on the Cameri mainstage at
8:30 pjn. (Hebrew with simultaneous translation
into English).

DANCE
Michael Ajzenstadt

FOLLOWING its annual vacation the Bat-Dor
Dance Company returns to perform tonight at the
company’s theatre in Tel Aviv a mixed program
featuring Mauricio Wainrot’s Tam-Bu-Le

, Gigi
Cacioleanu’s captivating Cartoons danced to
Saint-Saens’s Carnival ofthe Animals and a new
work by Ania Brod. They are joined by several
new company members.
Thursday in Ashdod the company presents

Brod’s Head ofdie Shoe, Ed Wubbe’s most pow-
erful and dramatic Schlager and Caciuleanu’s
Cartoons.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

1/2 INDEPENDENCE DAY - Perhaps the

most overblown B-movie ever made. German-
bom director Ronald Emmerich’s techno-block-
buster about the invasion of the earth by evil
extraterrestrials is best appreciated as a giant
joke, a crazy send-up of the patriotic claptrap and
warmongering conventions that have obsessed
moviemakers since the Cold Warchfll first set in.
To attempt to glean some meaningful lesson

from the absurd script, pointedly lousy acting and
pyrotechnic displays of Our Fighting Boys slam-
ming those wicked, squishy critters with multiple
missile attacks is to risk insanity — or something
much more ominous. That way a trigger-happy
New World Order lies. With Jeff Goldblum, Will
Smith, Bill Pullman and many others. (English
dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance
strongly cautioned.)

LEAVING LAS VEGAS - Nicolas Cage
gives an enormous, excruciating performance in

Mike Figgis's film, and one that’s all die remark-
able for its anguished attempts at humor. Until

now, Cage has always played the clown - flexing

his furry eyebrows and jutting his soft chin to

broad comic effect Amazingly enough, be does
the same thing here, as an alcoholic Hollywood
screenwriter who loses his job, bums his belong-
ings and drives to Nevada where be intends to

drink himself to death. Adapted by Figgis from an
autobiographical novel by the late John O'Brien,
the movie is at once harsh and tender; repellent

and engrossing. And almost impossible to enjoy.

Indeed, at times Leaving Las Vegas seems very
much the brainchild of its aggressively sloshed
anti-hero, tom between wanting the audience’s

affections and shoving us rudely away. (English

dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Children under 17 not
admitted without an adnlL)

ACROSS
1 Oriental princess in silent

film (6)

4 Fast trip crossing town (8)

9 Senior electrician in the

studio puts a mistake right

(6)

10 In such a state there's no
need for alarm (8)

12 This god turned bade where
East and West meet (4)

13 Cold as some eels are said

to be (5)

14 Part of a nasty eye-lid (4)

17 Pity a vital ingredient in

New York seasonal
entertainment (8,4)

20 Brealring in by a burglar

results in a criminal record

(7,5) u f .

23 Vegetable in need ofa plug,

we near (4)

24 Strangely eager to come to

terms (5)

25 Song needs a tuneful
backing (4)

28 Enormous leakage in fuel

(8)

29 Group going round an evil

gambling den (6)

30 Drunken parser is

disposed to stagger (8)

31 Start breedingabbddag(6)

DOWN
1 Something to read in tfae

powder room (8)

2 Doesn't pay for a new flat,

sued (8)

3 Employed to collectvarious

dues (4)

5 He'll suffer in court if his

driving is bad (6,6)

6 No success atkeepinga giri

quiet (4)

7 Fancy becoming a tenor
maybe (6)

8 He picks thewinningticket
but returns the prize (6)

11 Does this reflect the
elements? (7,5)

15 Lives wildly, producing
soda] problems (5)

16 Reprimanded severely for

having spiked the drink (5)

18 Prison clique is causing
trouble (8)

19 Mr O'Casey crashed in

American plane (8)

21 The opposite of
bustles—yet still worn (6)

22 Indiscreet bank official? (6)

26 A good man rises to King
ana Emperor (4)

27 Spirited match (4)

SOLUTIONS

3SanO BG3QS2L3
a a s a a aHaas•nSiiinEiHQo
aana aansa iiaso

a a a a 3 o
sHBoannaasmss 3
[S3 a a a
|3 HEHQ[D3QOnnH33

3 B 3 Q a
asaa gaanci aou§3QSHQQEE1
aaaaaa bseqdso
g a a a a c a
laanaagoa aasaa
Saturday's Quick Solution

ACR06& 7 Loanee, 8 flannta. ZO
Relieve, 11 Ladd, 12 Owed, 13
Screw, 17 Meant, 18 Ghee, 82
Equal. 23 Revised, 84 TxhnaJ, 2S
Saturn.

DOWN: l Clarion. 8 Guilder, S
Agree. 4 Swollen. S .Mecca. 8 Aadg.
9 Mercenary, 14 ZeaJoae, 15
Ummu, 18 Heading. 19 Hefty, 20
Gully, 21 Avian.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Athlete (6)

4 Poton toescales
(5)

8 New (5)

9 Lattice work (7)

10 Arbiter (7)

U Inflamed eyelid (4)

12 Dance step (3)

14 Excuse (4)

15 Assistant (4)

18 Meadow (3)

21 Lease (4)

23 Seepage (7)

25 Income (7)

26 Perfect (5)

27 Under (5)

28 Method (6)

DOWN
1 Former (anag)(6)

2 Essential (7)

3 Heavenly (8)

4 Shed tears (4)

5 Creek (5)

6 Hurry (6)

7 Precipitous (5)

13 Wisdom (8)

16 Speech pattern (7)

17 Innocent child (6)

19 Fbreign (5)

20 Uproar (6)

22 Competitor (5)

24 Comprehend (4)

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

6:31 News In Arabic 6:45 Exercise Hour
7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

tfcOO Moses and Jewish Tradition 8:30
Family Connections 9:00 Literature 9:30
Health 9:45 Programs for young children
10:00 Our Friends 10:05 Stories in
Arabic 10:15 Welcome to France 10:30
Mathematics 1Ck40 Stories of the World
11:15 Scientists 11:30 Science and
Technology 12:00 Geography 12:30
Everything's Open 1330 The Onedn
Utoe 1430 Surprise Train 14&5 Kitty Cal
and Tommy 14:45 Gaya. Gal and GUI
1530 Zombit

CHANNEL 1

1530 Zap to 1 15:32 Video Force 15:50
77ie Adventures of Dodo 1630 Yaldudas
1630 The Genie from Down Under
16:59 A New Evening 17:34 Liberty

Street 18:00 Droopy 18.-10 Musical
Notes 18:15 News In English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
1830 Aprooo 19:00 News in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
1930 A Strong Card - feats of magic
with Uor Manor 20:00 News 2030 Lotto

results five 2055 Mine Host Men! Refer
2230 Fragments of Jerusalem 2350
Soccer 2350 News 0050 Verse of the
Day

CHANNEL2

13:00 Herbie, the Love Bug 1430 Echo
Point 1450 Junior News 1550 Eton -
adventure series 1650 The Bold and
the Beautiful 1750 News magazine with

Rafi Reshef 17:30 The Mommiesl&OO
My So-Called LifeISfcOO Lingo 1925 The
Price is Right 2050 News 2050 The
Israeli Oscars 22:45 The X Files 00:00
News 00:05 The X Hies 0050
Camomile Lawn 150 Nurses 355 On
the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

1555 Iris the Happy Professor 15:15

WHERE TO GO

Captari Ptenet 15*5 Alfl&IQ Road to
Avonlea 1750 French programs 1950
Le Jamal 1950 News Headines 1855
Blossom 2050 Man Afive - documen-
tary 2050 Encounter - taft show 2Ch4S
Varieties 21:10 Star Trek - The Next
Generation2250 News In EngSsh 2225
Mssion Impossible 23:15 China Beach
0050 My Two Whies - comedy

MTODLEEASTTV

750 Quantun Shopping 850 TV Shop
14:00 700 Club 1550 Larry King 1655
Hunter 1655 Family Challenge 17:45
Family Matters 18:10 Saved by the Befl

1855 Day and Date 1950 World News
Tonight (Arabic) 2050 American
Football 2350 CNN 2350 The 700 Club

0050 TV Shop250 Quantum Shopping
350 TV Shop

CABLE

Notices in this feature are
charged at NIS 28.08 per fine*
including VAT. Insertion every
day of the month costs
NIS520.65 per Bnef including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in Engfish,

daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Centre.
Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a. 9. 23, 26, 28. For info, call

882819.HADASSAH. Visit the
Hadassah installations, Chagall
Windows. TeL 02-416333, 02-
776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and
Anton RoJand-Rosenberg Coflection

24 masterpieces by modem artists.

Fauvism Wild Beasts. Josef Beuys
Drawings and Objects. Prints new
acquisitions. New Horizons:
Sculpture- Face to Face.-' The:"
Museum Collections.' HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CON-*
TEMPORARY ART. Summer
Exhibition for Children: Celebration
of Colourgames and workshop. IAm
You Artists Against Violence: 20

• posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 ajn.-6
pjn. Tue. 10 a.m.-10 pjn. FrL 10
ajm.-2 pjn. Sat 10 3 pjn. Meyerhoff
Art Education Center, TeL
6919155-8.

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

850 Sisters (ipt) 950 One Life to Live

9:45 The Young and the Restless 10:30
Days al Our uves 1150 Pate Negra
12:10 Neighbors 1255 DaMas 1350
Storting at 150 1455 Robin's Hoods
1455 Sisters 1550 Days of Our Lives
16:40 Neighbors 17rtQ Dates 1850
One Life to Live 18:45 The Young and
the Restless 1950 Local broadcast
2050 Perla Negra 2050 Savannah -
new series 21:40 The Tommyknockers -
mini-series based on Stephen King’s

novel Part 1 2350 The Lory Sanders
Show 23:45 Melrose Place 0050
Models Inc. 150 The Fortune Hunter

MOVE CHANNEL (4)

1150 WAIing to KOI: The Texas
Cheerleader Story (1992) - true story of

a mother prepared to kill her daughter's
friends so that her daughter can get a
spot on the cheertearing squad (rpt)

1355 Tithe Clouds Rofl By (1947) (rpt)

1555 Say Amen, Somebody (1982) -
documentary about gospel groats
Thomas Dorsey and WBBe Mae Ford
Smith (ipt) 17:10 The Howard Beach
Story (1989)-based on the tree story of

a black man idled by a white gang (rpt)

18:45 Mr. North (1 988)-a Yato graduate
arrives to Newport, home of America’s
moneyed efts, and magicafy changes
the townspeople's fives. With Robert
Mitchum, Anthony Edwards, Lauren
Bacall and Anjefica Huston. Directed by
Danny Huston (88 mins.) 2050
Unspeakable Acts (1990) - a psychia-
trist couple discover cases of chad
abuse in a private day-care center. They
panfeSy interview the children, to Oder

sibief With Jii

oav£(94 m5ris.)‘2250Gririocfc11996) -
tenNVPD heficopte^pilot sets outtocap-
ture a gang of thieves interning to rob

in a traffic jam* WHh^w^htess^^
and Kathy Ireland (87 mins.) 23:35
Bruce ana Shaofin (1980) - during the
Japanese occupation of China. Brute
Lee defends the honor at kung-fu

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, dal 04-
374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: KupetiHpfim CtaH. Straus A,
3 Avigdori. 670-6880; Balsam. Salah e-

Din, 627-2315; Shuafet, Shuafat Road,
581-0108; Dar Akfawa, Herod’s Gate,
628-2058.
Tel Aviv: Pharma Dal Jabotinsky. 125 ton

Gvirol 545-2040; Kupat HoSm Ctafit, 7-8
Amsterdam, 523-2383. Tin 3 a. in.

Wednesday: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125
ton Gvirol. 5484540. Till midnight
Superrtarm Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein,

641-3730; London Ministore Superpharm,
4 Shaul Hametech, 686-0115.
Ra’anar»Kfsr Sava: SDvta. 182
Wettmann, Kiar Sava, 765-5581.
Netanya: Kupat Holhn Maccabi, 15
Smtensky, 6tB204.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Simtat Modrin,
Kvyat Motzkin, 870-7770/3.
Haifa: Kiryat ESezer, 6 Mayerhofl Sc,
851-1707.
Heretiya: Ctal Pharm, Belt Meikazim. 6
Maskft (cnr. Sderot Hagafim), HerzUya
Pttuah. 558472. 558407. Open B am. to

midnight.

Upper Nazareth; Ctai Pharm. Lev Hair
Mat, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 pjn.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bkur Hofim (Internal obstet-
rics); Shaare Zedek (surgery, orthopedics,
pediatrics, ENT); Hadassah Ein Karsm

Tel Aviv: TefAviv Medical Center Dana
Pedfetrlc Hospital (pedtetrics); Tel Aviv
Metical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Lanfedo.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
in emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(Engfish) in most parts of toe country. In

In emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(Eralsh) In most parts or toe country. In

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Ttofns 4 Terms
ot Endearment G * The Commissar 7
* Dilwace Dutoanta La Jayenge 8:30
G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mall (Mama) *
788448 IWIstereSL Clara 4:45, 7:15,
9:45 * A Time to Kill 4:30. 7:15. 10
* TWo Bits 4:45, 7:15, 9*5 * The
Eighth Day 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
Lawnmower II - 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
The Nutty Professor 4:45, 7:15, 8:45
•* Heaven’s Prisoners 4:30, 7:15, 10
LEV SMADAR Trainspotting 10 *
Cold Comfort Farm 6 * Mon.
Homme 8 * Antonia's Lin© 5, 7:15
9:45 * Spy HardWFllrttng with
Disaster«Cable Guy 5, 7:30, 950 *
Independence Day 4. 7, 9:45 *
Beautiful Girls 7:30, 9:45 * James
and the Giant Peach 11 am., 5 * It

Takes Two#Spy Hard •Swan
Princess (Hebrew dialog) • The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame 11 a.m„
MEVA5SERET ZION G.G. GIL
IVrlstorGThe Nutty Professor 4:45,
7:15, 9:45
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE Un Eta A La
Goutotte 5, 7:45. 9:45 w There tWas No
War In 72 5 * Anna 7 * Underground
9 MANDARIN COLONY Things to
Do In DenvariWndependence Day 5,
730, 10:15 DRIVE IN Eraser 10 *
Sex Him 12 midnight GAN HA’IR «
5279215 71 ibn Gabfrol SL The Most
Desired Man 5, 730 * Priscilla 230,
9:45 GAT *696788 Flirting With
Disaster 5, 730. 9:45 GORDON
Eat, Drink. Man, Woman weekdays
5:30. 7:45, 10 G.G. HOD 1-4«
5226228 Hod Passage, 101 Dlzangott
SL Nutty ProfessoreThe Elgth
DayWSL Gate 5. 7:30, 10 * To Die
For 5. 730, 10 LEV A Time to Kill

11 a.m.. 1:45, 4:35. 730, 10:10 *
Trainspotting 1:15, 5:15. 7:45. 10 *
Le Afftnita Bettive 11 a.m., 1, 5, 8 , 10
* Cold Comfort Farm 11, 3, 7:45 *
Antonia’s Line 11:15 a.m„ -3:15 *
Mon. Homme 1 , 3, 5, 10 G.G.
PE'ER Twistert*The Etotti Day«SL
Clara 5.730,10. A Time to Kill

430, 7:15. 10 * Babe (Hebrew dialog)

11 ajn. .+ TWo Bits 5, 730, 10
RAV-CHEN « 5282288
Dtzengoff Center Cable Guy 1130
ajn.,230, 5, 730. 930 * Spy Hard 5.

Ashdod* 8551 333 tear Sms* 902222
AsHeeton 6551332 NatarijW 9912333
BMfSheba* 6274767
BeB Shanaah 6523133 PetahTtoa* 0311111
Dan Redon' 57B3333

8512233
Jerusalem* 523133 IWAvtV 5460111
Kamriar 9985444 TOeriae* 792444
- UobBa bwidwe Car* Unk (MCU) sendee in

toe area, around the dock.

Mnrtlrul help tor tourists (to Engfish)

177-022-9110 „
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-^2-0205, 24 hours

a day, for Information to case ot poisoning.

Eian - Emotional First Aid. 1201. also:

Jerusalem 551-0303. Tel Aviv 546-1111

625110, Karmiel 988-8770. Kfar Sava
767-4555. Hadara 346789.
Wizo hotlines for banered women 02-

6514111, 03-546-1133 (also to Russian},

07-837-6310, 08-855-0508 (also to

Amharic).
Rape Crisis Center @4 hows). Tel Aviv

^34819. 544-9191 (men), Jerusalem

625*5558, Haifa 853-0533, Elat 633-

1977.
Hacfessah Medici Organization- Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

624-7678).

730, 9:45 -k Independence Day 1130
a.m., 230, 4:15, 7, 9:45 * Swan
Princess (Hebrew dialog) 11 aan. *
The Rock 1130 a.m., 2, 4:40, 730,
9^5 The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(English dialog) 0 It Takes
TWoMAuppets Stand 5. 730, 930
GLG. TAYELET 1-3*5177952 2 Yona
Hanavi SL Crying
rreonMn»Crasert9Two Bits 730, 10
G.G. TEL AVIV * 5281181 85 Pinsker
SL TMsterMIutty Professor 5, 730,
10. * Mission tmnosribte 5.7:30.10;
TEL AVIV MUSEUMNelly and Mr.
Anrnud 5, 8
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 8325755
Cold Comfort Farm 9:15 *
frdnuMtfing 7:15, 9:15 * Antonia's
Una 7:15 ATZMON IWistarWNurty
Professor 430, 7, 9:30 * The
McMullen Brothers • Prisctita 430,
7, 930 * Mission Impossible 430,7,
930 GLOBECITY The Eighth Day
4:45,7:15. 9:45* A Time tolQn 430.
7:16, 10 * TurtelereNuthf
ProfcssorftSL dare ; 4^46, 7:15,

9:45. MORIAH CAFE * 8643654
TValnapotUng 7:30. 930 ORLY*
83818m Flirting With Disaster 7,920
PANORAMA A Time to Kill 6:50.

930; weekdays 430. 6^5, 930 *
Unmmower II 430, 7, 930 * Two
Bits 430. 7, 930 * Babe (Hebrew

diaiog) •TWlstertlSwan Princess

8416698 Cable Guy 4:45. 7, 930 *

ITV 3 (33)

1630 Cartoons 1630 Things that Can’t

be Sold 17215 From Day to Day 18.-00

Amores 19:00 News in Arabic 19:30

Magazine on the arts 2030 News 2tk45
Rumpote of the BaBey 21^15 Showcase
22:15 Cinema magazne 23:15 Video
Cfips 0030 Ctosedcwn

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Butterfly Island 16:00
Mathematics for Bagmt 17:00
Mathematics in Daily Life 17:35
AustrafiaWid 1830 FamilyAbum 1830
Auction 1930 Moses in Jewish Tracfitjon

1930 Family Relations 2030 A New
Evening, wtti Russian subtittes 2030
Welcome to Frairice 2130 Star Trek: The
Next Generation 21>t5 Pop Songs
2230 Movie Magic 2230 The Life and
Works of Cheng Dai Chen 2330

^a^^ g^defenntoed

mins.) 135 me Lover (FrSdvi^i _
the love affair between a French school-
girl living in 1920s Veanam and an older
Chinese man. With Jane March aid
Tony Long. Directed by Jeainiacques
Aroiaud. (110 mins.) 330 Drag Strip Girl
(1994) - a poor Hteanic tx^ becSmes

CHILDREN (6)

^ Chikten from
Oz 9:30 VR Troopers 10:00 Little
University (rrt) 1030 Minor Adjustments
1035 Saved by the Befl 11:30 Black
Beauty 1230 Chiqititfias 1330 Surprise
Garden 1330 Popcomia 13:40 Make-
Befleve Closet 14:05 The Legend erf the
North Wind 1435 Jto Jin atotoe Panda
Patrol 15:00 VR Troopers 1535 Littie

University - America 1535 Hanan' with
Mr. Cooper 1635 Saved by the Befl
1730 Max GUck 1730 Chkx^lBS 18:15
Mot 1&40 Make-Befieve Closet 19:00
Detective Hush Hash 19:30 Three’s
Company 2030 Married wHh Chflcken
2035 Roseanne 21:05 Step by Steo
2130 Look Whofe Talking

SECOND SHOWING (0)

22:00 Une Nouvefle Vie (French. 19931
-Tina, a 20-yea eta orphan, decides to
look ter her father, whom she has never
known, and on the way cfiscovers a new
sister, too (116 mins.) 0030 Peking
Opera Blues (Cantonese, 1986) - to
1913 China, three very afferent arts
become involved with intrigues at the
Peking Opera, as they try to get hold of

stolen treasure before a comipt general
does. With Lin Ching Hsieh, Sa&y Yeh
and Cherie Chung. Directed by Tsui
Hark. (100 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

630 Open University 12:00 3,000 Mile
Garden (rpt) 12:30 Cook on the Wdd
Side (rpt) 1330 In Search Of _ 1330
ABC Nkural History 14:00 Opsn
University 16:00 3,000 Mile Garden (rpt)

1830 Cook on the Wfid Side (rpt) 1730
In Search Of _ (rpt) 17:30 ABCNalural
History (rpt) 18:00 Open University

2030 Harlem Diary (rpt) 2130 National
Geographic Explorer 22:00 Great
Books: Alice in Wonderland 23:00
Harlem Diary (rpt) 00:00 Open
University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Ticket 630 NBC News with
Tom Brokaw 7:00 Today 10:00
European Money Wheel 1430 Wall
Street Morning Reports 1630 MSNBC -
The Site 1730 National Geographic
18:30 The Ticket 1930 The Sefina Scott
Show 20:00 Dateline 21:30 Sailing
2230 The Tonight Show wtih Jay Leno
2330 Late Nigk with Conan O’Brien
0030 Later with Greg Ktonear 0030
h£C News with Tom Brokaw 130 The
Tonight Show with Jay Leno 230
MSNBC -Intemight

STAR PLUS

6:00 Mr. Belvedere 630 Yan Can Cook
730 ElTV730The RytoQ Doctors 8:30
Santa Barbara 930 The Bold and the
Beautiful 1030 Oprah Winfrey 1130
Remington Steele 1230 Yan Can Cook
1230 8 TV 13:00 Teenage Mutant
Ntoja Turtles 13:30 Black Beauty 1430
lost to Space 1530 Home and Away
15:30 Charles in Charge 16:00
M*A*S"H 1630 Chicago Hope 17:30
The Extraordinary 1830 The Bold and
the Beautify 1930 Santa Barbara 20:00
Jftp. .Twilight Zone 20:30 Baywatch
2130 Empty Nest 22:00 Golden Girts

' 2230 B TV 2330 Oprah Winfrey 0030
‘

HoopOrman 0030-HomeandAway 130
The Sullivans 130 The Flying Doctors

CHANNEL 5

630 Bodes in Motion 1630 Bodes in

Motion 1630 Basketball: CocstCoia
Cup, Maccabi TA vs HapoeJ Elat (rpt)

CINEMA
Flirting Disaster 5, 7, 9:30
Independence Day 4, 6:45. 9:45 *
Spy Hard 5, 7:15, 930 * Beautiful
Gins 4:30. 7, 930 * Phenomenon
430,7,9:30 RAV-OR 1-3 » 8246553
Spy Hard 5. 7:15, 9:30 *
Phenomenon 4:45, 7, 930
AFULA
RAV CHEN *6424047
lWisterePhenomenon 7, 930 Spy
Hard 830 * Cable Guy 7 * James
and the Giant Peach weekdays 11 ajm
ARAD
STAR The Cable Guy 7:30, 10 *
Striptease 7:15, 9:45 * It Takes
TwoftSwan Princess 1130 a.m., 5*
Princess Swan 1130 a.m.. 5 * Two
Bit 730. 10
ASHDOfa
G.G. GtL « 8647202 A Time to Kill

430. 7:15. 10 * Cable GuyOSpy
Hardest Clara 5, 7:30, 10 *
Independence Day 430, 7:15. ID
G.G. OR! 1-3* 711223 TwistoreNutty
Professor 5. 730, 10 * Flipper 11
ajm.. 1:30 + Phenomenon 5,730,10
ASriKELON
G.G. GIL * 729977 TwtoterWNimy
ProfessoreSL Clara 5. 730. 10 *
Trainspotting 5, 730. 10 * Babe
(Hebrew dialog) . 11 ajn., 130 A
Time to KID 430. 7:15. 10 RAV
CHEN * 711223 Spy HardtoCable Guy
5. 730. 930 * Phenomenon 7:30.
930 * Independence Day 4:10, 7.
9:50 -fir The Hunchback of Notre
Dame(Hebrew dialog) 5, 730. 9:45 * it

Takes IWo 5 BATYAM
RAV CHEN Spy Hard 5,730,9:50*
Independence Day 4. 7, 9:50 *
IWstar 5, 730. 9:45 * Cable Guy 5.
730, 9:45 * Phenomenon 5. 7:15,

9:45 * Nutty Professor 5, 730, 9:45
G.G. GIL TWlstertSSL ClarabTheMProfessor 5. 730. 10* A Time

430, 7:15, 10 RAV-NEGEV
1-4 « 235278 Spy Hard 5,730,9:45
* Independence Day 4. 7. 930 *
Cable Guy 5, 730. 9:45 *
Phenomenon 5,7:15.8:45
HADERA
.LEV TWlster 5, 730, 10 * James
and the Giant Peach 5 * Cable Guy
730, 10* Princess Swan 5,10:10*
Nutty Professor 5. 730, 10 *
jndBgendence Day 7:30.

COLONY Things To Do in
Denver*Independence Day 5, 730,
10 DANIEL HOTEL The EJglith Day
5, 730, 10 STAR* 589088 ^Twister
7:30, 10 * A Time to Kffi 7:15, 10 *
The Nutty Professor 7:45, 10
KARMIEL
CINEMA KARMIEL 04-9882521
Cable Guy 7, 930 * Spy Hard 7,
930 * Independence Day 7. 9:45 *
James and the Giant Peach 5, 730,
10 * Independence Day 4:30. 7:15.
10 * A Time to KlU 430,7:15.10 *

: SL CfaratoSpy HarcfibCabla Guy 5,
730. 10
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL The Nutty
Protessoriblndependence DayWSL
CtaratoTWister 4:45 , 7. 930 * The
Hunchback ofNotre DameMsOreweSa-
fog) 4-/45 * The Rock 7, 930 * A
Time to KlU 7, 930 * Babe (Hebrew
dialog) 4^45* It lbkes TWo 4:45 *
Swan Princess (Hebrew dialog) ;

4:45

KIRYAT SHMONA
G.G. GIL « 6905060 TWIstarWSptf
Hard 430. 7, 930 * A Time to KUI
7:15, 10 * Babysitters 5
LOD
STAR Independence Day 7:15, 10*
The Kummback of Notre Dame
(Hebrew dialog) 11 ajn.. 5 * The
Cable Guy 730, 10 * Babysitters

730, 10
UPPlER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Trainspotting 430, 7, 930

1830 English Soccer 1930 European
Baskettiaf- pregan Maccabi TeiAviv vs

Panlonioa 2130 South American
Soccer Magazine 22:00 World Cup
Heals Israel vs Bulgaria (rpt) 23:30 NFL
Footbafl

EUROSPORT

8:30 Motorcycle Racing: Brazilian Grand

.

Prtx — the race (rpb IftOO Motor Sports

Magazine 1230 Eurogoals 13:00 Car
Raring: World Cup Cross-Country Rally,

Paris-Moscow-Mortgolia (rpt) 14:00
Triathlon: World Cup. Brazil 15:00
Mountain Bikes 16:00 Tennis: CA Cup,
Austria - five 2T130 Boxing - five 2330
Soccer. World Cup heats 0030 Snooker

PfVWE SPORTS

6:00 Cricket World Cup. Pakistan vs

Holland 1030 Futboi Mondal 1130 Asm
Sports Show 1130 Soccer: Asia Youth

Champlonshtos - final 1330 GHette
Sports Wortd 13:30 PGA Golf 1430
Polo 15:30 Motorcycle Racing: world

championships, Brazil 1730 Asia Sports

Show 1730 Golf: Dunhffl Cup 1830
International Sports Mawcrine 19:30

Boxing 21:30 Thaj' Boxing 2230 Soccer
Asia routh Championships - final 00:00
Golf: Dunhill C143 130 Polo 230 Indian

Sports Magazine

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 9:15 Panorama (rpt)

1030 Fat Man in France (rpt) 11:30

Tomorrow's World (rpt) 14:15 The
Money Programme (rpt) 15:15 World

Business Report 1530 Asia-Pacific

Newshour 1630 The Travel Show (rpt)

17:15 Panorama (rpt) 18:30 Film ’96

(rpt) 2135 Panorama (ipt) 2230 Royers
American Pie 23:00 International

Business News

CNN INTERNATTONAL

News throughout the day 6:30 tnsiefe

Politics 730 Moneyfine (rpt) 8:30 World

Sport 930 Showbiz Today 1030 CNN
Newsroom 1130 World Report 1230
Business Day 1330 Aston News 1330
Wortd Sport 1430 Asian News 1430
Business Asia 1530 Larry King Live

16:30 World Sport (ipt) 17:30 Earth

Matters 18:30 Q&A 20:00 World
Business Today 2030 CNN Wbrld News
2130 Larry King (rpt) 2230 European
News 2330 World Business Today
2330 World Sport 00:00 World News
Survey 1:30 Moneyltoe 230 Hoadfine
News

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Bach:
Sonata no 2 in A tor viofin and harpsi-
chord BWV J015 (Huggeti, Kocpman);
Vivaldi: Stabai Mater, Schubert:
Symphony no 4 (Hanover
Band/Goodman); Ravel: Piano trio

(Fontana); Prokofiev: Romeoand Juliet

ballet scenes 12:00 Light Classical —
film music 1330 Rene Jacobs, coun-
tertenor - cantatas by Handel, Cesti,
Vivaldi 14:06 Foflc music from dfferent
countries 15:00 From the Recording
Studio - Uzi Wiesal (cello), Aman
Wiese I (piano). Beethoven: Sonata no
4 to C op 102/1; Zvi Avnh Elegy for

cello solo; Messiaen: 2 movements
from lies de feu for piano;
Mendelssohn: Sonata to D op58 16:00
My Concert with Eton Goitein 1830
New CDs - Francesco Cavalli:

-Vespers for the Blessed Virgin part 2;
Haydn: String quartet in E flat op 64/B;
Mozart: Sonata to F for piano and vio-

lin K376 20:05 Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra cond. Herbert Blomstadt,
Ignat Solzhenitsyn (piano). Sibelius: En
Saga; Mozart: Piano concerto no 23;
Beethoven: Symphony no 7 22:00 A
Musical Journey

* Independence Day 430. 7:15, 10 *
TwlstarbCable GuyWTha Nutty
ProfessorWSpy Hard 430, 7, 30 * A
Time to KM! 430, 7:15. 10
NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 « 404729 TwlstorBThe
Nutty Professor 5, 730. 10 * The
Elgth Day 5, 730, 10 * A Time to Kill

430. 7:15. 10
neYanyA
G.G. GIL 1-5 « 628452 TWistertbSt
ClaraOThe Nutty Professor 5. 7:30. 10
* A Time to KlU 430, 7:15, 10
Trainspotting 5, 730, 10 RAV
CHEN Spy Hard 11 a.m„ 5. 730, 9:45
* Phenomenon 7:15, 9:45 *
Independence Day 4, 7, 9-45 * Coble
Guy 5, 730, 9:45 * James and tha
Giant Peach 5 * The Hunchback of
Notre Dame(Hebrew cfetog; 11am.
OR AKIVA
RAV CHEN TWfster 7:15, 930* Spy
Hard 7, 930 * Cable Guy 7:15,930
* Jamas and the Giant Peach 5,

7:30, 10 * The Brothers McMullen 5.

730. 10* A Time to Kill 430,7:15,10
PEfAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL TwfsterWTbe Nutty
Professor 5. 730, 10* A Time to Kill

4:15. 7, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 « 9340818
Independence Day 430, 7:15. 10 *
Gabto^Gu^WTrainspottlng 5, 7:30, 10

CIN-MOFET Trainspotting weekdays
8:30 PARK Spy Hard*TWtetar 5.

730. 10:15 * Phenomenon 10:15 *
Independence Day 4:#0, 7:15, 10:15
* James and the Giant Peach 5 *
Cable Guy 5, 730
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 *r 6197121 Spy Had
5. 730, 9:45 * Phenomenon 7:30,

9:45 * Beautiful Girls 5. 730. 9:45 *
Twister 5. 730. 9:45 * James and
the Giant Peach 5 RAV-OASIS 1-
3 » 6730687 Cable GuyOThe Nutty
Professor 5, 7:30. 930 *
Independence Day 4:10, 7. 950
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Independence Day 4:15,7.
9:30 * Tha Hunchback of Notre
DamefMabrew dialog) 11:30
am.
REHOVOT
CHEN tr 9362888 A Time To Kill 7,
9:45* Mon. Homme 7:15, 9:45 * The
Nutty Professor
730, 9:45 * SL Clara
730, 10 RAV MOR 08-9493595

Cable Guy 5, 7:30, 9:45 * Spy Hard
5, 730, 9:45 * Independence Day 4,
7, 9:45 Phenomenon 5,7:15,9:45*
Twister 5.730.9:45
RISHON LEZICn
GAL 1-5 w 9619669 Tha
RocMEraserftMIsslon Impossible •
To Die For 7:30, 10 * Phenomenon
730, 10 * Trainspotting 730, 10
GIL 1-3 A Time to Kill 11 am., 1:45,
4:30, 7:15, 10 * Nutty
PrataasoriBIteistor 5, 730, 10.
HAZAHAV A Tbne to Kill 430,7:15,
ID * James & the Giant Peach 11
am., 130 * Nutty ProfessorWTwtster
5, 730. 10* toy Hard 5.730. 10*
SL Clara 5.730,10 RAV CHEN «
9670503 Spy Hard 5, 730. 9*5 *
Phenomenon 5. 7;15, 9:45 *
Independence Day 4, 7. 9:45 Cable
Guy 730,9:45* James and theGiant
Peach 5 STARtr 9619985 Dogs Are
Color Blinds 7:45. 10 * Two Bits
730, 10 * Independence Day 7:15,
!fc45 * The Cable Guy 730, 10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN Spy Hard 5.730.9:45*
Independence Daw 4, 7, 9:45 *
Phenomenon 7:15, 9j45 * Cable Guy
5, 730. 9:45 * James and Giant Peach
5

Phone reservations; Tel Awhr 5252244
Phone reservations; Haifa 728S78
All times are p-m. unless otherwise
Indicated.
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Olmert’s
immunity lifted

at his request
UAT COLLINS

THE Knesset House Committee

yesterday unanimously accepted a

request by MK Ehud Olmert

(Likud) to lift his parliamentary

immunity so he can stand trial for

an alleged fundraising scam dur-

ing the 1988 elections.

Olmert, who is also mayor of

Jerusalem, was not present for the

discussion, but was represented by
attorney Yigal Amon, who said

that immunity had turned into a

trap for MKs.
Attorney General Michael Ben-

Yair accepted the committee's

decision and said he would not file

charges until the High Court had

heard Olraert’s petition in which
he claims the decision to press the

charges against him is illegal. The
bearing is set for Sunday.

The committee was chaired by

Likud treasurer.

Eitan said the case involved “the
disappearance of tremendous
sums," but Amon noted Olmert
was not charged with personally
pocketing money.
“The idea, of immunity was to

save innocent MKs from long tri-

als which would prevent them
from carrying out their public
duties,” Amon said. “But you
should! understand that immunity
originally intended for the inno-
cent has become the sanctuary of
the guilty. It has become a crap for

life for the innocent, because a
person can't become a deputy
minister, minister, or even com-
mittee chairman, without a deci-
sion by the courts.”
Ben-Yair, Knesset legal adviser

Zvi Inbar, Amon, and committee
Avraham Stem (National

.
members all raised the problem of

Religious Party). The permanent the suffering caused to a public

temperatures lower than usual tar this

AROUND THE WORLD

chairman, Raphael Pinhasi (Shas),

has exempted himself from meet-

ings on immunity because his own
case is still being decided on. The
temporary chairman Michael
Eitan (Likud) disqualified himself

because he had raised some of the

charges when he investigated the

case himself while Olmert was

figure by the delay in standing
trial. Anion noted that four (Kit of
the five mayors who had been
charged in the past few years had
been found innocent, but had been
forced to suffer what amounted to

a miscarriage of justice while
waiting for the outcome of the

court case.

At yesterday’s dedication of a Moslem prayer room at the Knesset are (from right) MK Abdnl Malik Dahamsbe (United Arab List),

Speaker Dan Uchon, MKs Abdul Wahab Darawshe and Taleb a-Sanaa (both UAL), and Knesset secretary Shmuel Hollander. (Hanri)

Knesset gets Moslem prayer room

Group petitions

High Court
to indict Shaki

EVELYN GORDON

THE Movement for Quality

Government in Israel petitioned

the High Court of Justice yester-

day against Attorney-General

Michael Ben-Yair 's decision not

to indict National Religious Party

MK Avner Shaki.

The case involves three alloca-

tions made in 1990 by the ministe-

rial committee on bequests, of

which Shaki, then religious affairs

minister, was a member. He rec-

ommended allocations totaling

N1S 820,000 to three institutions

run by his family members and
political cronies, without inform-

ing the committee of his connec-

tions to them or disqualifying him-
self from the decisions. In 1994.

Ben-Yair decided there was no
public interest in indicting Shaki

for fraud and breach of trust, but

two months ago, the High Court

overturned tins decision.

However, Ben-Yair decided two
weeks ago that be could not indict

Shaki anyway, since the five-year

statute of limitations on misde-

meanors had expired while die

High Court was considering the

petitions against his original deci-

sion.

The movement challenged this

latest decision of Ben-Yair’s on

two grounds.

The law states that the clock for

the statute of limitations does not

run while an investigation is being

conducted. Ben-Yair argued that

an investigation comprises only

actual police work, which in

Shaki’s case ended in July 1991.

However, the movement argued

that an investigation also includes

the process of weighing the evi-

dence and deciding whether to

indict Under this inteipretation,

the Shaki investigation did not end
until June 1994, when Ben-Yair

decided not to indict him.

The movement also argued that

Shaki's status as an MK stopped

the clock, since by law, the clock

does not run during any period in

which _an. MK is prevented from
standing trial due to his parliamen-

tary immunity.

Ben-Yair had argued that this

law, which is meant to ensure that

MKs do not take advantage of
immunity proceedings to run out

the clock, does not apply to

Shaki's case. He explained that

since be never got as far as asking

the Knesset to lift Shaki’s immuni-
ty, Shaki's status as an MK in no
way delayed the proceedings

against him. It is irrational to say

Shaki should be given fewer rights

than an ordinary citizen just

because he is an MK, Ben-Yair

added, and that is what extending

the statute of limitations would do

in a case where immunity pro-

ceedings played no part in what

happened.

However, the movement argued

that the clock stops as long as

someone is an MK, even if his

parliamentary immunity has no

impact on the time that has

passed.

AMONG the improvements rendered to the

Knesset building in time for the opening of the

winter session yesterday was a small prayer

room for Moslem MKs.
The room, not far from the synagogue, used

to be a secretary’s office. It still has the base of
a mezuza on die door, but inside it is simply
furnished with prayer mats, a closet for prayer
books, and a picture of the Aksa Mosque on
Temple Mount
A handwritten sign declares it “The Haq

Mosque” (The Mosque of Justice).

Speaker Dan Tichon was among those who
took their shoes off to enter the room for the

inauguration, and noted the room was provid-
ed as soon as Moslem MKs, who said they are
in die Knesset building for four of the five

daily prayer times on a regular workday,
requested it.

Talab a-Sanaa (Democratic Arab Party),

admitted the room is small, adding with a

LIAT COLLINS

smile, “but it’s a start-”

But the opening of the prayer room coincid-

ed with the submission of a bill by MK Eliezer

Zandberg (Tsomet) which would make
Hebrew the only official language of the coun-

try. The bill was hastily submitted when
Zandberg learned some Arab MKs intended
addressing the plenum in Arabic.

The Knesset building has undergone NIS 6
million in renovations during the recess,

including new elevators, kitchens, an improved
meat canteen, and more rooms.
The first art exhibition in the MKs’ corridor

is dedicated to works by new immigrants,

reflecting the fact that the new bead of die

Decoration Committee is Naomi Blumenthal
(Likud), who also chairs the Immigration and
Absorption Committee.
Not all the changes were considered fen: the

Knesset aims to improve
behavior in plenum

LiAT COLLINS

THE heads of Knesset factions

decided yesterday to establish an
apparatus to strengthen the

Knesset’s status and maintain
acceptable norms of parliamen-

tary discourse.

But Yisrael Ba’aliya faction

bead Roman Bronfman proved
prophetic when he said the test

would be the prune minister's

address, which opened the winter

session later on.

For all the agreements, the

plenum discussion was stormy
and marked by heckling, mainly
from the left

At the meeting, initiated by
coalition faction chairman
Michael Eitan, it was decided the

faction heads would meet infor-

mally to discuss complaints of
unreasonable behavior and harm
to the Knesset's standards.

Speaker Dan Ticbon also met
with faction heads to repeat his

call for better behavior in the

plenum. He said he expects the

winter session “to be hot," but
said he would not tolerate “Ba-
Gadism,” gimmicks like those
carried out by former MK Yosef
Ba-Gad. *

Eitan told the MKs it was
important to recall that the public
saw only the arguments and did
not see MKs sitting down to eat
meals together in the canteen.
Salah Salim (Hadash) said the

Arab MKs had felt discriminated

against in the last Knesset
because of statements that the

government only got in on die

Arab vote. “These are statements
that do not become a democracy,”
he said.

Moledet leader Rehavara
Ze’evi, however, said it is not
right to ask MKs to change their

tone, as this would limit the

expression of their views. He
said comparisons had shown that

the Knesset is no worse than
other parliaments around the

world.

Labor MKs meet
to declare support for

Peres as party leader
A GROUP of Labor MKs met In the Knesset yesterday to express
their support for Shimon Peres as the party leader.

The MKs included Yossi Benin, Yael Dayan, Rafi Elnd, Yona
Yahar, Ephraim Osfaaya, Dalia Itzzk and Mosbe SbahaL Sfatomo
Ben-Anti and Rafi Edri expressed interest bat were unable to attend
the meeting.

Although the press had been invited initially, Beilin asked that the
meeting be dosed.
Following the discussions behind dosed doors, it was announced

that the MKs had asked to meet with Peres and the party to explain

their position. Their main demands are to delay the elections for the

party leadership and to bold elections for candidacy for the pre-

miership only a year before tbe general elections.

They said they would drum up support for Peres on the street and
expect thousands to sign a statement supporting Peres as Labor
leader. Liat Collins

Azani named new Prisons

Service commissioner
BILL HUTMAN

Zadok: Courts, not Knesset, should rule on lifting immunity
THE time has come for decisions on lifting an

MK’s parliamentary immunity to be removed

from the Knesset’s hands, former justice min-

ister Haim Zadok said at a meeting of former

MKs at the Knesset yesterday.

They asked Zadok to lecture on the subject

apropos of Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon ’s

decision to set up a public committee to exam-

ine MKs' immunity. Former Likud MK Mosbe
Nissan, who has served as justice, finance and

industry minister, is to head the committee.

Zadok noted that in Israel, there axe two

kinds of parliamentary immunity. Substantive

immunity protects an MK from prosecution for

anything done in the course of his job, or “in

order to perform his job,” and cannot be

removed. Procedural immunity protects an

MK from prosecution even for crimes unrelat-

ed to his work, but the Knesset can revoke it.

EVELYN GORDON

The Knesset is supposed to refuse to lift proce-

dural immunity only in specific circumstances,

such as if the attorney-general has prepared the

indictment due to political motivations.

Procedural immunity does not exist in most
other parliamentary democracies, such as
Britain and Canada. Zadok noted. It was meant
to protect MKs from harassment via frivolous

indictments and was rooted in the deep distrust

of the judicial system which developed during
the Mandatory period. However, he said, now
that Israel has a well-established, independent
prosecution and judiciary, the need for this law
is questionable.

Israel's substantive immunity is also unusu-

ally wide, Zadok said, since in most countries,

substantive immunity does not extend outside

the parliament’s walls and certainly does not

include acts committed by the MK “in order to

perform” his job.

However, he continued, even if the public com-
mission decides to leave MKs' immunity intact, it

should transfer tbe power to lift it to the courts.

The Knesset, Zadok said, is by its nature a
political body and cannot help being influ-

enced by political considerations, he cited the

case of ShasMK Raphael Pinhasi. The Knesset

decided to lift Pinhasi ’s immunity in March
1993, but tbe High Court of Justice ordered a

revote that July. During the revote, the Knesset
decided not to lift Pinhasi ’s immunity. The
only change that had occurred was the govern-
ment’s coalition considerations, Zadok said.

“Therefore, it would be appropriate for deci-

sions on lifting an MK's immunity — to be
transferred to the judiciary," he concluded.

NORTHERN District Police chief

Cradr. Amos Azani has been
appointed to replace outgoing
Prisons Service Commissioner
Arye Bibi, the Internal Security

Ministry spokesman announced
yesterday.

The appointment came as a sur-

prise, as Cmdr Yossi Levy, head of
Police Investigations, was consid-

ered the top candidate for the post.

Tbe move is likely to be followed
by other senior appointments.
Crude Alec Ron, head ofthe Judea

and Samaria District, is Azani’s most
likely replacement. If Ron goes to

tbe North, be is likely to be replaced

by Cmdr Avi Cohen, who heads the

ministry's “headquarters,” a relative-

ly new post that was originally slat-

ed to-be done away with, according

to police sources.

Internal Security Minister
Avigdor Kahalani has decided not

to ax the headquarters, and instead

offered Levy tbe possibility of
becoming its new bead.
The headquarters functions as the

minister's personal advisory unit on
police affairs and coordinates

between the ministry and the police.

“1 told the minister that I will get
back to him concerning tbe offer,”

Levy said. He said he was weigh-
ing it against several offers he
received from the private sector.

Azani, 45, is to take his new post
in January, following Bibi's retire-

ment. Levy is scheduled to be
replaced on November J by Cmdr.
Sando Mazor.
Kahalani recently met with both

Azani and Levy to tell them of his

decision. Azani served as Levy's
deputy before taking command of
the Northern District two years
ago, and police sources said they
remain on good terms.

Histadrut OKs dismissals and budget cuts Israel's own agony aunt has the answers
THE Histadrut leadership yester-

day approved a series of drastic

measures in an attempt to over-

come tbe financial crisis threaten-

ing the labor federation's existence,

including die dismissal of some
600 workers, wage cuts, and clos-

ing down most local labor councils.

Histadrut leaders warned that the

budget deficit of NIS 150 million

and accumulated debts of some
NIS 2 billion will lead to collapse

unless drastic steps are taken.

The Histadrut never recovered

from the “revolution” effected by
former chairman Haim Ramon
two years ago. including selling

off its assets and tbe National

Health Insurance Law, which sev-

ered it from Kupat Halim ClaliL

its mam source of income. The
Histadrut now has a NIS 20 mil-

lion monthly deficit and can hard-

ly pay its workers or finance other

activities.

The economic measures are to

save the HistadrutNIS 100 million

MICHAL YUDELMAN

After a fiv&-bour debate, the lead-

ership approved only some of the

proposals presented by Chairman
Amir Peretz and Treasurer Shmuel
AvitaL They included dismissing

some 600 workers, reducing local

labor councils from 80 to 28, and a

NIS 10 million wage cut. A limit to

on wages for senior officials was
also set
Tbe leadership rejected other

proposals, however, including cut-

ting the wages of elected officials

and the leadership by 10% and
wage cuts which involved blatant

infringement of work agreements.
The senior officials, however, will

be asked to forgo tbe return of a
“loan” to tbe Histadrut, which was
deducted from their wages last

year.

The leadership also failed to

approve reducing the Histadrut

departments by half, a move
which would have caused objec-
tions from Labor and Ram offi-

cials who would have had to give

up their positions. ’

Dear Ruthte,
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better. Labor faction members were surprised

to find their faction room had been made small-

er to add more office space; causing a feeling

of intimacy as MKs crammed in for a meeting

with party leader Shimon Peres.

Tichon said he aimed at making non-cos-

metic changes in the Knesset, too. He noted

the House Rules have not been updated to

cope with such developments as electronic

voting and the direct election of the prime
minister.

One thing that has kept up to date is MKs’
wages. They got a salary rise of 33 percent

this month, although there is now a stricter

limit on the amount ofmoonlighting they can
do.

Yossi Katz (Labor) asked House Committee
chairman Raphael Pinhasi (Shas) to ensure
there would be no discussion of loosening the

restrictions on additional paid work, as request-

ed by some MKs.
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Secular
Humanistic Jews

call for acceptance
of the intermarried
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Winning cards
In yesterday's daily Chance

draw, the winning cards were the

queen of spades, the king of
hearts, die eight of diamonds and
the seven ofclubs.

THE Sixth Congress of the

International Federation of
Secular and Humanistic Jews
ended over the weekend with a

call to religious Jews to nurture

and strengthen Jewish identity by
accepting the diversity of the

Jewish people.

The three-day conference, dedi-

cated to the issue of “Jews among
the nations,” was held at the ...

Sorbonne. In a closing statement, *

the participants warned that tbe

rejection of pluralistic Judaism by
rabbinic authorities has led in

some communities to the emer-
gence of a chauvinism that focus-
es attention solely on Jewish con-
cerns and ignores the problems of
the world at large.

Secular Humanistic Judaism
offers a non-tbeistic approach to

Jewish identity and culture.

One of tbe major topics dis-
cussed was intermarriage, with the
conference calling for acceptance
of the intermarried and their
spouses.

“Thousands of Jews are being
thrown away by their communi-
ties for tbe crime of falling in love.
We must recognize that rejection
and condemnation are not a valid
way to face this phenomenon,"
said Prof. Hershel Hartman of the
US.

Paula Garbourg tells you how
to control your ring musdes
and free yourself from
various pains and
disturbances, including
*2™. Migrains, Backache,
Arthritis, Impotence, Sinusitis
and Incontinence. The book
pspstets of an overview, case.
Histones and exercises.
Softcovar, 171 pp.
JP Price NIS ai nn
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